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(57) A multi-functional display device and a method storage device configured to store at least one channel
for displaying an electronic programming guide (EPG)in
the sameare disclosed herein. The multi-functional dis-

play device mayinclude a display for displaying broad-
cast programsordata, a network interface configured to
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troller for controlling the multi-functional display device.
The controllar may map the event information to one of
the at least one channel numbers and may construct an
EPGthatincludes the mappedeventinformation and the
corresponding channel number for display onthe display.
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Description

BACKGROUND

Field

[0001] A multi-functional display device having an electronic programming guide and methedfor controlling the same
are disclosed herein.

Background

[0002] Multi-functional display devices having electronic programming guides and methodsfor controlling the same
are known. However they suffer from various disadvantages.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] The embodiments will be described in detail with reference to the following drawingsin which like reference
numerals refer to like elements wherein:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagramillustrating a configuration of an exemplary embodimentfor a broad-
cast system in accordancewith the present invention;

FIG, 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an exemplary embodiment for a serverin
accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a block diagramillustrating a configuration of an exemplary embodimentfor an electronic
device in accordancewith the presentinvention;

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a screen on which a Web page of a
Social Network Service (SNS)is displayed;

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which an exemplary embodiment of a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) for designation of a human addressis displayed;

FIG. 6 is a diagramillustrating ascreen on which an exemplary embodimentof a GUI for designation
of a channel numberis displayed;

FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating one example of a screen on whichthe result of assigning a human
address to a channel numberis displayed;

FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a screen on which a menu is displayed;

FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodiment of a GUI for
designation of a human addressis displayed;

FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodiment of a GUI for
designation of a human addressis displayed;

FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which a further exemplary embodiment of a GUI for
designation of a human addressis displayed;

FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment for a human channel map;

FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of one exemplary embodiment for a
method of constructing a human channel map in accordance with the present invention;

FIG, 14 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodiment
for amethod of constructing a human channel mapin accordance with the present invention;
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FIG. 15 is a diagramillustrating one exemplary embodiment of a screen on which a human channel
map and content of a selected human channel are displayed;

FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating another exemplary embodiment of a screen on which a human
channel map and contentof a selected human channel are displayed;

FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating a further exemplary embodiment of a screen on which a human
channel map and content of a selected human channelare displayed;

FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentfor a
method of providing a human channel service in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of one exemplary embodimentfor a
methodof receiving content of a human channel;

FIG. 20 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentfor
a methodof receiving content of a human channel;

FIG, 21 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of a further exemplary embodiment
for a method of receiving content of a human channel;

FIG. 22 is a diagram illustrating a method of setting up connection between two electronic devices;

FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram illustrating a configuration of another exemplary embodiment of a
broadcast system in accordance with the present invention;

FIG, 24 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a Network Address Translation (NAT)
table;

FIG. 25 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of an address matching table recorded
in a server;

FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentfor a
method of setting up connection between two electronic devices;

FIG, 27 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which one exemplary embodiment of a GUI for setting
up a human channelis displayed;

FIG. 28 is a diagram illustrating a screen in a state in which a human addressis being dragged on
he displayed GUI of FIG. 27;

FIG, 29 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodiment of a GUI for
setting up a human channelis displayed;

FIG. 30 is a diagram illustrating a screen in a state in which a human address is being dragged on
he displayed GUI of FIG. 29;

FIG. 31 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which an exemplary embodiment of a GUI for setting
up a channelis displayed;

FIG, 32 is a diagram illustrating a screen in a state in which a human addressis being dragged on
he displayed GUI of FIG. 31;

FIG. 33 is a diagram illustrating a screen in a state in which a broadcast channel, a human address
and an App channel are dragged onto achannel number region of the displayed GUI of FIG.
31;

FIGs. 34A and 348are flowchartsillustrating an implementation procedure of a further exemplary em-
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bodimentfor a method of constructing a channel map in accordancewith the present inven-
tion;

is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a broadcast screen on which a human
channel mapis displayed;

is a diagramillustrating an exemplary embodimentof a screenfor invitation to view @ channel;

is a schematic diagram illustrating a configuration of another exemplary embodiment of a
broadcast system in accordance with the present disclosure;

is a diagramillustrating a configuration of an exemplary embodimentfor a channel invitation
packet;

is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a screen displayed wheninvitation to
view a channel is made;

is a diagram illustrating one exemplary embodiment of a guidance message with regard to
invitation to view a channel;

is a diagram illustrating another exemplary embodimentof a guidance messagewith regard
0 invitation to view a channel;

is a diagramillustrating a further exemplary embodimentof a guidance messagewith regard
0 invitation to view a channel;

 
are diagramsillustrating an exemplary embodiment of a screen displayed when invitation to
view a channel is accepted;

is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodimentof a channel matching table;

is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of one exemplary embodiment for a
method of making invitation to view a channel in accordance with the present disclosure;

is a flowchart illustrating an implement procedure of another exemplary embodimentfor a
method of making invitation to view a channel in accordancewith the present disclosure; and

is a flowchart illustrating an implement procedure of an exemplary embodiment for a method
of processing invitation to view a channel in accordancewith the present disclosure.

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen on which contentis displayed;

is a diagram illustrating one embodiment of a screen on which contentis displayed in a
simultaneous viewing mode;

is a diagram illustrating another embodiment of a screen on which contentis displayed in a
simultaneous viewing mode;

is a diagram illustrating a further embodiment of a screen on which contentis displayed in
a simultaneous viewing mode;

is a diagram explaining an embodiment of a method for confirming viewing of the same
content;

is a diagram explaining a method for detecting user emotions;

is a diagram illustrating the contourof a silhouette mapped to user emotions;
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is a diagramillustrating an embodiment of a screen an whichdifferent silhouettes depending
on user emotions are displayed;

is a diagram explaining a procedurefor registering a facial image;

is a diagram explaining a procedurefortraining a facial image;

is a diagram explaining a method for detecting a user motion;

are diagrams explaining a methodfor reflecting a screen effect on content;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin re-
lation to a method for remotely viewing content at the same time;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin
relation to a method for remotely viewing content at the sametime;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin
relation to a method for remotely viewing content at the same time;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of a further exemplary embodiment
in relation to a methodfor remotely viewing content at the same time;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin re-
lation to a methodfor confirming viewing of the same content;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin
relation to a method for confirming viewing of the same content;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin re-
lation to a methodfor providing a viewing list;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin re-
lation to a methodfor displaying a silhouette;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin
relation to a methodfor displaying a silhouette;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin re-
lation to a methodfor displaying a silhouette as a 3D image;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin re-
lation to a method for sharing a screen effect;

is adiagram illustrating a broadcast screen on which one exemplary embodiment of achannel
map is displayed;

is a diagram illustrating a broadcast screen on which another exemplary embodimentof a
channel mapis displayed;

is a diagram illustrating a broadcast screen on which a further exemplary embodiment of a
channel mapis displayed;

is a diagram illustrating a screen on which one exemplary embodimentof a full channel map
is displayed;

is a diagram illustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodimentof a full channel
map is displayed;
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is a diagram illustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodimentof a full channel
map is displayed;

is a diagram illustrating a screen on which a human channelsheet of the full channel map
of Figure 76 is displayed;

is a diagram illustrating a screen on which an App channelsheetof the full channel map of
Figure 76 is displayed;

is a diagram illustrating a screen on which an exemplary embodimentof a recently viewed
channel mapis displayed;
 
is a diagram illustrating a screen on which a further exemplary embodimentofa full channel
map is displayed;

are a diagrams explaining a connection state of an owner of a human channel; and

is a flowchart illustrating an implement procedure of an exemplary embodiment for a method
of providing a channel map service in accordance with the present disclosure.

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin re-
lation to a user registration method in accordance with the present disclosure;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI to receive user registration information;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI to select an SNSsite;

is a diagramillustrating an embodiment of a GUI to receive authentication information for an
SNSsite;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI to confirm execution of a channel scan;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin re-
lation to a method for providing a channel scan interface in accordance with the present
disclosure;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI to select a scan method;

is a diagramillustrating an embodiment of a GUI to select a service type;

is a diagramillustrating an embodiment of a screen whichdisplays the progress of a human
channel scan;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen which displays the result of a human
channel scan;

is adiagramillustrating another embodimentof a screen whichdisplays the result of ahuman
channel scan;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin re-
lation to a methed for scanning a human channel in accordance with the presentdisclosure;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary ernbodimentin
relation to amethodforconstructing a channel mapin accordance with the presentdisclosure;

is a diagram illustrating an embodimentof a GUI for display of other human addressesof a
friend who has a human address associated with a channel number;
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is a diagram illustrating another exemplary embodiment for a human channel map;

is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin
relation to a method for providing a human channel service in accordance with the present
disclosure;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI for designation of a human address;

is a diagram illustrating another embodiment of a screen on which a human channel map
and content of a selected human channel are displayed;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen on which an Electronic Program Guide
EPG) for a human channel in accordance with the present disclosure is displayed;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen in which detailed information about an
eventis displayed on an electronic program guide in accordancewith the presentdisclosure
is displayed;
 
is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen in which channel numbers are selected
on an electronic program guide in accordance with the present disclosure;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen on which content of a human channel
is displayed;

are diagramsillustrating an embodimentin which an electronic program guide in accordance
with the present disclosure is dragged;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen on which a contentlist is displayed on
an electronic program guide in accordancewith the present disclosure;

is a diagram illustrating an embodimentof a screen on which a preview of content selected
from amongthe contentlist of Figure 108 is displayed;

is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen on which a graphical user interface to
produce an eventis displayed;

is a diagram illustrating an embodimentof a screen in which an event input into the graphical
user interface of Figure 110 is displayed;

are diagrams illustrating a screen on which anelectronic program guide in accordance with
he present disclosure, which reflects the event input in Figure 111, is displayed;

is adiagramillustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation
o a methodfor providing service information in accordance with the present disclosure;

is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation
o a method for constructing service information in accordance with the present disclosure;

is adiagram illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation
oa method for displaying service information in accordance with the present disclosure; and

is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation
0 a method for producing an event in accordancewith the present disclosure.

 
[0004] Anelectronic device as disclosed herein may be a multi-functional display device. The multi-functional display
device may bea television or a Smart TV that includes a broadcast receiver. The broadcast receiver may include, for
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example, a function for receiving and processing a broadcast image viewable by a user. The broadcast receiver may
display a broadcast, which is selected by the user from among broadcast signals transmitted from a broadcast station,
on a display. Broadcasts may be transitioned from analog broadcasting to digital broadcasting.
[0005] Digital broadcasting may refer to digital audio and video signal broadcast. Digital broadcasting has low data
loss due to robustness against external noise, favorable error correction, high resolution, and high-definition screen as
compared with analog broadcasting. In addition, digital broadcasting may provideabidirectional service unlike analog
broadcasting.
[0006] In addition to providing digital broadcasting, the broadcast receiver may provide a Social Network Service
(SNS). SNS mayrefer to a service for establishing and maintaining online social networks among variousindividuals
and mayenable personal media and information sharing. Examples of SNS mayinclude Twitter, MySpace, and facebook
widely used in America as well as Cyworld and Me2Day used in Korea, among others. SNS may be used for commu-
nication and information sharing among users. SNS assists users in making new connectionsor reinforcing existing
connections with other users.

[0007] An electronic device as set forth herein is an intelligent electronic device equipped with a computer support
function in additionto a broadcasting reception function, forexample. Since an Internet function is added to a broadcasting
reception function, the electronic device may have an interface which is more convenient than a handwriting input device,
a touch screen, a touch pad, or a remote controller. Further, because the electronic device supports wired or wireless
Internet, the electronic device may include e-mail transmission/reception, Web browsing, banking, and gaming functions
and the like when connectedto the Internet or a computer. To implement these functions, the electronic device may
operate based on a standard, general-purpose Operating System (OS).
[0008] Various applications may be freely added to or deleted from, for example, a general-purpose OSkernelof the
electronic device according to the present disclosure. Therefore, the electronic device may perform a numberof user-
friendly functions. The electronic device may be a network TV, a Hybrid Broadcast Broadband TV (HBBTV), a smart
TV, an Open Hybrid TV (OHTV), etc. and as occasion demands,is applicable to smart phones, Personal Computers
(PC) and homeappliances.
[0009] Embodiments of the present disclosure will be described in detail with reference to the attached drawings, but
it should be understoodthat they are merelyillustrative of the present disclosure and should not be interpreted aslimiting
the scope of the present disclosure.
[0010] In addition, although the terms used in the present disclosure are selected from generally known and used
terms, some of the terms mentioned in the description of the present disclosure, the detailed meanings of which are
described in relevant parts of the description herein, have been selected at the discretion of the applicant. Furthermore,
the present disclosure must be understood, not simply by the actual terms used but by the meanings of each term lying
within. Accordingly, the terms used herein should be understoodnot simply by the actual terms used but by the meaning
lying within and the description disclosed herein.
[0011] Figure 1 is aschematic diagramillustrating a configuration of an exemplary embodimentfor a broadcast system
in accordancewith the present disclosure.
[0012] Referring to Figure 1, the broadcast system 1 in accordance with the present disclosure may include a first
server 10, asecond server 20, a first digitalTV 100, asecond digital TV 110, apersonal computer system 120, a notebook
computer 130 and a mobile terminal 140. Thefirst server 10, the second server20, thefirst digital TV 100, the second
digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook camputer 130 and the mobile terminal 140 may be
connected to one another via a network 2. Broadcast system 1 may include other appropriate types of multi-functional
display devices in addition to the examples as shownin Figure 1.
[0013] The network 2 may include a backbone network and an access network. The backbone network may include
an X.25 network, a frame relay network, an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network, a Multi Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) network and a Generalized Multi Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) network, alone or in combination. The
access network may be a Fiber To The Home (FTTH) network, an Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) network,
a cable network, a wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.119, IEEE 802.11n) network, a Wireless
Broadband (WIBro) network, a WiMax network and a High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) network. In some
embodiments, the network 2 maybe an Internet network or mobile communication network.
[0014] The first server 10 may provide a service for connection between the first digital TV 100, the second digital TV
110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130 and the mobile terminal 140. The first server 10
may provide User Datagram Protocol (UDP) hole punching. In addition, the first server 10 may have a static IP address.
Thefirst digital TV 100, the seconddigital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130 and
the mobile terminal 140 may be connectedto thefirst server 10 using the static IP address.
[0015] The second server 20 mayprovidethefirst digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer
system 120, the notebook computer 130 and the mobile terminal 140 with a human channel service. Here, a human
channel refers to a communication channel for transmission of content provided by an individual. The human channel
mayrefer to an identification sign for identification of the communication channel in terms of a user, and mayrefer to a
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communication channel corresponding to a channel number mapped ta a human addressin termsof a device,i.e. a
communication channel accessible using the human address. As broadly described herein the human channel service
may include, for example, a service to provide access to a Social Network Service (SNS) provided by an SNSservice
provider ona channel of a multi-functional display device (e.g., asocial network channel service or SNS channel! service).
The human channel may be a particular channel on the multi-functional display device (e.g., digital TV) for accessing
an SNS accountfor an individual or an entity. The human channel mayalso be referred to as a social network channel
or SNS channel. A human channel may be associated with a channel number similar to a conventional broadcast channel
on the multi-functional display device (e.g., digital TV), but unlike the broadcast channel, the human channel is also
associated with a human addressthatidentifies an SNS account.

[0016] The human address as broadly described herein refers to an identification character string for identification of
a humanorindividual. The human address may also be referred to herein as an SNS identifier or a user identifier. The
human address may correspond to a channel assigned to an individual, a group of individuals, or an entity and may be
referred to as an SNS channel name. The human address mayinclude at least one of an e-mail address, an account
name, a family name and a Session Initiation Protocol-Uniform Resource Locator (SIP-URL), or another appropriate
type of identifier or address. The human address maybe an address or identifier given to a human or individual and is
different from an address assigned to an electronic device. For example, the human address may include an SNS
addressfor an individual or user(e.g., a social network address or SNS address). Moreover, the human address may
include multiple SNS addresses for a particular user (e.g., a user’s facebook and twitter accounts), or multiple SNS
addresses for a group of users (e.g., dad’s facebook account and mom’s facebook account). As described above, the
human channel service may refer to a service for providing a human channel of at least one individual. The second
server 20 may be a conventional Social Network Service (SNS) server.
[0017] The first digital TV 100 and the second digital TV 110 may be a network TV, a smart TV, an HBBTV,a 3-
dimensional (8D) TV, an OHTV,etc.
[0018] The personal computer system 120 may be a desktop, computer, a laptop computer, a tablet, a handheld
computer, etc.
[0019] The mobile terminal 140 may be a cellular phone, a smart phone, a Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB)
terminal, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a Portable Multimedia Player (PMP), a navigator, etc.
[0020] The first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer
130 and the mobile terminal 140 may servenot only as a subject for providing the human channel service, but also as
an object affected by the human channel service of the second server 20 or another first digital TV 100, second digital
TV 110, personal computer system 120, notebook computer 130 and mobile terminal 140.
[0021] The first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer
130 and the mobile terminal 140 may have a static IP address ora dynamic |P address,or may havea private IP address.
[0022] The first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer
130 and the mobile terminal 140 may receive a dynamic |P address or a private IP addressfrom the first server 10, ifa
device for providing a human channel has the dynamic IP addressor the private IP address.
[0023] Alternatively, if the device has a static IP address, the user may input the static |P addressto thefirst digital
TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130 and the mobile
terminal 140.

[0024] Figure 2 is a block diagramillustrating a configuration of an exemplary embodimentfor a server in accordance
with the present disclosure.
[0025] Referring to Figure 2, a server 200 mayfunction asthefirst server 10 or the second server20, or may perform
functions of both the first and second servers 10 and 20. The server 200 may include a communication unit 210, a
controller 220 and a storage unit 230 (or storage device).
[0026] The communication unit 210 may receive packets transmitted through the network 2 and maytransmit the
packetsto thefirst digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer
130 and the mobile terminal 140 through the network 2. The packets may be transmitted by a SessionInitiation Protocol
(SIP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The packets may include registration
request signals, responsesignals, connection requestsignals, connection set-up signals, moving image streaming, Web
pages andfiles.
[0027] The controller 220 may control transmission of the packets by the communication unit 210 based on at least
one protocol of SIP, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), File Transfer Protocol
(FTP), Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) and Multi Media Streaming (MMS).
[0028] Theconiroller 220 may control storing an address of an electronic device which transmits a registration request
signal and a human addressincludedin the registration request signal to the storage unit 230, in responseto the received
registration request signal. The address of the electronic device and the human address may bestored in association
with each other. The controller 220 may extract the address of the electronic device from the registration request signal
or from the packet including the registration request signal. The address of the electronic device may include at least
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one of a Media Access Control (MAC) address, an IP address, a port number, a Domain Name System (DNS) name
and a URL. The IP address mayinclude a static IP address, a dynamic IP address and a private IP address.
[0029] The controller 220 reads an address of an electronic device associated with a human addressincluded in a
connection request signal from the storage unit 230, in responseto the received connection request signal. The controller
220 controls transmission of the read addressof the electronic device to an electronic device which issues the connection

request signal. Also, the controller 220 may control transmission of an addressof the electronic device which issues the
connection request signal to the electronic device, the address of which has been read.
[0030] The storage unit 230 may store the address of the electronic device address and the human address. The
addressof the electronic device address and the human address maybestored in association with each other.
[0031] Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an exemplary embodimentfor an electronic device in
accordancewith the presentdisclosure.
[0032] Referring to Figure 3, the electronic device 300 mayfunction as at least one ofthe first broadcast receiver 100,
the second broadcast receiver 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130 and the mobile
terminal 140.

[0033] The electronic device 300 mayinclude a tuner 305, a demodulator 310, a demultiplexer 315, a network interface
320, an external signal input unit 325, a video decoder 330, an audio decoder 335, a controller 340, a storage unit 345,
a scaler 350, a mixer 360, a formatter 370, a communication unit 380 and a sound sensor 390. The electronic device

300 mayfurther include an image capture device 301, a display 302, spectacles 303 and a remote controller 304.
[0034] The tuner 305 selects a Radio Frequency (RF) broadcast signal corresponding to a channel selected by the
user from among RF broadcast signals transmitted through an antenna and converts the selected RF broadcastsignal
into an Intermediate Frequency (IF) signal or a base-band video or audio signal.
[0035] The demodulator 310 receives a Digital IF (DIF) signal converted by the tuner 305 and demodulates the DIF
signal.
[0036] The demodulator 310 may also perform channel decoding. To this end, the demodulator 310 mayinclude a
Trellis decoder, a deinterleaver and a Reed Solomon decoder, to perform Trellis decoding, deinterleaving and Reed-
Solomon decoding.
[0037] The demodulator 310 may output a Transport Stream (TS) signal after performing demodulation and channel
decoding. An audio signal, a video signal or a data signal may be multiplexed in the TS signal.
[0038] The demultiplexer 315 may receive a stream signal from the demodulator 310, the network interface 320 and
the external signal input unit 325. The demultiplexer 315 may demultiplex the received stream signal to a video signal,
an audio signal and a data signal to output the demultiplexed signal to the video decoder 330, the audio decoder 335
and the controller 340.

[0039] The video decoder 330 receives a video signal from the demultiplexer 315 and restores the received video
signal to output the restored video signal to the scaler 350. The video signal may include a 3D video signal.
[0040] The audio decoder 335 receives an audio signal from the demultiplexer 315 and restores the received audio
signal to output the restored audio signal to the display 302 or the scaler 350.
[0041] The networkinterface 320 receives the packets from the network 2 and transmits the packets to the network
2. The networkinterface 320 may transmit a registration request signal and a connection request signal to the server
10 and mayreceive a responsesignal with respectto the transmitted registration request signal and connection request
signal from the server 10. The registration request signal may include a human address, an addressof the electronic
device 300, an Identifier (ID) and a password. The connection request signal may include a human address.
[0042] The networkinterface 320 may receive content from the second server20,the first digital TV 100, the second
digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer130 and the mobile terminal 140 through the
network 2. The content may include applications, moving image streams, moving imagefiles, music files and picture
files. The content may be provided through a particular human channel.
[0043] The network interface 320 may also receive an IP packet for transmission of broadcast data from a service
provider through the network2. The broadcast data maybe real-time broadcast service data and Internet service data.
[0044] If the IP packet includes a stream signal, the network interface 320 may extract the stream signal from the IP
packet to output the stream signal to the demultiplexer 315. The stream signal may be transmitted from the second
server20, the first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer
130 and the mobile terminal 140. The stream signal may be provided through a particular human channel.
[0045] The networkinterface 320 may output the received signal and contentto the controller 340.
[0046] The external signal input unit 325 may provide a user interface and an interface capable of connecting an
external device and the electronic device 300 to each other. The external device may be a variety of types of video or
audio output devices, such as a Digital Versatile Disk (DVD)player, a Blu-ray player, a gaming device, a camcorder and
a computer(e.g., a notebook computer). The electronic device 300 may display video and audio signals transmitted
from the external signal input unit 325 and may store or use data signals.
[0047] The external device may be the image capture device 301. The image capture device 301 may include a
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plurality of cameras. The image capture device 301 may capture an image of a human. In one example, the image
capture device 301 may recognize, focus on, and capture a human hand shape by zoomingin. Here, the captured hand
shape may be recognized as a spatial gesture. More specifically, the controller 340 may recognize the captured hand
shape as a spatial gesture and may execute commandsfor performing operations associated with the recognized spatial
gesture. The spatial gesture may be defined as a gesture recognized from a video frame or an image which is mapped
to one or more particular computing operations and is transmitted from the image capture device 301.
[0048] In some embodiments, the electronic device 300 mayinclude the image capture device 301.
[0049] The external signal inout unit 325 may be a touch pad or a touch screen. The touch screen maybeintegrally
formed with the display 302, or may be a separate element.If the touch screenis integrally formed with the display 302,
the display 302 maybe called a touch screen display. The touch screen is arranged atthe frontof the display 302, which
allows the user to directly operate a Graphical User Interface (GUI) displayed on a screen. For example, the user may
place his or herfinger on an object to be controlled.
[0050] With regard to the touch pad, the touch pad is separately put on a different plane from the display 302. For
example, the display unit 302 is generally located on a vertical plane and the touch padis generally located on a horizontal
plane. Thus, the touch padis less intuitive and therefore, is difficult to use as compared with the touch screen.
[0051] The touch pad and the touch screen may be a multi-point input device.
[0052] Thecontroller 340 may recognize a touch gesture applied to the external signal input unit 325 and maycontrol
the electronic device 300 based on the touch gesture. The touch gesture may be defined as a stylized interaction with
the external signal input unit 325, mapped to one or more particular computing operations. The touch gesture may be
implemented through hand, moreparticularly, finger movement. Alternatively or additionally, the touch gesture may be
implemented through a stylus. A subject implementing the touch gesture, such as a finger orastylus,is called an object.
[0053] The external signal input unit 325 receives the touch gesture, and the controller 340 executes commands for
performing operations associated with the touch gesture. The storage unit 345 may include a gesture operating program
which may be a part of an operating system or an additional application. The gesture operating program includes a
series of commandsfor recognizing the occurrence of a gesture (e.g., atouch gesture or a spatial gesture) and informing
one or more software agents of the gesture and/or which actions should be taken in responseto the gesture.
[0054] Whenthe user performs one or more gestures, the external signal input unit 325 transmits gesture information
to the controller 340. The controller 340 analyzes the touch gesture using commandsfrom the storage unit 345, more
particularly, using the gesture operating program andthen, controls different constituent elements of the electronic device
300, such as the display 302, the demultiplexer 315, the networkinterface 320, the external signal input unit 325, the
storage unit 345, the scaler 350, the mixer 360, the formatter 370 and the sound sensor 390. The gesture may be
identified as commands for performing operations of applications stored in the storage unit 345, for correcting a GUI
object represented on the display 302 and data stored in the storage unit 345 and for performing operations in the
multiplexer 315, the network interface 320, the scaler 350, the mixer 360 and the formatter 370. In one example, these
commands may be associated with zooming-in, panning, scrolling, page-eject, rotation, scaling, video channel switch,
content reception, Internet connection and the like.
[0055] In another example, the commands may be associated with designating a channel number, designating a
human address, selecting a displayed object, dragging a displayed object, dropping a displayed object, switching a
channel, displaying a channel map, switching a displayed channel map, transmitting a channel viewing request signal,
booting a particular program, requesting a particular GUI, openingafile or a document, looking at a menu, selecting a
menu, executing a command, log-in to an Internetsite, allowing an authorized person to accessa limited system region,
loading a userprofile associated with a user preference arrangement on the desktop, and/or the like. The displayed
object may include images, channels listed in a channel map, selected regions on a GUI, menu items and displayed
content.

[0056] Awide range of different touch gestures may be used. For example, touch gestures may include a single-point
or multi-point gesture, a static or dynamic gesture, a continuous or segmented gesture, and/or the like. The single point
gesture may be performed through a single contact point. For example, the single-point gesture is performed by a single
touch using a single finger, palm or stylus. The multi-point gesture may be performed through a plurality of points. For
example, the multi-point gesture is performed by multiple touches using plural fingers, a finger and a palm,a finger and
a stylus, plural styluses and/or combinations thereof. The static gesture does not contain movement, and the dynamic
gesture contains movement. The continuous gesture is performed by a single stroke and the segmented gesture is
performed by a sequenceof separate steps or strokes.
[0057] Contact between the object and the touch screen conventionally has various different patterns. For example,
the single-point gesture on the touch screen includes a down event and a subsequent up event, the down event and
the up event occurring at the same or almost the same position. The dynamic gesture on the touch screen includes a
downevent, at least one dragging event subsequent to the down event, and other following events.
[0058] In some embcdiments, parameters are used to describe a process in which a finger accesses, comes into
contact with and moves away from a touch screen display. These parameters may be a mathematical function of at
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least one of a distance betweenthe finger and the touch screen display, pressure applied to the touch screen display
by the finger, a contact area between thefinger and the touch screen display, a voltage between the finger and the touch
screen, a capacitance betweenthe finger and the touch screen display or other physical parameters.
[0059] In some embodiments, according to the magnitude of each parameter(€.¢., capacitance) between the finger
and the touch screen display, a down event occurs when the parameter exceeds a predetermined threshold value, a
dragging event occurs when a position of a cursor corresponding to the finger is moved from position A to position B
while the parameter exceeds the predetermined threshold voltage, and an up event occurs when the parameterfalls
below the threshold level.

[0060] Thecontroller 340 executes a command and performs an operation associated with the electronic device 300.
For example, the controller 340 may control data reception and processing and input and output of signals between
constituent elements of the electronic device 300 using commandsfound in the storage unit 345. The controller 340
may be implemented as a single chip, a plurality of chips, or a plurality of electric components. For example, a variety
of architectures including a dedicated or embedded processor, a single purpose processor, a controller, an Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), etc. may be used as the controller 340. The controller 340 mayinclude at least one
processor.
[0061] The controller 340 may detect a user action and maycontrol the electronic device 300 based on the detected
user action. The user action may include selecting a physical button of a display appliance or a remote controller,
executing a prescribed touch gesture or selecting a soft button on a touch screen display, executing a prescribed spatial
gesture recognized from an image captured through an image capture device, and producing prescribed sound by
recognizing sound received by the sound sensor 390. The controller 340 may analyze a user action as at least one
executable command. The controller 340 may control constituent elements of the electronic device 300 in response to
the at least one analyzed command. Thatis, the controller 340 may control data reception and processing and input
and output of signals between constituent elements of the electronic device 300 using the at least one command.
[0062] Thecontroller 340 may detect a user action for requesting a GUI for designation of a human address and may
control displaying the GUI for designation of the human addressin response to the detected user action. The controller
340 may detect a user action for designating a human address and may control displaying a GUI for designation of a
channel numberin responseto the detected user action. The controller 340 may detect a user action for designating a
channel number and maystore the designated channel number, the designated human address andinformation asso-
ciating the designed channel number and human address with each other to a human channel map,in responseto the
detected user action. The human channel map as broadly described herein may be a channel mapthatcorrelates a
channelwith a human address (or SNS identifier). The human channel map mayalso bereferred to herein as a social
network channel map, SNS channel map, or SNS channel listing, and may be displayed in a similar manner and format
as a broadcast channel map(e.g., broadcast channel listing).
[0063] The controller 340 may detect a user action for designating a channel number, may read a human address
associated with the designated channel number from the human channel map in responseto the detected user action,
and may control acquiring an address of an electronic device to access, based on the read human address. In some
embodiments, the controller 340 may read the addressof the electronic device based on the human addressfrom the
storage unit 345. In some embodiments, the controller 340 maycontrol transmitting a connection request signal including
the read humanaddressto the server 10 and may acquire the addressof the electronic device to access from the server10.
[0064] Thecontroller 340 may control transmitting a registration request signal to the server 10 upon booting or when
a user action for requesting server registration is detected. The registration request signal may include an addressof
an electronic device, a human address, an ID and a password.
[0065] The controller 340 may control transmitting a connection set-up signal to another electronic device. The con-
nection set-up signal may include a human address. Whenthe controller 340 receives a connection set-up signal from
another electronic device, the controller 340 may initialize connection with the electronic device which transmits the
connection set-up signal, in response to the received connection set-up signal, and may transmit a response signal to
the electronic device. During initialization, the controller 340 may open a particular port based on information included
in the connection set-up signal and may transmit a responsesignal including a port numberof the port.
[0066] If the controller 340 receives the response signal with respect to the connection set-up signal from the electronic
device, the controller 340 may confirm whether or not the response signal includes a particular port number.If the
responsesignal includes the particular port number, the controller 340 may receive and transmit data from and to the
electronic device through a port corresponding to the particular port number. In one example, the particular port number
may correspond to a port for providing a human channel. In this case, the electronic device 300 may receive content of
a human channel throughthe port.
[0067] The controller 340 may control routing a packet transmitted to the networkinterface 320 using at least one of
an IP address or a port number included in the packet. Thatis, the controller 340 may control outputting a packet having
a particular port to the demultiplexer 315 and may control storing the packet in the storage unit 345.
[0068] Thecontroller 340 may extract data included in the packet and may perform routing of the extracted data using
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at least one of the IP address or the port number includedin the packet. Thatis, the controller 340 may control outputting
the packet having the particular port to the demultiplexer 315 and may control storing the packetin the storage unit 345.
The controller 340 may directly process the data included in the packet and maycontrol displaying the processed result
on ascreen.

[0069] Thecontroller 340 executes a computer code together with an Operating System (OS) and generates and uses
data. The OS is generally Known and therefore a detailed description thereof is omitted. An example of the OS may
include Windows OS, Unix, Linux, Palm OS, DOS, Android, and Mac OS. The OS,other computer codes and data may
be present within the storage unit 345 whichis linked to and operated by the controller 340.
[0070] The storage unit 345 generally stores program codesand data usedbythe electronic device 300. For example,
the storage unit 345 may be implemented as a Read-Only Memory (ROM), a Random Access Memory (RAM), a hard
disk drive, etc. The program codes and data may be stored in a separable storage medium and, if necessary, may be
loaded or installed onto the electronic device 300. The separable storage medium mayinclude a CD-ROM,a PC card,
amemory card, a floppy disk, a magnetic tape and a network component.
[0071] The storage unit 345 may store a human channel map. The storage unit 345 mayalso catch port numbers and
addresses of other electronic devices connected to the electronic device 300. The port numbers and addresses of the
electronic devices may be stored in association with human addresses. If a human channel associated with a particular
human addressis redisplayed, the controller 340 may read a port number and addressof an electronic device associated
with the particular human address from among the caught port numbers and addressesof the electronic devices and
may receive content of the human channel using the read port number and addressof the electronic device.
[0072] Thescaler 350 performs scaling of signals processedin the video decoder 330 and the audio decoder 335, so
as to provide the signals with a magnitude suitable to be output through the display 302 or a speaker (not shown).
[0073] The scaler 350 adjusts and outputs combinations of at least two of a GUI, a video signal and an aspectratio
of a 3D image, according to the kind of content to be displayed or user set-up conditions. An aspect ratio value may be
21:9, 16:9, 4:3 or 3:2. The scaler 350 may perform scaling such that a ratio of a horizontal screen length to a vertical
screen length has a particular value.
[0074] The mixer 360 mixes outputs of the scaler 350 and the controller 340.
[0075] The formatter 370 changes the format of audio and video signals output from the mixer 360 to suit the display
302. The formatter 370 passesinput signals without implementing a format change function when a 2D imageis displayed.
When a 3D imageis displayed, the formatter 370 may serve as a 3D formatter for processing a signal into a 3D video
signal based on the formatof a 3D image and the output frequencyof the display 302 under control of the controller 340.
[0076] The formatter 370 may output the resultant 3D video signal to form a 3D imageto the display 302 and may
produce a Syncsignalrelating to the 3D video signal to output the sync signal to the communication unit 380. The sync
signal is a signal for synchronizing display times of left eye viewpoint video data and right eye viewpoint video data and
opening/closing times of a left eye lens and a right eye lens of the shutter spectacles 303.
[0077] The communication unit 380 is a communication module for providing omnidirectional (or non-directional)
communication and performs wireless communication with other communication appliances based on predetermined
communication standards. The communication standards may be Zigbee, Bluetooth, Ultra WideBand (UWB), Radio
FrequencyIdentification (RFID) and wireless Lan. The communication appliances may be the electronic device 300, the
spectacles 303 and the remote controller 304.
[0078] The communication unit 380 may include an infrared receiver capable of receiving infrared light from the remote
controller 304.

[0079] The sound sensor 390 may receive sound and output the received sound to the controller 340. The controller
340 may recognize sound output from the sound sensor 380 and maycontrol the electronic device 300 based on the
recognized sound.
[0080] Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a screen on which a Web page of a Social
Network Service (SNS)is displayed.
[0081] Referring to Figure 4, the display 302 may display a Web page 400 of the server 200. The networkinterface
320 may receive the Web page 400 from the server 200, the controller 340 may produce video image data of the Web
page 400 to enable displaying the received Web page 400, and the scaler 350 may adjust a resolution of the produced
video image data. The display 302 may display the video image data 400, the resolution of which has been adjusted by
the scaler 350.

[0082] The Web page 400 may list one or more human addresses 411, 412 and 413. The human address 411
represents ’Sally Brown’, the human address 412 represents Andy Fox’, and the human address 413 represents Charlie
Brown’. The listed human addresses 411, 412 and 413 are selectable by an indicator 401.
[0083] In some embodiments, an indicator 401may be provided to highlight one of the human addresses 411, 412
and 413, and/or a corresponding item (e.g., news feed). Once highlighted, the address or item may be selected to
perform a prescribed process, for example, for designating the corresponding human address. The selection may be
made through a remote controller by pressing a particular button (for example, an OK’ button) or by performing a spatial
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gesture corresponding to a selection. The selection may be made by other methods, such as a touch input.
[0084] Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which an exemplary embodiment of a GUI for designation of a
human addressis displayed.
[0085] Referring to Figure 5, if the electronic device 300 detects a user action for designating a human address, the
electronic device 300 may display a GU! 510 in responseto the detected user action. The GUI 510 may be a pop-up
window.

[0086] The GUI 510 mayinclude a menu item 511 for channel registration, a menu item 513 for channel switch, and
a menu item 515 for channel editing. The menu items 511, 513 and 515 are selectable by an indicator 520.
[0087] If the electronic device 300 detects a user action for selecting the menu item 511, the electronic device 300
maydisplay a GUI for designation of a channel numberin responseto the detected useraction.
[0088] If the electronic device 300 detects a user action for selecting the menu item 513, the electronic device 300
may display a GUI for switching a channel numberin response to the detected user action.
[0089] Also, if the electronic device 300 detects a user action for selecting the menu item 515, the electronic device
300 maydisplay a GU! for editing a channel numberin responseto the detected useraction.
[0090] Figure 6 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which an exemplary embodiment of a GUI for designation of a
channel numberis displayed.
[0091] Referring to Figure 6, if the electronic device 300 detects a user action for designating a human address, the
electronic device 300 maydisplay a GUI 610 in responseto the detected user action. Also, if the electronic device 300
detects a user action for selecting the menu item 511, the electronic device 300 maydisplay the GUI 610 in response
to the detected useraction.

[0092] The GUI 610 lists channel numbers from 41 to 61. The channel numbers from 41 to 61 are selectable by an
indicator 620. The GUI 610 maydisplay the channel numbers in such a manner that a channel number to which a human
address has been assignedis discriminated from an empty channel number. In the drawing, the channel numbers ’41’,
*43’ to ’45’, ’48’ to 55’, '58’, 59’ and 61’ are channel numbers to which human addresses have been assigned, and the
other channel numbers *42’, ’46’, ’47’, ’56’, °57’ and 60’ may be empty channel numbers and distinguished by a bold
font. The controller 340 may confirm the channel numbers and whether or not human addresses have been assigned
to the channel numbers using a human channel mapstoredin the storage unit 345 and may produce the GU! 610 based
on the confirmed results.

[0093] The channel numberslisted in the GUI 610 may be channel numbers to which human addresses have been
assigned, or may be channel numbers to which channels are not assigned.
[0094] Insome embodiments, a channel numberto which a channel is not assigned may be a channel number which
does not belong to any one of a sky wave broadcast channel, a cable channel, an IPTV channelor a satellite channel.
Thus, the electronic device 300 may simultaneously perform browsing of a human channel and one of a sky wave
broadcast channel, a cable channel, an IPTV channelor a satellite channel.
[0095] Insome embodiments, a channel numberto which a channel is not assigned may be a channel numberwhich
belongs to some kinds of channels including a broadcast channel and an App channel, but does not belong to a human
channel.

[0096] Figure 7 is a diagram illustrating one example of a screen on whichthe result of assigning a human address
to a channel number is displayed.
[0097] Referring to Figure 7, if the user performs a user action for issuing a selection order to the indicator 620 ina
state in which the indicator 620 is located at one of the channel numbersfrom 41 to 61 listed in the GUI 610, the electronic
device 300 may detect a user action for designating a channel number and maydisplay a message 710 in responseto
the detected user action. The message 710 mayindicate that the designated channel! number is assigned to the desig-
nated human address. For example, the message 710 indicates thatthe channel number ’60’ is assignedto Sally Brown’.
[0098] The electronic device 300 maystore the human address ’Sally Brown’, the channel number 60’ and information
associating the human address Sally Brown’ and the channel number ’60’ with each other in a human channel map,in
responseto the detected user action.
[0099] Figure 8 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodimentof a screen on which a menuis displayed.
[0100] Referring to Figure 8, the electronic device 300 maydisplay a menu 800 including amenu item 810 for requesting
displaying a GUI for designation of a human address.
[0101] If the user performs a useraction for selecting the menu item 810, the electronic device 300 may detect the
useraction for selecting the menu item 810 and may display a message 820 in response to the detected useraction.
[0102] Figure 9 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodiment of a GUI for designation
of a human addressis displayed.
[0103] Referring to Figure 9, if the user performs a user action for selecting a button 821, the electronic device 300
may detect the user action for selecting the button 821 and may display a GUI 910 in response to the detected user
action. In another embodiment,if the user performs a user action for selecting the menu item 810, the electronic device
300 may detect the user action for selecting the menu item 810 and display the GUI 910 in responseto the detected
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useraction.

[0104] The user mayinput an IP addressto the GUI 910. After the user completes the useraction for inputting the IP
address, the electronic device 300 may detect the user action and maydisplay the GUI 610 in responseto the detected
useraction.

[0105] Ifthe user performsa user action for issuing a selection order to the indicator 620 in a state in which the indicator
620is located at one of the channel numbers from 41 to 61 listed in the GUI 610, the electronic device 300 may detect
the user action for designating a channel number and maydisplay a message in response to the detected user action.
The message mayindicate that the designated channel numberis assigned to the input IP address.
[0106] The electronic device 300 maystore the input IP address, the channel number ’60’ and information associating
the input IP address and the channel number’60’ with each other in the human channel map, in responseto the detected
useraction.

[0107] Insome embodiments, the user mayfurther input the human address’Sally brown’ via the GUI 910.If the user
completes the user action for inputting the human address ’Sally Brown’ and the IP address,the electronic device 300
may detect the user action and maydisplay the GUI 610 in responseto the detected useraction.If the electronic device
300 detects a user action for designating the channel number ’60’ among the displayed channel numbers, the electronic
device 300 may display a message 710 in response to the detected user action. The electronic device 300 may store
the human address ’Sally Brown’, the IP address, the channel number ’60’, and information associating the human
address ’Sally Brown’ and the IP address with each other and information associating the channel number ’60’ and the
human address ’Sally Brown’ with each other in the human channel map, in response to the detected user action.
[0108] Figure 10 is a diagramillustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodiment of a GUI for designation
of a human addressis displayed.
[0109] Referring to Figure 10, if the user performs a user action for selecting the menu item 810, the electronic device
300 may detect the user action for selecting the menuitem 810 and may display a GU! 1010 in responseto the detected
useraction.

[0110] The user mayinput a human address to the GUI 1010. The human address mayincludeat least one of an e-
mail address, an account name,a family name or an SIP-URL.If the user completes the user action for inputting the
human address, the electronic device 300 may detect the user action and may display the GU! 610 in responseto the
detected useraction.

[0111] Ifthe user performs a user action for issuing a selection order to the indicator 620 in a state in which the indicator
620 is located at one of the channel numbersfrom 41 to 61 of the GUI 610, the electronic device 300 may detect the
user action for designating a channel number and maydisplay a messagein response to the detected user action. The
message mayindicate that the designated channel number is assigned to the input human address. The message may
be the message 710 illustrated in Figure 7.
[0112] The electronic device 300 maystore the input human address, the channel number ’60’ and information asso-
ciating the input human address and the channel number’60’ with each other in the human channel map, in response
to the detected useraction.

[0113] Figure 11 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which a further exemplary embodimentof a GUI for designation
of a human addressis displayed.
[0114] Referring to Figure 11, if the user performs a user action for selecting the menu item 810, the electronic device
300 may detect the user action for selecting the menuitem 810 and may display a GU! 1110 in responseto the detected
useraction.

[0115] The user may input a human addressto the GU/ 1110. The GUI 1110 may be a pull-down menu,orthelike,
thatlists one or more selectable human addresses. The human address mayinclude at least one of an e-mail address,
an account name or an SIP-URL.If the user completes the user action for inputting the human address, the electronic
device 300 may detect the user action and maydisplay the GUI 610 in response to the detected user action.
[0116] In some embodiments, the user may perform a user action for selecting one human address from among the
human addresseslisted in the GUI 1110. If the user completes the user action for inputting the human address, the
electronic device 300 may detect the user action and maydisplay the GUI 610 in response to the detected user action.
[0117] Ifthe user performsa user action for issuing a selection order to the indicator 620 in a state in which the indicator
620is located at one of the channel numbers from 41 to 61 listed in the GUI 610, the electronic device 300 may detect
the user action for designating a channel number and maydisplay a messagein responseto the detected user action.
The message mayindicate that the designated channel numberis assigned to the input human address. The message
may be the message 710 illustrated in Figure 7.
[0118] The electronic device 300 may store the input human address, the channel number ’60’ and information asso-
ciating the input human address and the channel number ’60’ with each other in the human channel map, in response
to the detected useraction.

[0119] Figure 12 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodimentfor a human channel map.
[0120] Referring to Figure 12, a human channel map 1210 may include channel numbers, human addresses and
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pointers. In the human channel map, a channel number, a human address to which the channel number is assigned,
and a pointer associated with the human address may be arranged inasingle line. That is, information representing a
line may be information associating a channel number and a human addresswith each other. In one example, since a
channel number ’71’ and a human address ’Zoe’ are located in the second line, the electronic device 300 may confirm
that the channel number’71’ is assigned to the human address ’Zoe’.
[0121] Access information maps 1230, 1240, 1250, 1260 and 1270 store information required to access the human
channels. The access information maps 1230, 1240, 1250, 1260 and 1270 may respectively store different kinds of
information according to access methodsthereof. The first access information map 1230 may store type information
indicating an access method, IP addresses, port numbers and authentication information. The second accessinformation
map 1240 maystore type information indicating an access method, SIP-URLs and authentication information. The third
accessinformation map 1250 maystore type information indicating an access method, IP addresses, port numbers,
accounts and authentication information. Tne fourth access information map 1260 maystore type information indicating
an access method, IP addresses, port numbers, e-mail addresses and authentication information. The fifth access
information map 1270 maystore type information indicating an access method,shortcuts and authentication information.
The information stored in the access information maps 1230, 1240, 1250, 1260 and 1270 maybe input by the user, or
may be transmitted from the server 10 and the server 20. In addition, the infonnation may be stored in the access
information maps before and after the information associating the channel number and the human address with each
other is stored in the human channel map 1210.
[0122] Anaccess method maybe oneof a first access method using IP addresses and port numbers, a second access
method using SIP-URLs,a third access method for accessing a server and receiving a service associated with a particular
account, a fourth access method for accessing an SNS server and receiving a service associated with a particular e-
mail address and a fifth access method using shortcuts. Thefirst access method, the second access method, the third
access method, the fourth access method and thefifth access method may respectively be denoted by type 1, type 2,
type 3, type 4 and type 5.
[0123] The pointers may indicate positions where information associated with the human addressesis stored. A pointer
1221 indicates a position where information associated with ’Me’ is stored. That is, the pointer 1221 indicatesthefirst
line of the first access information map 1230. An IP address associated with ’Me’ is 127.0.0.1, and a port number
associated with ’Me’ is 88. Access to a human channel of ’Me’ may be implemented by the access method denoted by
type 1. A pointer 1222 indicates a position where information associated with ’Zoe’ is stored. That is, the pointer 1222
indicates the second line ofthe first access information map 1230. An IP address associated with ’Zoe’ is 210.1.7.29,
and a port numberassociated with ’Zoe’ is 545. Access to a human channelof Zoe’ may be implemented by the access
method denoted bytype 1. Also, a pointer 1223 indicates a position where information associated with Susan’is stored.
Thatis, the pointer 1223 indicates the third line of the first access information map 1230. An IP address associated with
*Susan’is 198.10.8.102, and a port number associated with Susan’ is 546. Access to a human channelof Susan’ may
be implemented by the access method denoted bytype 1.
[0124] A pointer 1225 indicates a position where information associated with ‘Chuck’ is stored. That is, the pointer
1225 indicates the first line of the second access information map 1240. An SIP-URL associated with Chuck’ is
chuck @ TV.com. Access to a human channel representing Chuck’ may be implemented by the access method denoted
by type 2. Apointer 1226 indicates a position where information associated with ‘Dad! is stored. That is, the pointer 1226
indicates the second line ofthe second accessinformation map 1240. An SIP-URLassociated with Dad’ is Dad@ TV.com.
Access to a human channel of Dad’ may be implemented by the access method denoted bytype 2.
[0125] A pointer 1224 indicates a position where information associated with Sophie’ is stored. That is, the pointer
1224 indicates the first line of the third access information map 1250. An IP address associated with ’Sophie’ is
202.131 .29.70, a port number associated with Sophie’ is 80, and an account nameis Sophie. Access to ahuman channel
of Sophie’ may be implemented by the access method denoted by type 3. A pointer 1227 indicates a position where
information associated with ’George’ is stored. That is, the pointer 1227 indicates the second line of the third access
information map 1250. An IP address associated with ’George’ is 209.62.105.13, and a port numberassociated with
’George’ is 80. Access to a human channelof ’George’ may be implemented by the access method denotedbytype 3.
[0126] A pointer 1228 indicates a position where information associated with ‘Carrie’ is stored. That is, the pointer
1228 indicates the first line of the fourth access information map 1260. An IP address associated with Carrie’ is
69.171.224.12, a port number associated with Carrie’ is 80, and an e-mail address associated with ’Carrie’ is Car-
rie@SNS.com.

[0127] A pointer 1229 indicates a position where information associated with ‘Paul’ is stored. That is, the pointer 1229
indicatesthefirst line of the fifth access information map 1270. A shortcut associated with ‘Paul’ is ftp://Paul.sns.com:21.
[0128] The authentication information of the access information maps 1230, 1240, 1250, 1260 and 1270 mayinclude
IDs and passwordsas well as stored character strings. In addition, the authentication information may be encoded and
stored.

[0129] Figure 13 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of one exemplary embodiment for a method
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of constructing a human channel mapin accordancewith the present disclosure.
[0130] Referring to Figure 13, the display 302 displays a first GUI for designation of a human address (S100). The
displayedfirst GUI maylist at least one selectable human address.Thelisted human address may be transmitted from
one of the first server 10 and the second server 20. The networkinterface 320 may receive the human address from
one ofthe first server 10 and the second server 20. The controller 340 may control displaying the first GUI which provides
the human address. The first GUI may be one of the Web page 400in Figure 4, the GUI 910 in Figure 9, the GUI 1010
in Figure 10 and the GUI 1110 in Figure 11.
[0131] The controller 340 detects a first user action for designating a human address (S110).
[0132] The display 302 displays a second GUI for designation of a channel numberin responseto the detectedfirst
user action (S120). The displayed second GUI maylist a plurality of selectable channel numbers. The second GUI may
include an indicia that indicates the channel numbers which are currently available. The second GUI maybe the GUI
610 in Figure 6.
[0133] The controller 340 detects a second user action for designating a channel number (S130).
[0134] Thecontroller 340 stores a human address, a channel numberandinformation associating the human address
and the channel number with each other in a human channel mapin response to the detected second user action (S140).
The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 in Figure 12, or may include the human channel map
1210, the first access information map 1230, the second access information map 1240, the third access information
map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 and thefifth access information map 1270 asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0135] Figure 14 is a flowchartillustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodiment for a method
of constructing a human channel map in accordancewith the present disclosure.
[0136] Referring to Figure 14, the display 302 displays a first GUI for designation of a channel number (S200). The
displayed first GUI maylist a plurality of selectable channel numbers. The channel numbers mayinclude an indicia
identifying channel numbers whichare available such as highlighting, bold text, or the like. The first GUI may be the GUI
610 in Figure 6.
[0137] The controller 340 detects a first user action for designating a channel number (S210).
[0138] The display 302 displays a second GUI for designating a human address in responseto the detected first user
action (S220). The displayed second GUI maylist at least one selectable human address. The listed human address
may be transmitted from oneof the first server 10 and the second server 20. The networkinterface 320 may receive the
human addresstransmitted from oneofthe first server 10 and the second server20, and the controller 340 may control
displaying the second GUI which provides the received human address. The second GUI may be one of the Web page
400 in Figure 4, the GUI 910 in Figure 9, the GUI 1010 in Figure 10 and the GUI 1110 in Figure 11.
[0139] The controller 340 detects a second user action for designating a human address (S230).
[0140] Theconiroller 340 stores a human address, a channel numberandinformation associating the human address
and the channel number with each other in a human channel mapin response to the detected second user action (S240).
The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 in Figure 12, or may include the human channel map
1210, the first access information map 1230, the second accessinformation map 1240, the third access information
map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 and thefifth access information map 1270 asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0141] Figure 15 is a diagramillustrating one exemplary embodiment of a screen on which a human channel map and
content of a selected human channelare displayed.
[0142] Referring to Figure 15, the controller 340 maycontrol displaying a screen 1500. The screen 1500 mayinclude
achannel map region 1510, achannel display region 1520, a contentlist region 1530 and a humandisplay region 1540.
[0143] Thechannelmap region 1510 provides a human address and achannel number mapped to the humanaddress.
In one example, the channel map region 1510 provides a human address ‘Me’, denoted by reference numeral 1511,
and a channel number ’00’, denoted by reference numeral 1512, mapped to the human address ’Me’. The controller
340 may produce an image displayed on the channel map region 1510 using information of the human channel map.
The human address and channel numberof the channel map region 1510 may be selected using a cursor 1501 and an
indicator 1502. For example, when the cursor 1501 is positioned over a particular human address (e.g., human ad-
dress’Sophie’, denoted by reference numeral 1513, and channel number ’72’ denoted by reference numeral 1514), the
indicator 1502 may be located over a designated human address and channel number,asillustrated in Figure 15. The
cursor 1501 may be a pointer, arrow,or the like, and the indicator 1502 may be a highlight, bold text, or the like.
[0144] Thechanneldisplay region 1520 maydisplay a human channel corresponding to a designated channel number.
In Figure 15, since the indicator 1502 and cursor 1501 are positioned over the channel number ’72’, a designated channel
numberis 72 and thus, the channel display region 1520 displays a human channel corresponding to the channel number
72’. The human channelcorresponding to the channel number ’72’ is a human channelof the human address mapped
to the channel number ’72’. Thatis, the channel display region 1520 displays the human channel of’Sophie’.
[0145] Thecontentlist region 1530 provides a contentlist provided by a human channel corresponding to a designated
channel number. The contentlist region 1530 may provide a thumbnail of content. If a user action for selecting particular
content from among contentprovidedin the contentlist region 1530 is detected, the controller 340 may control displaying
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the selected content on the channel display region 1520 in responseto the detected user action. In addition, it is possible
to discriminate between content displayed on the channel display region 1520 and contentdisplayed on the contentlist
region 1530. To this end, for example, the content displayed on the channel display region 1520 may be highlighted in
the contentlist region 1530.
[0146] Thehumandisplay region 1540 displays a human having a humanaddress associated with a selected channel
number. The humandisplay region 1540 may display a picture of an owner of ahuman channel indicated bythe indicator
1501.

[0147] Figure 16is a diagramillustrating another exemplary embodimentof a screen on which a human channel map
and content of a selected human channelare displayed.
[0148] Referring to Figure 16, the controller 340 may detect a user action for requesting channel switch to Channel
73. The user action for requesting channel switch may include executing a spatial gesture for requesting channel incre-
ment, or pressing a button of a remote controller for requesting channel increment.
[0149] The controller 340 may control displaying a screen 1600 in responseto the detected useraction. In a channel
map region 1610, an indicator 1601 is located at the channel number *73’ designated by the user action. A channel
display region 1620 displays a human channel corresponding to the channel number ’72’, i.e. the human channel of
*Chuck’. A contentlist region 1630 displays a contentlist provided by the human channel mapped to the channel number
73".

[0150] Figure 17 is adiagramillustrating a further exemplary embodimentof a screen on which a human channel map
and content of a selected human channel are displayed.
[0151] Referring to Figure 17, the controller 340 may detect a user action for requesting channel switch to Channel
75. The controller 340 may control displaying a screen 1700 in responseto the detected user action. In a channel map
region 1710, an indicator 1701 is located at the channel number *75’ designated by the user action. A channel display
region 1720 displays a human channel corresponding to the channel number ’75’, i.e. the human channel of Susan’. A
contentlist region 1730 displays a contentlist provided by the human channel mapped to the channel number ’75’.
[0152] Figure 18 is a diagramillustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentfor a method of
providing a human channel service in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0153] Referring to Figure 18, the controller 340 detects a user action for designating a channel number (S300). Step
$300 may be performed while the display 302 is displaying at least one of a human channel, a broadcast channel or an
App channel. For example, the controller 340 may detect the user action for designating a channel number while the
display 302 is displaying the screen 1500 of Figure 15, the screen 1600 of Figure 16 or the screen 1700 of Figure 17.
The broadcast channel mayinclude at least one of a sky wave broadcast channel, a cable channel, a satellite channel
or an IPTV channel.

[0154] Thecontroller 340 receives content of a human channelindicated by the designated channel number in response
to the detected user action (S310). The content may be first content of a contentlist provided by the human channelor
initial content introducing the human channel.
[0155] The controller 340 controls displaying the received content (S320). The display 302 may display the screen
1500 of Figure 15, the screen 1600 of Figure 16 or the screen 1700 of Figure 17.
[0156] Figure 19 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of one exemplary embodimentfor a method
of receiving content of a human channel.
[0157] Referring to Figure 19, the controller 340 reads a humanaddress associated with a designated channel number
from a human channel map (S400). The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 of Figure 12 or may
include the human channel map 1210, the first access information map 1230, the second accessinformation map 1240,
the third access information map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 andthe fifth access information map
1270 asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0158] The controller 340 reads an address of an electronic device to access, based on the read human address
(S410). The electronic device to access may be one ofthe first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal
computer system 120, the notebook computer 130, the mobile terminal 140, or another appropriate type of multi-functional
display device. The address of the electronic device to access may be stored in the access information map 1230
illustrated in Figure 12. The addressof the electronic device to access may include an IP address and a port number.
[0159] The networkinterface 320 receives content from the electronic device using the read addressof the electronic
device (S420). The electronic device 300 may set up communication with the electronic device using the addressof the
electronic device read in Step S410 and mayreceive content of a human channel from the electronic device. The content
may be transmitted based on a protocol such as SMTP, HTTP, FTP, RTSP or MMS.
[0160] The method of receiving content of a human channel illustrated in Figure 19 may be one example ofthefirst
access method as described with reference to Figure 12.
[0161] Figure 20 is a diagramillustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentfor a method
of receiving content of a human channel.
[0162] Referring to Figure 20, the controller 340 reads a human address associated with a designated channel number
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from a human channel map (S500). The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 of Figure 12, or
mayinclude the human channel map 1210,the first access information map 1230, the second accessinformation map
1240, the third access information map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 and thefifth access information
map 1270asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0163] The controller 340 reads an address of a server to be connected, based on the read human address (S510).
The server may be the server 10 or the server 20. The address of the server may be stored in the accessinformation
map 1250, the access information map 1260 and the accessinformation map 1270. The address of the server may
include an IP address, a port number and an account name,or may include an IP address, a port number and an e-mail
address, or may include a shortcut.
[0164] The networkinterface 320 receives content from the server using the read addressof the server (S520). The
electronic device 300 may accessthe server using the addressof the server read in Step S510 and mayreceive content
of a human channel from the server. The content may be transmitted based on a protocol such as SMTP, HTTP, FTP,
RTSP or MMS.

[0165] The method of receiving content of a human channel illustrated in Figure 19 may be one example of oneof
the third access method, the fourth access method and the fifth access method as described with reference to Figure
12, according to the addressof the server read in Step S510.
[0166] Figure21 isa diagramillustrating an implementation procedure of a further exemplary embodimentfor a method
of receiving content of a human channel.
[0167] Referring to Figure 21, the controller 340 reads a human address associated with a designated channel number
from a human channel map (S600). The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 of Figure 12, or
may include the human channel map 1210,thefirst access information map 1230, the second accessinformation map
1240, the third access information map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 and thefifth access information
map 1270asillustrated in Figure 12. Also, the read human address mayinclude an SIP-URL.
[0168] The network interface 320 transmits a connection requestsignal including the read human addressto a server
(S610). The connection request signal may include an SIP-URL. Also, the server maybe the server10.
[0169] The networkinterface 320 receives a signal including an addressof an electronic device from the server (S620).
The signal may be a response signal with respect to the connection request signal. The addressof the electronic device
300 may include an IP address and a port number. The electronic device 300 maybeoneofthefirst digital TV 100, the
second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130 and the mobile terminal 140.
[0170] The controller 340 controls receiving content using the received addressof an electronic device (S630). The
electronic device 300 may set up communication with the electronic device using the received addressof the electronic
device read in operation 620 and mayreceive content of a human channel from the electronic device. The content may
be transmitted based on a protocol such as SMTP, HTTP, FTP, RTSP or MMS.
[0171] Figure 22 is a diagram illustrating a method of setting up connection between twoelectronic devices.
[0172] Referring to Figure 22, an electronic device 2210 mayset up (or configure) a first connection 2211 with a server
2230. During set up of the first connection 2211, the server 2230 acquires and stores an IP address and port number
of the electronic device 2210. Thefirst connection 2211 may be set up during booting of the electronic device 2210, or
may be set up whena user requests connection between the electronic device 2210 and the server 2230. The electronic
device 2210 may be oneofthefirst digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the
notebook computer 130 or the mobile terminal 140, and the server 2230 maybe the server 10, for example.
[0173] An electronic device 2220 may set up a second connection 2231 with the server 2230. During set up of the
second connection 2231, the server 2230 acquires and stores an IP address and a port numberof the electronic device
2220. The second connection 2231 may be set up during booting of the electronic device 2220, or may be set up when
a user requests connection between the electronic device 2220 and the server 2230.
[0174] The second connection 2231 may be set up after the server 2230 completes setup of the first connection 2211
with the electronic device 2210. When requesting the second connection 2231, the server 2230 mayuse the previously
stored IP address and port numberof the electronic device 2220. The electronic device 2220 may be one ofthefirst
digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130 or the mobile
terminal 140.

[0175] The electronic device 2210 may set up a third connection 2221 with the electronic device 2220. In this case,
the electronic device 2210 mayreceive the IP address and port numberof the electronic device 2220 from the server
2230 which has previously acquired the IP address and port number through the second connection 2231, and may
transmit a signal to the electronic device 2220 using the received IP address and port number. The transmitted signal
may be a connection set-up signal or a human channel requestsignal.
[0176] The electronic device 2220 may receive the IP address and port numberof the electronic device 2210 from
the server 2230 which has previously acquired the IP address and port number throughthefirst connection 2211, and
may transmit a response signal to the electronic device 2210 using the received IP address and port number. In some
embodiments, the electronic device 2220 may extract the IP address and port numberof the electronic device 2210
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from the connection set-up signal transmitted from the electronic device 2210 and maytransmit a responsesignal to
the electronic device 2210 using the extracted IP address and port number.
[0177] Figure 23 is a schematic diagram illustrating a configuration of another exemplary embodimentof a broadcast
system in accordance with the present disclosure, and Figure 24 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodimentof
a Network Address Translation (NAT) table, and Figure 25 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodimentof an
address matching table recorded in a server.
[0178] Referring to Figures 23 to 25, the broadcast system 2300 mayincludea first electronic device 2310, a second
electronic device 2320, a network device 2330, a network device 2340 and a server 2350.
[0179] The first electronic device 2310 and the second electronic device 2320 respectively have private IP addresses.
Specifically, the private IP address of the electronic device 2310 is private_ip1 and the private |P addressof the electronic
device 2320is private_ip2. The electronic device 2310 and the electronic device 2320 may be oneofthefirst digital TV
100, the second digital TV 110, the personalcomputersystem 120, the notebook computer 130 orthe mobile terminal 140.
[0180] The network device 2330, as set up in the NATtable, translates the private IP address of the first electronic
device 2310 into a public IP address, i.e. from private_ip1 to public_ip1. More specifically, the network device 2330
translates a source IP address of a packet, transmitted from thefirst electronic device 2310 to the server 2350, from
pivate_ip1 into public_ip1. The network device 2330 may be one of a router, a sharer or a gateway.
[0181] The network device 2340, as set up in the NATtable, translates the private IP address of the second electronic
device 2320 into a public IP address, i.e. from private_ip2 to public_ip2. More specifically, the network device 2340
translates a source IP address of a packet, transmitted from the second electronic device 2320to the server 2350, from
pivate_ip2 into public_ip2. The network device 2340 may be one of a router, a sharer or a gateway.
[0182] The server 2350 maybe the server 10 illustrated in Figure 1. The server 2350 may store an address matching
table 2500. The address matching table 2500 may be permanently or temporarily stored in the storage unit. The address
matching table 2500 may store a human address, an IP address and information associating the human address and
the IP address with each other. The information associating the human address and the IP address with each other may
be information representing a line of the table.
[0183] In the address matching table 2500, a human address1 is associated with public_ip1, and a human address
2 is associated with public_ip 2. Tne human address1 is user1 @TV.com, which is a human addresstransmitted by the
first electronic device 2310, and the human address 2 is user2@TV.com, which is a human addresstransmitted by the
second electronic device 2320.

[0184] If the server 2350 receives a connection request signal including the human address 2 ’user2@TV.com’from
the first electronic device 2310, the server 2350 readsthe IP address ’public_ip2’ matching to the humanaddress2 from
the address matching table 2500 and transmits a response signal including the read IP address ’public_ip2’ to the first
electronic device 2310. Also, the server 2350 reads the IP address ’public_ip1’ of the first electronic device 2310 from
the address matching table 2500 and transmits a signalincluding the read IP address ’public_ip1’ to the second electronic
device 2320. In conclusion, the first electronic device 2310 may implement data reception/Aransmission with the second
electronic device 2320 having the private IP address using the received IP address ’public_ip2’.
[0185] Figure 26 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentfor a method of
setting up connection between two electronic devices.
[0186] Referring to Figure 26, thefirst electronic device 2610 transmits a registration request signal to a server 2630
(S700). The server 2630 mayreceive the registration request signal. Thefirst electronic device 2610 may be oneof the
first digital TV 100, the seconddigital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130 or the
mobile terminal 140. The registration request signal may include a human address ’user1 @ TV.com’andinformation
required to log-in to the server 2630. The log-in information may be authentication information stored ina human channel
map.
[0187] The server 2630 transmits a response signal with respectto the registration request signal to the first electronic
device 2610 (S705). The server 2630 may store the human address ’user1 @ TV.com’ includedin the registration request
signal and the addressof the first electronic device 2610 in an address matching table. Also, the server 2630 may
implement a log-in procedure using information included in the registration request signal. The address matching table
may be the address matching table 2500 illustrated in Figure 26. The server 2630 may be the server 10 illustrated in
Figure 1.
[0188] The second electronic device 2620 transmits a registration request signal to the server 2630 (S710). The server
2630 mayreceive the registration request signal. The second electronic device 2620 may be one of the first digital TV
100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130 or the mobile terminal
140. The registration request signal may include the human address ’user2 @TV.com’ and information required to log-
in to the server 2630.

[0189] The server 2630 transmits a response signal with respect to the received registration request signal to the
second electronic device 2620 (S715). The server 2630 may store the human address ‘user2@ TV.comincluded in the
registration request signal and the address of the second electronic device 2620 in the address matching table. Also,
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the server 2630 may implement a log-in procedure using information included in the registration request signal.
[0190] The first electronic device 2610 transmits a connection request signal including the human address
*user2 @TV.com’to the server 2630 (S720). The server 2630 receives the connection requestsignal.
[0191] The server 2630 transmits a connection responsesignal including ’public_ip2’to the first electronic device 2610
in responseto the received connection requestsignal (S725). ’Public_ip2’ is the public IP address of the second electronic
device 2620. The first electronic device 2610 receives the connection responsesignal and acquires the address of the
second electronic device 2620 using the connection responsesignal.
[0192] The server 2630 transmits a connection response signal including ‘public_ip1’ to the second electronic device
2620 (8730). ’Public_ip1’ is the public IP addressofthe first electronic device 2610. The secondelectronic device 2620
receives the connection responsesignal and acquires the addressofthefirst electronic device 2610 using the connection
responsesignal.
[0193] Thefirst electronic device 2610 transmits a connection set-up signal to the second electronic device 2620 using
the IP address’public-ip2’ (S735). The second electronic device 2620 receives the connection set-up signal.
[0194] The second electronic device 2620 transmits a connection responsesignal with respect to the connection set-
up signalto the first electronic device 2610 using the IP address ’public_ip1’ (S740). Thefirst electronic device 2610
receives the connection response signal. With Step S735 and Step S740, communication between thefirst electronic
device 2610 and the second electronic device 2620is initialized. The connection response signal may include a particular
port number, and the second electronic device 2620 may open a port corresponding to the particular port number.
[0195] Thefirst electronic device 2610 transmits a human channel requestsignal to the second electronic device 2620
in response to the received connection responsesignal (S745). The second electronic device 2620 receives the human
channel request signal. The human channel request signal may be transmitted to a port corresponding to the port number
included in the connection response signal.
[0196] The second electronic device 2620 transmits a response signal with respect to the received human channel
request signalto the first electronic device 2610 (S750).
[0197] The response signal may include content of a human channel or a contentlist of a human channel. Thefirst
electronic device 2610 receives the response signal. The first electronic device 2610 may display content when the
content is transmitted as the response signal, or may display a contentlist when the contentlist is transmitted as the
responsesignal.
[0198] Figure 27 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which one exemplary embodiment of a GUI for setting up a
human channel is displayed.
[0199] Referring to Figure 27, the display 302 maydisplay a GU! 2700.If the controller 340 detects a user action for
setting up ahuman channel in a state in which the Web page 400is displayed, the controller 340 may control displaying
the GUI 2700 in responseto the detected user action. In some embodiments, the controller 340 may control displaying
the GUI 2700after the Web page 400is received.
[0200] The GU! 2700 includes a channel number region 2710 including at least one channel number and a human
channel region 2720 including at least one human address. In one example, the Web page 400illustrated in Figure 4
may be displayed on the human channel region 2720, and the GUI 610 illustrated in Figure 6 may be displayed on the
channel numberregion 2710.
[0201] The user may drag each human address 411, 412 or 413 to the channel number region 2710 on the GUI 2700
and drop the dragged humanaddressonto one of the channel numberslisted on the channel numberregion 2710. The
human address 411, 412, and 413 maybe represented by an icon, or another appropriate type of selectable object. The
icon may have an image associated with the individual. Then, the controller 340 may store the channel number onto
which the human address was dropped, the dropped human address and information associating the channel number
and human address with each other in a human channel map. The human channel map may be the human channel
map 1210 in Figure 12, or may include the human channel map 1210, thefirst access information map 1230, the second
accessinformation map 1240, the third access information map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 and the
fifth access information map 1270 asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0202] Figure 28 is a diagram illustrating a screen in a state in which a human addressis being dragged on the
displayed GUI of Figure 27.
[0203] Referring to Figure 28, an image 2810 represents a state in which the human address 411 is being dragged.
If the image 2810 drops onto a channel number ’60’, the human address 411, the channel number ’60’ and information
associating the human address41 1 andthe channel number’60’ with each other maybe stored inthe humanchannel map.
[0204] Figure 29 is a diagramillustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodiment of a GUI for setting up a
human channel is displayed.
[0205] Referring to Figure 29, the display 302 maydisplay a GUI! 2900.If the controller 340 detects a user action for
setting up a human channel, the controller 340 may control display of the GUI 2900 in response to the detected user
action. The user action is, for example, a user action for selecting the menu item 810 illustrated in Figure 8, or a user
action for selecting a separate channel set-up menu item.
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[0206] The GUI 2900 includes a channel number region 2910 including at least one channel number and a human
channel region 2920including at least one human address. The GUI 1110 illustrated in Figure 11 may be displayed on
the human channel region 2920 and the GUI 610 illustrated in Figure 6 may be displayed on the channel number region
2910.

[0207] The user may drag each human address "usero99@TV.com’, ’user91@TV.com’, ’user23 @TV.com’, etc., to the
channel number region 2910 on the GUI 2900 and drop the dragged human address onto oneof the channel numbers
listed on the channel number region 2910. Then, the controller 340 may store the channel numberto which the human
address was dropped, the dropped human address and information associating the channel number and the human
address with each other in a human channel map. The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 in
Figure 12, or may include the human channel map 1210, the first access information map 1230, the second access
information map 1240, the third access information map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 and thefifth
access information map 1270 asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0208] Figure 30 is a diagram illustrating a screen in a state in which a human addressis being dragged on the
displayed GUI of Figure 29.
[0209] Referring to Figure 30, an image 3010 represents a state in which the human address ’usero1 @TV.com’is
being dragged. If the image 3010 is dragged onto the channel number ’60’, the human address ‘user91 @TV.com’, the
channel number ’60’ and information associating the human address ’user91@TV.com’ and the channel number ’60’
with each other may be stored in the human channel map.
[0210] Figure 31 is adiagramillustrating a screen on which an exemplary embodimentof a GUI for setting up a channel
is displayed.
[0211] Referring to Figure 31, the display 302 may display a GU! 3100.If the controller 340 detects a user action for
setting up a channel, the controller 340 may control displaying the GUI 3100 in responseto the detected useraction.
The user action is, for example, the user action for selecting the menu item 810 illustrated in Figure 8, the user action
for selecting the menu item 513 or the menu item 515 illustrated in Figure 5, a user action for selecting a channel set-
up menu item,or the like, which may be configured to display the GUI 3100.
[0212] The GUI 3100 includes a broadcast channel region 3110 including at least one broadcast channel, a human
channel region 3120 including at least one human address and an App channel region 3130 including at least one App
channel. The broadcast channel refers to a channelfor providing real-time broadcasting received through a satellite, a
terrestrial broadcast system or an IP network. The App channel mayrefer to a content provider or a service provider
connectable through an IP network, or mayrefer to a channel for providing data reception/transmission with the content
provideror the service provider. Also, the App channel mayrefer to a channel capable of receiving an Internet service
provided by the content provider or the service provider. The Internet service refers to a Content on Demand (CoD)
service, a YouTube service, an information service for providing weather, news and local information and enabling
information retrieval and the like, an entertainment service related to gaming, singing and the like, a communication
service relatedto TV mailand TV SMS services and thelike, and other Internet services including an application providing
service and the like.

[0213] The broadcast channel region 3110 lists broadcast channels, such as NBC’, FOX’, CNN’, SBS’, "KBS’ and
*OCN’. The human channel region 3120 lists human addresses, such as Marek Foss’, ’Ellisabeth Daveine’ and ’Anne’.
The App channel region 3130 lists App channels, such as ‘Farmville’, Chess’, Angry birds’ and ‘Unblock Me’.
[0214] The GUI 3100 further includes a channel number region 3140, a next channel call button 3150 and a cancel
button 3160. The channel numberregion 3140 servesto indicate a particular channel number, and the next channelcall
button 3150 serves to switch the channel number indicated on the channel number region 3140 to another channel
number. The cancel button 3160 serves to cancel a user action implemented on the GU! 3100.
[0215] The user may drag each human address ’Marek Foss’, ’Ellisabeth Daveine’ or Anne’ to the channel number
region 3140 on the GUI 3100 and maydrop the dragged human address onto the channel numberregion 3140. Then,
the controller 340 may store the channel number indicated on the channel number region 3140, the dropped human
address andinformation associating the channel number and the human addresswith each other in a human channel
map. The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 in Figure 12, or may include the human channel
map 1210, the first access information map 1230, the second accessinformation map 1240, the third access information
map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 and thefifth access information map 1270asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0216] Also, the user may drag each broadcast channel 'NBC’, 'FOX’, ’CNN’, ’SBS’, ’KBS’ or ’OCN’ to the channel
numberregion 3140 on the GUI 3100 and may drop the dragged broadcast channel onto the channel number region
3140. Then, the controller 340 may store the channel number indicated on the channel number region 3140, the dropped
broadcast channel and information associating the channel number and the broadcast channel with each otherin a
broadcast channel map. The broadcast channel maprefers to a channel map in which the broadcast channel and the
channel numberare stored in association with each other.

[0217] The user may also drag each App channel ’Farmville’, Chess’, "Angry bird’ or "Unblock Me’ to the channel
numberregion 3140 on the GU! 3100 and maydrop the dragged App channel onto the channel number region 3140.
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Then, the controller 340 may store the channel number indicated on the channel number region 3140, the dropped App
channeland information associating the channel number and the App channel with each other in an App channel map.
The App channel maprefers to a channel mapin which the App channel andthe channel number are stored in association
with each other.

[0218] Figure 32 is a diagram illustrating a screen in a state in which a human addressis being dragged on the
displayed GUI of Figure 31.
[0219] Referring to Figure 32, a screen 3200 displays an image 3125 on the GUI 3100. The image 3125 represents
a state in which the human address ’Marek Foss’is being dragged. If the image 3125 drops onto the channel number
region 3140, the human address ’Marek Foss’, the channel number 100’ and information associating the human address
*Marek Foss’ and the channel number *100’ with each other may be stored in the human channel map.
[0220] Figure 33 is a diagram illustrating a screen in a state in which a broadcast channel, a human address and an
App channel are dropped onto the channel numberregion of the displayed GUI of Figure 31.
[0221] Referring to Figure 33, a screen 3300 displays images 3115, 3125 and 3135 dropped onto the channel number
region 3140. The image 3115 and the image 3135 respectively represent a state in which the broadcast channel 'NBC’
and the App channel Chess’ were dropped.In this case, the broadcast channel, the human address and the App channel
may be mappedto the sare channel number. In other words, the same channel number maybe assigned to a broadcast
channel, a human channel and an App channel.
[0222] It should be appreciated that a particular channel number may be assigned multiple SNS accounts associated
with a particular individual or multiple individuals. For example, an individual may have multiple SNS accounts, such as
a facebook account and a twitter account, each represented by an imageoricon in the human channel region 3120. In
this case, the images or icons corresponding to each of the SNS accounts may be dragged into the channel number
region 3140 and associated with the corresponding channel number(e.g., channel 100). Alternatively, the multiple SNS
accounts for a particular individual may be assigned to different channels. In another embodiment, icons for multiple
SNS accounts of different users (e.g., SNS accounts corresponding to Marek Foss and Anne) may be droppedin the
channel number region 3140 and associated with a particular channel number(e.g., channel 100). In this case, the
group cf SNS addresses may be given a human address (or SNSidentifier) that represents the group, for example,
"family." The human addressfor the group may be associated with a particular channel number.
[0223] Figure 34A and Figure 34B are flowchartsillustrating an implementation procedure of a further exemplary
embodiment for a method of constructing a channel mapin accordance with the present disclosure.
[0224] Referring to Figure 34A and Figure 348, the display 302 displays a GUI for setting up a channel (S800). The
displayed GUI may be one of the GUI 2700illustrated in Figure 27, the GUI 2900 illustrated in Figure 29 or the GUI 3100
illustrated in Figure 31.
[0225] Thecontroller 340 detects a first user action for selecting a human address (S801). Thefirst user action may
be a useraction for generating a down event(e.g., a selection) in a region at which the human addressis located.
[0226] The controller 340 detects a second useraction for requesting dragging (S802). The second user action may
occur consecutively after the first user action. The second user action may be a useraction for successively generating
a dragging event. The controller 340 controls dragging the human addressselected bythefirst user action.
[0227] Thecontroller 340 detects a third user action for selecting a channel number (S803). The third user action may
be a user action for generating a drop event in a region at which the channel numberis located. The controller 340
controls dropping the dragged human addressontothe region at which the channel number selected by the third user
action is located, in response to the detected third user action.
[0228] The controller 340 confirms whether or not a human address associated with the selected channel numberis
present in a human channel map, in response to the detected third user action (S804). The human channel map may
be the human channel map 1210 in Figure 12 or may include the human channel map 1210, the first access information
map 1230, the secondaccessinformation map 1240, the third access information map 1250, the fourth accessinformation
map 1260 and the fifth access information map 1270 asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0229] If the associated human addressis present, the controller 304 deletes the associated human address, the
selected channel number and information associating the associated human address and the selected channel number
with each other from the human channel map (S805).
[0230] Then, the controller 340 stores the selected human address, the selected channel number and information
associating the selected human address and the selected channel numberwith each other in the human channel map
(S806).
[0231] The controller 340 detects a fourth user action for selecting a broadcast channel ($807). The fourth user action
may be a user action for generating a down event in a region at which the broadcast channel is located.
[0232] The controller 340 detects a fifth user action for requesting dragging (S808). The fifth user action may occur
consecutively after the fourth user action. The fifth user action may be a user action for successively generating a
dragging event. The controller340 controls dragging the broadcast channel selected by the fourth user action, in response
to the detectedfifth user action.
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[0233] The controller 340 detects a sixth user action for selecting a channel number (S809). The sixth user action
may be a user action for generating a drop eventin a region at which the channel number is located. The controller 340
controls dropping the dragged broadcast channel onto the region at which where the selected channel numberis located,
in response to the detected sixth user action.
[0234] The controller 340 confirms whether or not a broadcast channel associated with the selected channel number
is present in a broadcast channel map, in responseto the detected sixth user action (S810).
[0235] If the associated broadcast channel is present, the controller 304 deletes the associated broadcast channel,
the selected channel number and information associating the associated broadcast channel and the selected channel
numberwith each other from the broadcast channel map (S811).
[0236] Then, the controller 340 stores the selected broadcast channel, the selected channel number and information
associating the selected broadcast channel and the selected channel number with each other in the broadcast channel
map ($812).
[0237] Thecontroller 340 detects a seventh useraction for selecting an App channel (8813). The seventh user action
may be a useraction for generating a down event in a region at which the App channelis located.
[0238] The controller 340 detects an eighth user action for requesting dragging (S814). The eighth user action may
occur consecutively afterthe seventh user action. The eighth user action maybe a useraction for successively generating
a dragging event. The controller 340 controls dragging the App channel selected by the seventh useraction, in response
to the detected eighth user action.
[0239] The controller 340 detects a ninth user action for selecting a channel number (S815). The ninth user action
may be a useraction for generating a drop eventin a region at which the channel number is located. The controller 340
controls dropping the dragged App channel onto the region at which the channel numberselected by the ninth user
action is present, in response to the detected ninth user action.
[0240] The controller 340 confirms whether or not an App channel associated with the selected channel number is
present in an App channel map, in response to the detected ninth user action (S816).
[0241] If the associated App channelis present, the controller 304 deletes the associated App channel, the selected
channel numberand information associating the associated App channel and the selected channel numberwith each
other from the App channel map (S817).
[0242] Then, the controller 340 stores the selected App channel, the selected channel number andinformation asso-
ciating the selected App channel and the selected channel number with each other in the App channel map (S818).
[0243] Figure 35 is a diagramillustrating an exemplary embodimentof a broadcast screen on which a human channel
mapis displayed.
[0244] Referring to Figure 35, the display 302 may display a screen 3500. The screen 3500 displays a broadcast
program 3510 of a broadcast channel and a human channel map.If the controller 340 detects a user action for requesting
display of a human channel mapin a state in which the broadcast program 3510 is displayed on the screen 3500, the
controller 340 may control displaying a human channel map 3520 in response to the detected useraction.
[0245] The human channel map 3520 displays a human address 3531 and a channel number 3533 associated with
the human address 3531, which are stored in the human channel map 1210 of Figure 12. The human channel map 3520
also displays a broadcast channel 3535 that a person indicated by the human address 3531 is viewing, a broadcast
program 3537 and display time information 3539 of the broadcast program 3537. A channel guiding signal (or a signal
or messagefor identifying a channel), which includesat least one of the broadcast channel 3535, the broadcast pragram
3537 or the display time information 3539, may be received according to Step $310 of Figure 18. That is, instead of
content, the channel guiding signal is received in Step $310.
[0246] In some embodiments, the channel guiding signal may be received from the server 10 illustrated in Figure 1.
[0247] Thecontroller 340 may transmit a channel guiding signal, which includes at least one of the broadcast program
3510 which is being displayed, a broadcast channel which broadcasts the broadcast program 3510 or display time
information of the broadcast program 3510, to an electronic device or a server. The channel guiding signal may be
transmitted in a constant period or whenever a broadcast program being displayed is switched. The controller 340 may
transmit the channel guiding signal to the electronic device or the server according to an access method associated with
the channel numbers included in the human channel map. The serverfor receiving the channel guiding signal may be
the server 10 illustrated in Figure 1. The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 in Figure 12, or
may include the human channel map 1210,thefirst access information map 1230, the second access information map
1240, the third access information map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 and thefifth access information
map 1270asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0248] Figure 36 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a screenfor invitation to view a channel.
[0249] Referring to Figure 36, the display 302 maydisplay a GUI 3600.If the controller 340 detects a user action for
requesting display of a human channel map while a broadcast program 3610 is being displayed on the screen 3600,
the controller 340 may control displaying a human channel map 3620 in response to the detected useraction.
[0250] The human channel map 3620 displays the human address ’Me’ and the channel number ’00’ associated with
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the human address ’Me’, which are stored in the human channel map 1210 of Figure 12.
[0251] The user may drag a broadcast program from an original display region 3610 thereof to the human channel
map 3620 and then, may drop the dragged broadcast program 3630 onto a position at which a human channel 3622is
located. The controller 340 may control displaying an image 3630 representing the dragged broadcast program on the
screen, in responseto the user dragging action. The controller 340 also generates and controls transmitting a channel
viewing request signal for requesting viewing of the broadcast program 3630 to an electronic device (e.g., a remote
multi-functional display device) associated with the human channel 3622. The channel viewing request signal may be
transmitted to the electronic device or the server according to an access method associated with the channel numbers
included in the human channel map. The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 in Figure 12, or
mayinclude the human channel map 1210,the first access information map 1230, the second accessinformation map
1240, the third access information map 1250, the fourth access information map 1260 and thefifth access information
map 1270 asillustrated in Figure 12.
[0252] In some embodiments, the controller 340 may control transmission of the signal for requesting viewing of the
broadcast program 3630 to the server. The server may bethe server 10 illustrated in Figure 1.
[0253] In some embodiments, when the image 3630 is located at the human channel, the controller 340 may control
displaying a message 'User B’ which represents a human address associated with the human channel.
[0254] Insome embodiments, ifthe controller 340 detects a user action for selecting the broadcast program 3610 and
a useraction for selecting the channel number, the controller 340 controls transmitting a channel viewing request signal
for requesting viewing of the broadcast program 3610 to an electronic device associated with the human channel indicated
by the selected channel number, in response to the detected user action for selecting the channel number. The user
action for selecting the broadcast program 3630is, for example, touching a region where the broadcast program 3630
is displayed, pressing a predetermined button (e.g., a ‘select’ button) in a state in which an indicator is located at the
region where the broadcast program 3630 is displayed, and pressing a predetermined button (e.g., a select’ button) in
a state in which the region where the broadcast program 3630is displayed is focused. The user action for selecting the
channel numberis, for example, pressing a numeric key of a remote controller, touching the human channel listed in
the human channel map 3620, pressing a predetermined button (e.g., a ’select’ button) in a state in which an indicator
is located at the human channel listed in the human channel map 3620, and pressing a predetermined button (e.g., a
’select’ button) in a state in which the human channel listed in the human channel map 3620 is focused.
[0255] Figure 37 is a schematic diagram illustrating a configuration of another exemplary embodimentof a broadcast
system in accordance with the presentdisclosure.
[0256] Referring to Figure 37, a broadcast system 3700 in accordance with the present disclosure may include the
first server 10, the second server20, the first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system
120, the notebook computer 130, the mobile terminal 140, a third digital TV 150 and a fourth digital TV 160. Thefirst
server 10, the second server 20,the first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120,
the notebook computer 130 and the mobile terminal 140 respectively correspond to the first server 10, the second server
20, thefirst digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130
and the mobile terminal 140 as described above with reference to Figure 1 and thus, a detailed description thereofis
omitted. Even the third digital TV 150 and the fourth digital TV 160 correspondto thefirst digital TV 100 and thus, a
detailed description thereof is omitted hereinafter.
[0257] The first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer
130, the mobile terminal 140, the third digital TV 150 and the fourth digital TV 160 may receive broadcast channels
throughdifferent transmission media. The first digital TV 100 may receive broadcast channels througha satellite 3, the
second digital TV 110 may receive broadcast channels throughaterrestrial broadcast system 4, and the personal
computer system 120 and the notebook computer 130 may receive broadcast channels through an IP network5. Also,
the mobile terminal 140 may receive broadcast channels through a Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB) system 6,
and the third digital TV 150 and the fourth digital TV 160 may receive broadcast channels through a cable 7.
[0258] The first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer
130, the mobile terminal 140, the third digital TV 150 and the fourth digital TV 160 may receive broadcast channels from
different service providers respectively.
[0259] The first digital TV 100, the seconddigital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer
130, the mobile terminal 140, the third digital TV 150 and the fourth digital TV 160 may receive broadcast channels from
the same service provider, and kinds and range of broadcast channels transmitted from the service provider may be
identical or different.

[0260] Evenif the first digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook
computer 130, the mobile terminal 140, the third digital TV 150 and the fourth digital TV 160 receive different kinds of
broadcastservices from different transmission media or service providers, the first digital TV 100, the second digital TV
110, the personal computer system 120, the notebook computer 130, the mobile terminal 140, the third digital TV 150
and the fourth digital TV 160 may search for a channel, which provides a broadcast program corresponding to the
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received channel viewing request signal, using Electronic Program Guide (EPG) data and information included in the
received channel viewing requestsignal, and may receive the broadcast program through the channel.
[0261] Figure 38 is a diagramillustrating a configuration of an exemplary embodiment for a channel invitation packet.
[0262] Referring to Figure 38, the transmitted channel viewing request signal may have a format 3800. The packet
3800 may include a Details_of_user field, a Physical_channel_details field, a Service_Namefield, a Service_ID field, a
Channel_numberfield, an Event_Namefield, an Event_ID field, a Transport_Stream_ID field, a Network_IDfield, a
ServiceProvider field, an Originating_medium field and an Originating_Country field.
[0263] The Details_of_user field includes detailed user information. Specifically, the Details_of_user field includes
detailed information about a user who sends a channel viewing requestsignal.
[0264] The Physical_channel_details field includes detailed information about a physical channel which transmits a
broadcast program requested to view.
[0265] The Service_Namefield includes a service nameof a broadcast program requested to view.
[0266] The Service_ID field includes a service ID of a broadcast program requested to view.
[0267] The Channel_number field includes a channel numberof a broadcast program requested to view.
[0268] The Event_Namefield includes an event name of a broadcast program requested to view.
[0269] The Event_ID field includes an event ID of a broadcast program requestedto view.
[0270] The Transport_Stream_ID field includes a transport stream ID of a broadcast program requested to view.
[0271] The Network_ID field includes a network ID of a broadcast program requestedto view.
[0272] The ServiceProviderfield includes information about a service provider for providing a broadcast program
requested to view.
[0273] The Originating_medium field includes information about a transmission medium for transmitting a broadcast
program requestedto view.
[0274] The Originating_Country field includes information about a nation or an area (e.g., geographical area or region)
from which a broadcast program, requested to view, is transmitted.
[0275] Figure 39 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a screen displayed when invitation to view a
channel is made.

[0276] Referring to Figure 39, the display 302 may display a screen 3900. The screen 3900 displays a broadcast
program 3910 and a menu map 3920. The screen 3900 also displays a guidance message 3930, which indicates a
broadcast channel included in a broadcast viewing request signal, and a message 3940 which indicates a user who
sends a broadcast viewing request signal. The guidance message 3930 may be displayed as a message associated
with a TV menu item 3922.

[0277] The controller 340 controls displaying the guidance message 3930 and the message 3940 whenreceiving the
broadcast viewing request signal.
[0278] Figure 40 is a diagram illustrating one exemplary embodimentof a guidance messagewith regardto invitation
to view a channel.

[0279] Referring to Figure 40, the display 302 maydisplay a guidance message 4010. If a broadcast viewing request
signal is transmitted to the controller 340, the controller 340 may generate the guidance message 4010 and control
displaying the generated guidance message 4010. In some embodiments, if the controller 340 detects a user action for
selecting the guidance message 3930illustrated in Figure 39, the controller 340 may control displaying the guidance
message 4010 in responseto the detected useraction.
[0280] The guidance message 4010 informs of a user A who sends a broadcast viewing request signal and makes
inquiry about whetheror not to view a requested broadcast program (e.g., a dance show on ESPN). The guidance
message 4010 includes a ’Yes’ button 4012 for accepting viewing and a ’No’ button 4014 for rejecting viewing. In one
embodiment, the guidance message 4010 mayalso display other users whoare currently viewing the broadcast program
or users who have been invited to view the broadcast program.
[0281] If the controller 340 detects a user action for accepting invitation to view a channel, the controller 340 controls
displaying the requested broadcast program,in responseto the detected user action. The user action may be a user
action of pressing the button 4012.
[0282] If the controller 340 detects a user action for rejecting the invitation to view a channel, the controller 340 controls
a screen 4000 to continuously display the broadcast program 3910. The user action may be a user action of pressing
the button 4014.

[0283] Figure 41 is a diagram illustrating another exemplary embodiment of a guidance message with regard to
invitation to view a channel.

[0284] Referring to Figure 41, the display 302 may display a message 4110. The controller 340 may control displaying
the message 4110 when receiving a broadcast viewing request signal. In some embodiments, if the controller 340 detects
a useraction for selecting the guidance message 3930 illustrated in Figure 39, the controller 340 may control displaying
the guidance message 4110 in response to the detected useraction.
[0285] The guidance message 4110 informs of a user A who sends a broadcast viewing request signal and makes
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inquiry about whetheror not to view a channel similarto a requested broadcast channel because the requested broadcast
channelis not found. The quidance message 4110 includes a Yes’ button 4112 for accepting viewing and a’No’ button
4114 for rejecting viewing.
[0286] If the controller 340 detects a user action for accepting invitation to view a channel, the controller 340 controls
displaying a similar broadcast program, in response to the detected user action. The user action may be a useraction
of pressing the button 4112.
[0287] If the controller 340 detects a user action for rejecting invitation to view a channel, the controller 340 controls
a screen 4100 to continuously display the broadcast program 3910. The user action may be a user action of pressing
the button 4114.

[0288] Figure 42 is a diagram illustrating a further exemplary embodiment of a guidance message with regard to
invitation to view a channel.

[0289] Referring to Figure 42, the display 302 may display a guidance message 4210. The controller 340 may control
displaying a guidance message 4210 when receiving a broadcast viewing request signal. In some embodiments, if the
controller 340 detects a user action for selecting the guidance message 3930 illustrated in Figure 39, the controller 340
may control displaying the guidance message 4210 in response to the detected user action.
[0290] The guidance message 4210 informs of a user A who sends a broadcast viewing request signal and also,
informs that a channel, which is the sameas or similar to a requested broadcast program,is not found. The guidance
message 4210 includes an ’OK’ button 4212.
[0291] If the controller 340 detects a user action for confirming that viewing of an invited channelis not possible, the
controller 340 removes the guidance message 4210 from a screen 4200 in response to the detected user action and
controls the screen 4200 to continuously display the broadcast program 3910. The user action may be a user action of
pressing the button 4212.
[0292] Figures 43A and 43Bare diagramsillustrating an exemplary embodimentof a screen displayed when invitation
to view a channel is accepted.
[0293] Referring to Figures 43A and 43B, if Patrick accepts a viewing request of Susan,an electronic device of Susan
may display a screen 4310 and an electronic device of Patrick may display a screen 4320. Patrick may accept the
viewing request of Susan by pressing the button 4012 of the guidance message 4010 illustrated in Figure 40 or the
button 4112 of the guidance message 4110 illustrated in Figure 41.
[0294] As Patrick accepts the viewing request, the electronic device of Patrick stops displaying the broadcast program
3910 and displays the broadcast program 3610 indicated by a broadcast viewing request signal. Thus, the electronic
devices of Susan and Patrick display the same broadcast program 3610.
[0295] The screen 4310 displays a picture 4315 of Patrick who views the same broadcast, a chat input window 4318
and a chat window 4319. Susan may chat with Patrick using the chat input window 4318 and the chat window 4319.
[0296] The screen 4320 displays a picture 4325 of Susan who views the same broadcast, a chat input window 4328
and a chat window 4329. Patrick may chat with Susan using the chat input window 4328 and the chat window 4329.
[0297] Figure 44 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a channel matching table.
[0298] Referring to Figure 44, the server 10 may store a channel matching table 4400. The server 10 may match
channels of electronic devices to each other using the channel matching table 4400. The server 10 matches a channel
indicated by a broadcast viewing request signal to a channel whichis receivable by an electronic device to which the
broadcastviewing request signal is transmitted, using the channel matching table 4400.
[0299] Afirst electronic device receives a broadcast channel from a service provider 1 and a second electronic device
receives a broadcast channel from a service provider2.If the first electronic device transmits a channel viewing request
signal for inviting a user to view a channel to a userof the second electronic device, the server 10 receives the channel
viewing request signal and reads a channel 901 of the service provider 2, which matches to a channel 101 indicated by
the channelviewing request signal, from the channel matching table 4400. The server 10 amendsthe channel viewing
request signal so asto indicate the channel 901 and transmits the amended channel viewing requestsignal to the second
electronic device.

[0300] If the channel viewing request signal has the format 3800illustrated in Figure 38, the server 10 may confirma
service providerof the first electronic device based on information included in the ServiceProvider field. The server 10
may amend information, stored in the Physical_channel_detail field and in the Channel_numberfield, to detailed infor-
mation (e.g., 11100 MHZ) about the physical channel 901 matching to the channel 101 indicated by the channel viewing
request signal and the channel 901 respectively, and may transmit the amended channel viewing request signal to the
second electronic device.

[0301] The channel matching table 4400 stores information in such a mannerthat the same channels of different
service providers are associated with each other. If the channel 101 and the channel 202 of the service provider 1 are
associated respectively with the channel 901 and the channel 345 of the service provider 2, the channel matching table
4400 maystore the channel 910, the channel 101 and information associating the channels 101 and 910 with each other
and also, may store the channel 202, the channel 345 and information associating the channels 202 and 234 with each
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other

[0302] The channel matching table 4400 may store the frequency of each channel. In one example, the channel
matching table 4400 stores the frequency of the channel 101 of 10800 MHZ andthe frequency of the channel 901 of
11100 MHZ. Thechannel matching table 4400 may bestored on the originating electronic device (inviter), the destination
electronic device (invitee), and/or a server.
[0303] Figure 45 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of one exemplary embodimentfor a method
of making invitation to view a channel in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0304] Referring to Figure 45, Steps S900 to S940 correspond to Steps S700 to S740 and thus, a description with
respect to Steps S900 to S940 refers to Steps S700 to S740 and is omitted hereinafter.
[0305]Afirst electronic device 4510 transmits a broadcast viewing request signal to a second electronic device 4520
in responseto the received connection responsesignal transmitted in Step S940 (S945). The second electronic device
4520 receives the broadcast viewing request signal. The broadcast viewing request signal may be transmitted to a port
indicated by a port number includedin the connection responsesignal. The broadcast viewing request signal may have
the format 3800illustrated in Figure 38.
[0306] The second electronic device 4520 transmits a response signal with respect to the broadcast viewing request
signal to the first electronic device 4510 in responseto the received broadcast viewing request signal (S950). Thefirst
electronic device 4510 receives the response signal. The response signal may be one of a viewing acceptancesignal,
a viewing not possible signal and a viewing rejection signal.
[0307] The electronic device 4510 and the electronic device 4520 may receive broadcast services from the same
service provider or different service providers. Even when the electronic devices 4510 and 4520 receive broadcast
services from the sameservice provider, the electronic devices 4510 and 4520 mayreceive different kinds of broadcast
services and broadcast channels. The electronic device 4520 may confirm whetheror not it receives a broadcast service
from the same service provider as that in the first electronic device 4510 using information about the service provider
included in the broadcastviewing request signal and EPG data. The electronic device 4520 mayalso confirm thatit can
receive a viewing requested channel using EPG data and at least one of detailed information about physical channels,
servicenames, service IDs, channel numbers, event names, transport stream |Ds or network IDs included in the broadcast
viewing requestsignal.
[0308]|If it is confirmed that the electronic device 4520 receives broadcast services from the same service provider
as that in the electronic device 4510, but cannot receive a viewing requested channel from the service provider, the
electronic device 4520 may search for and display a similar channel using EPG data and at least one of detailed
information about physical channels, service names,service |Ds, channel numbers, event names, transport stream IDs
or networkIDsincluded in the broadcast viewing requestsignal.
[0309] If the electronic device 4520 andthe electronic device 4510 receive broadcast services from different service
providers, the electronic device 4520 searches for a channel, which is the same asor similar to a viewing requested
channel, from among channels provided by other service providers, based on EPG data and at least one of detailed
information about physical channels, service names, service IDs, channel numbers, event names, transport stream IDs,
network IDs, nation information or local information included in the channel viewing request signal. The electronic device
4520 maydisplay the located channel. The electronic device 4520 maydisplay one of the guidance message 4010, the
guidance message 4110 and the guidance message 4210 based on the searchresults.
[0310] The electronic device 4520 and the electronic device 4510 may receive broadcast services from different
transmission media. The electronic device 4520 may confirm this kind of reception using information about a transmission
medium included in a broadcast viewing requestsignal. If itis confirmed that the electronic device 4520 and the electronic
device 4510 receive broadcast services from different transmission media, the electronic device 4520 searches for a
channel, which is the sameasor similar to a viewing requested channel, from among channels provided by other service
providers, based on EPG data and at least one of detailed information about physical channels, service names,service
IDs, channel numbers, event names, transport stream IDs, network IDs, nation information or local information included
in the channel viewing request signal. The electronic device 4520 may display the located channel. The electronic device
4520 maydisplay one of the guidance message 4010, the guidance message 4110 and the guidance message 4210
based on the search results.

[0311] If the response signal is a viewing acceptance signal, the first electronic device 4510 maydisplay a screen on
which a chat window and a chat input window are displayed, and the second electronic device 4520 may display a
screen on which a chat window and a chat input window are displayed. Tne screen displayed by thefirst electronic
device 4510 may be the screen 4310 and the screen displayed by the secondelectronic device 4520 may be the screen
4320.

[0312] If the responsesignal is a viewing not possible signal, the first electronic device 4510 maytransmit a broadcast
program invited to view to the secondelectronic device 4520.
[0313] Figure 46 is a flowchart illustrating an implement procedure of another exemplary embodimentfor a method
of making invitation to view a channel in accordance with the present disclosure.
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[0314] Referring to Figure 46, the display 302 displays a human channel map ($1000). The human channel map may
be the human channel map 3520illustrated in Figure 35 or the human channel map 3620illustrated in Figure 36.
[0315] The external signal input unit 325 receives a signal for requesting channel switch (S1010). The controller 340
detects the received channel switch request signal. The channel switch request signal may be generated when the user
performs an action of pressing a predetermined key of a remote controller, or may be a video signal with regard to a
spatial gesture for requesting channel switch.
[0316] The controller 340 controls a screen to display content of a requested channel in response to the detected
channelswitch request signal (S1020). The channel may be a broadcast channel, a human channel or an App channel.
The screen may be the screen 1600 illustrated in Figure 16 or the screen 3500illustrated in Figure 35.
[0317] The controller 304 detects a user action for requesting invitation to view a channel (S1030). The user action
is, for example, an action of dragging a screen on which contentis displayed and dropping the dragged screen onto a
human channel listed in a human channel map. In one example, the controller 340 may drag the image 3630 illustrated
in Figure 36 to the human channel 43’ and may detect a user action for requesting invitation to view the human channel
*43’ when the image 3630 drops onto the human channel ’43’. In another example, the user action may be a combination
of a user action for selecting a displayed broadcast program and a user action for selecting a human channel (or a
channel number).
[0318] Thecontroller 340 transmits a channel viewing request signal in responseto the detected user action (S1040).
The channelviewing request signal may have the format 3800illustrated in Figure 38.
[0319] In some embodiments, the controller 340 may control transmitting the channel viewing request signal to the
electronic device which provides the human channel indicated by the channel number designated by the useraction in
Step $1030. The address of the electronic device may be acquired by the above described methodasillustrated in
Figures 19 to 21.
[0320] In some embodiments, the controller 340 may control transmitting the channel viewing request signal to a
server. The server may be the server 10 illustrated in Figure 1.
[0321] The controller 340 receives a responsesignal with respect to the transmitted channel viewing request signal
($1050). The response signal may be one of a viewing acceptancesignal, a viewing not possible signal and a viewing
rejection signal.
[0322] If the response signal is a viewing acceptance signal, the controller 340 may display a screen on which a chat
window and a chat input window are displayed. The screen may be the screen 4310 illustrated in Figures 43A and 43B.
[0323] If the response signal is a viewing not possible signal, the controller 340 may transmit a broadcast program
invited to view to the electronic device which provides the human channelindicated by the channel numberdesignated
by the user action in Step $1030.
[0324] Figure 47 is a flowchart illustrating an implement procedure of an exemplary embodimentfor a method of
processing invitation to view a channel in accordancewith the present disclosure.
[0325] Referring to Figure 47, the display 302 displays a broadcast program ($1100).
[0326] The networkinterface 302 receives a channel viewing request signal ($1110). The controller 340 generates a
guidance message with regard to invitation to view a channel using information included in the received channel viewing
requestsignal. The generated guidance message maybe the message 3930 and the message 3940illustrated in Figure
39, the guidance message 4010 illustrated in Figure 40, the guidance message 4110 illustrated in Figure 41, or the
guidance message 4210 illustrated in Figure 42.
[0327] The controller 340 may confirm whetheror not it can receive a viewing requested channel using information
includedin the channel viewing request signal. The controller 340 may confirm whetheror not it can receive a viewing
requested channel from a service provider using stored EPG data and information about the service provider included
in the channel viewing request signal. The controller 340 generates a guidance message 4010 whenit can receive the
viewing requested channel from the service provider.
[0328] Even when theelectronic device 300 can receive a broadcast service from a service provider indicated by the
channel viewing request signal, the electronic device 300 mayfail to receive the viewing requested channel from the
service provider according to terms of a contract with the service provider.If this failure to receive the channel is confirmed,
the controller 340 may searchfor a similar channel using EPG data and atleast one of detailed information about physical
channels, service names, service IDs, channel numbers, event names, transport stream IDs or networkIDs includedin
the channel viewing request signal. If the electronic device 300 succeeds in searching for the similar channel, the
controller 340 may generate the guidance message 4110 andif not, may generate the guidance message 4210.
[0329] If the controller 340 cannot receive the viewing requested channelfrom the service provider, the controller 304
confirms whetheror not the viewing requested channel is receivable from anotherservice provider. The controller 340
searches for the same channel as the viewing requested channel from among channels provided by another service
provider based on EPG data and at least one of detailed information about physical channels, service names, service
IDs, channel numbers, event names, transport stream IDs or network IDs included in the channel viewing requestsignal.
If the channelis found, the controller 340 may generate the guidance message 4010. If the same channelis not found,
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but a similar channel is found, the controller 340 may generate the guidance message 4110. If the same channel and
the similar channel are not found, the controller 340 may generate the guidance message 4210. Here, another service
provider may be a service provider which provides a broadcast service to the electronic device 300.
[0330] Thecontroller 340 may confirm whetheror notit can receive the viewing requested channel, using information
about a transmission medium included in the channelviewing requestsignal. If the controller 340 receives a broadcast
service from a transmission medium different from that indicated by the channel viewing request signal, the controller
340 searches for the same channel as the viewing requested channel from among channels provided bythe different
transmission medium, based on EPG data and atleast one of detailed information about physical channels, service
names, service IDs, channel numbers, event names, transport stream IDs or network IDs included in the channel viewing
request signal. lf the same channelis found, the controller 340 may generate the guidance message 4010.If the same
channelis not found, but a similar channel is found, the controller 340 may generate the guidance message 4110.If the
same channel and the similar channel are not found, the controller 340 may generate the guidance message 4210.
[0331] The display 302 displays the guidance message generated in Step $1110 on a screen ($1120). The screen
may be one of the screen 3900, the screen 4000, the screen 4100 and the screen 4200 asillustrated in Figures 39 to
42. After the display 302 displays the screen 3900, one of the screen 4000, the screen 4100 and the screen 4200 may
be displayed under control of the controller 340. If the controller 340 detects a user action for selecting the message
3930 in a state in which the screen 3900is displayed, the controller 340 may control displaying one of the screen 4000,
the screen 4100 and the screen 4200.

[0332] The controller 340 confirms whetheror not a user action for accepting invitation to view a channel is detected
($1130). The controller 340 may detect a user action for rejecting invitation to view a channel and also, may detect a
useraction for confirming that viewing of an invited channel is not possible. The user actions may be performed according
to the above described method asillustrated in Figures 40 to 42.
[0333] The controller 340 controls displaying content of a channel indicated by the channel viewing request signalin
responseto the detected useraction for accepting invitation to view the channel ($1140). If the guidance message 4110
is displayed in Step $1120, the controller 340 controls displaying content of a channelsimilar to the channel indicated
by the channel viewing requestsignal.
[0334] The controller 340 controls transmitting a response signal with respect to the channel viewing request signal
to the electronic device which transmits the channel viewing request signal ($1150). The response signal may include
a viewing acceptancesignal, a viewing not possible signal or a viewing rejection signal. The controller 340 transmits the
viewing acceptance signal when detecting a user action for accepting invitation to view a channel, the viewing rejection
signal when detecting a user action for rejecting invitation to view a channel, and the viewing not possible signal when
detecting a user action confirming that viewing of a channel is not possible.
[0335] When the viewing not possible signalis transmitted, the electronic device, which transmits the channel viewing
request signal, may directly transmit the viewing requested broadcast program tothe networkinterface 320. The controller
340 maycontrol displaying the broadcast program received by the networkinterface 320.
[0336] Figure 48 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen on which contentis displayed, Figure 49 is a
diagram illustrating one embodiment of a screen on which content is displayed in a simultaneous viewing mode, and
Figure 50 is a diagram illustrating another embodiment of a screen on which contentis displayed in a simultaneous
viewing mode.
[0337] Referring to Figures 48 to 50, the display 302 may display a screen 4800. The screen 4800displays content.
[0338] If the controller 340 detects a user action for requesting display of content, the controller 340 may control
displaying the screen 4800 in responseto the detected useraction. Also, if the controller 340 detects a user action for
requesting a simultaneous viewing mode during display of the screen 4800, the controller 340 may control display of a
screen 4900 or a screen 5000. The controller 340 may convert the screen 4900 to the screen 5000 or convert the screen
5000 to the screen 4900 according to a user action for requesting mode conversion.
[0339] The screen 4900 includes a content display region 4910 and a chat region 4920. The content display region
4910 displays content of the screen 4800, and the chat region 4920 includes a chat window 4930 and a chat input
window 4940. The chat window 4930 shows a chat partner 4931 and a chat phrase 4932 input by a chat partner. The
user can input a chat phraseinto the chat input window 4940.
[0340] The screen 5000 mayinclude a content display region 5010, a chat input window 5020, silhouette selecting
marks 5021 to 5028, and silhouettes 5031, 5033, 5035 and 5037. The silhouettes 5031 , 5033, 5035 and 5037 respectively
represent chat partners. The silhouette 5031 represents a chat partner ’Arry’, the silhouette 5033 represents a chat
partner ’David’, tne silhouette 5035 represents the user who is in charge of the chat, and the silhouette 5037 represents
a chat partner Susan’. A chat phrase may bedisplayed at a location associated with the user or the chat partner who
inputs the chat phrase. For example,if the chat partner David’ inputs a chat phrase 5043, the chat phrase 5043 is
displayed at a location associated with the silhouette 5033 of ’David’.
[0341] If the controller 340 detects a user action for selecting one of the silhouette selecting marks 5021 to 5028, the
controller 340 controls display of the silhouette 5035 of the user in response to the detected user action such that the
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silhouette 5035 is converted to a silhouette image associated with the selected silhouette selecting mark. Additionally,
the controller 340 may transmit a signal to request conversion to the silhouette image to the server 10, the server 20,
or other electronic devices.

[0342] Ahumanchannel owner whois viewing the same content may be determined as achatpartner. More particularly,
the human channel owner whois viewing the same contentas that displayed on the screen 4800 may be automatically
determined as a chat partner. In some embodiments, the controller 340 may confirm the owner based on information
included in the above described channel guiding signal of Figure 35.
[0343] In some embodiments, the controller 340 may receive an owner list, including the human channel owner who
is viewing the same content, from the server 10 and confirm the ownervia the received owner list.
[0344] Figure 51 is a diagram illustrating a further embodimentof a screen on which contentis displayed in a simul-
taneous viewing mode.
[0345] Referring to Figure 51, silhouettes 5110, 5120, 5130, 5140 and 5150 maybe displayed as 3D images having
a particular depth value 5160. More particularly, the silhouettes 5031, 5033, 5035 and 5037 of Figure 50 maybe re-
spectively displayed as the 3D images 5110, 5120, 5130 and 5140.
[0346] Figure 52 is a diagram explaining an embodiment of a method for confirming viewing of the same content.
[0347] Referring to Figure 52, a controller of an electronic device 5210 may control transmission of an image frame
request signal 5221 to an electronic device 5250. The electronic device 5250 maybe an electronic device associated
with a human channel included in a human channel mapthatis stored in the electronic device 5210. The image frame
request signal 521 1 may be transmitted to the electronic device or the server according to aconnection method associated
with a channel number included in the human channel map.
[0348] The image frame request signal 5211 may be a signal to request that an image frame be displayed for a
particular period of time M starting from a particular time T. The electronic device 5250 receives the image frame request
signal 5211 and acquires an image frame 5253 to be displayed for a particular period of time M starting from a particular
time T according to the received image frame request signal 5211. The controller of the electronic device 5210 controls
acquisition of an image frame 5213 to be displayed for a particular period of time M starting from a particular time T.
[0349] The electronic device 5250 transmits an imageframetransmission signal 5255 to the electronic device 5210.
The image frame transmission signal 5255 includes the image frame 5253.
[0350] The electronic device 5210 receives the transmitted image frame transmission signal 5255 and executes a
comparison algorithm 5215 to confirm whether or not the image frame 5253 included in the received image frame
transmission signal 5255 is equalto the image frame 5213.If the two image frames are equal to each other, the controller
of the electronic device 5210 confirms that an owner of a human channel associated with the electronic device 5210 is

viewing the samecontent. If the two image frames are not equal to each other, the controller of the electronic device
5210 can confirm that the owneris not viewing the same content. The comparison algorithm 5215 can confirm the
equality of image frames in sequence starting from a particulartime T. In this case, if the image frames havedifferent
resolutions, confirmation of the equality may be performed after equalizing the resolutions of the image frame 5213 and
the image frame 5253.
[0351] With the method for confirming viewing of the same content as described in relation to Figure 52, a controller
of one electronic device can confirm whether or not content displayed thereon is equal to content displayed on another
electronic device, irrespective of different service providers and transmission media.
[0352] Figure 53 is a diagram explaining a method for detecting user emations.
[0353] Referring to Figure 53, while a viewer 5301 is viewing content 5300, the image capture device 301 may capture
an image of the viewer 5301.
[0354] Thecontroller 340 detects a face zone from the captured image frame of the viewer 5301 output by the image
capture device 301. Then, the controller 340 confirms the emotions of the viewer 5301 based on the detected face zone.
The controller 340 may produce emotion data indicating the confirmed emotions and then, control transmission of the
produced emotion data to an electronic device of a chat partner.
[0355] The image capture device 301 may capture the image of the viewer 5301 at a preset interval. The controller
340 may confirm the emotionsof the viewer 5301 at the preset interval and then, produce emotion data if emotion change
occurs, thereby controlling transmission of the emotion data to the electronic device of the chat partner.
[0356] Figure 54 is a diagram illustrating the contourof a silhouette mapped to user emotions.
[0357] Referring to Figure 54, the storage unit 345 maystore the contour of a silhouette associated with particular
emotions. For example, the storage unit 345 may store the contour of a silhouette 5410 associated with sadness, the
contourof a silhouette 5420 associated with anger, and the contourof a silhouette 5430 associated with happiness.
[0358] Figure 55 is a diagramillustrating an embodimentof a screen on whichdifferent silhouettes depending on user
emotions are displayed.
[0359] Referring to Figure 55, the controller 340 may acquire the contourof a silhouette associated with the confirmed
emotions from the storage unit 345 and control display of a silhouette of an ownerof the electronic device 300 suchthat
the silhouette is converted to the acquired contour of a silhouette. Also, the controller 340 may acquire the contour of a
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silhouette, associated with emotions indicated by emotion data transmitted from the electronic device of the chat partner,
from the storage unit 345 and control display of a silhouette of the chat partner such that the silhouette is converted to
the acquired contour of a silhouette.
[0360] In one example, if it is confirmed that the ownerof the electronic device 300 is angry, the controller 340 controls
display of a silhouette 5520.If the controller 340 receives emotion data indicating sadnessfrom an electronic device of
a first chat partner, the controller 340 controls display of a silhouette of the first chat partner as a silhouette 5510. In
addition, if the controller 340 receives emotion data indicating happiness from an electronic device of a second chat
partner, the controller 340 controls display of a silhouette of the second chat partneras a silhouette 5530.
[0361] Figure 56 is a diagram explaining a procedure for registering a facial image, and Figure 57 is a diagram
explaining a procedurefortraining a facial image.
[0362] Referring to Figures 56 and 57,the electronic device 300 mayreceive a userfacial image 5620 on aper emotion
basis registered by a user 5610. In one example, the electronic device 300 may receive an angry facial image 5710, a
sad facial image 5720 and a happyfacial image 5730, which are registered by the user 5610. The storage unit 345 may
store the respective registered facial images 5710, 5720 and 5730 on a per emotion basis.
[0363] The controller 340 may compare the facial images on a per emotion basis stored in the storage unit 345 with
a facial image 5740 detected from an imageframe of a viewer whichis captured while the vieweris viewing content and
then, confirm one of the stored facial imagesthat is most similarto the facial image 5740. The controller 340 may confirm
the emotions of the confirmed facial image as the emotionsof the viewer. Also, the controller 340 may store the facial
image 5740 as a facial image having the confirned emotionsin the storage unit 345. In one example, if it is confirmed
that the facial image 5740 is mostsimilarto the facial image 5710, the controller 340 may add the facial image 5740 as
an angry emotionalfacial image, similar to the facial image 5710, to the storage unit 345. With such addition ofthe facial
image, the electronic device 300 can more accurately confirm the emotions of the viewer.
[0364] Figure 58 is a diagram explaining a method for detecting a user motion.
[0365] Referring to Figure 58, while a viewer 5801 is viewing content 5800, the image capture device 301 may capture
an image of the viewer 5801.
[0366] The controller 340 detects a user motion 5810 from a captured image frame of the viewer 5801 output by the
image capture device 301. Then, the controller 340 may produce motion data indicating the confirmed motion 5810 and
then, control transmission of the produced motion data to the electronic device of the chat partner.
[0367] The image capture device 301 may capture the image of the viewer 5801 at a preset interval. The controller
340 may confirm the motion of the viewer 5301 at the preset interval and then, produce motion data if motion change
occurs, thereby controlling transmission of the motion data to the electronic device of the chat partner.
[0368] The controller 340 may control display of a silhouette of the ownerof the electronic device 300 suchthat the
silhouette represents the confirmed motion 5810. Also, the controller 340 may control display of a silhouette of the chat
partner such thatthe silhouette is converted to the contourof a silhouette representing a motion indicated by the motion
data transmitted from the electronic device of the chat partner.
[0369] Figures 59A to 59D are diagrams explaining a methodfor reflecting a screen effect on content.
[0370] Referring to Figures 59A to 59D,a screen effect window 5910 may be displayed on a screen 5900. The screen
effect window 5910 mayinclude one or more screen effect selecting regions 5911,5912 and 5913. The user may perform
a useraction for selecting one of the screen effect selecting regions 5911, 5912 and 5913, and the controller 340 may
detect the user action as a useraction for requesting a screen effect. The controller 340 may detect the user action for
requesting a screen effect, produce screen effect data indicating the screen effect in response to the detected user
action, and control transmission of the producedeffect data to the electronic device of the chat partner. In one example,
if the user performs a user action 5920 for selecting the screen effect selecting region 5911, the controller 340 may
produce screen effect data indicating a screen effect of the screen effect selecting region 5911 and then, control trans-
mission of the produced screeneffect data to the electronic device of the chat partner.
[0371] In addition, if the user performs the user action 5920 for selecting the screen effect selecting region 5911, the
controller 340 controls display of a mark 5930 indicating that the screen effect selecting region 5911 is selected and
then, controls reflection of a screen effect 5940 of the screen effect selecting region 5911 on the displayed content 5900.
Here, a position of the screen effect 5940 may be selected as the userclicks a corresponding region.
[0372] If the controller 340 receives the screen effect data from the electronic device of the chat partner, the controller
340 may control reflecting an effect indicated by the received screen effect data on the displayed content 5800.
[0373] The controller 340 may control the video decoder 330 to change pixel data of the image frame according to
the screen effect. Additionally, the controller 340 may produce On Screen Display (OSD) according to the screen effect,
thereby controlling display of the OSD on a contentdisplay region.
[0374] Figure 60 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for remotely viewing content at the same time.
[0375] Referring to Figure 60, the controller 340 detects a user action for requesting display of content ($1200).
[0376] Thecontroller 340 confirms whetheror not a viewing modeis a simultaneous viewing modein responseto the
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detected user action (S1210). The simultaneous viewing mode may be setupbyinitial values, or may be setup by the
user as necessary.

[0377] If the viewing modeis the simultaneous viewing mode, the controller 340 confirms the presence of a human
channel owner whois viewing the requested content (S1220). Here, Step S1220 may include an implementation pro-
cedure of a method for confirming viewing of the same contentthat will be described hereinafter with reference to Figure
64 or 65.

[0378] Thecontroller 340 controls display of content in the simultaneous viewing mode (S1230). The display 302 may
display oneof the screen 4900, the screen 5000 and the screen 5100. The screen 4900, the screen 5000 and the screen
5100 may represent the owner confirmed in Step $1220 as a chat partner. Thatis, the owner confirmed in Step $1220
becomesa chat partner.
[0379] If the viewing modeis not the simultaneous viewing mode, the controller 340 controls display of the requested
content ($1240). The display 302 may display the screen 4800.
[0380] The method for remotely viewing content at the same time of Figure 60 mayfurther include an implementation
procedure of a method that will be described hereinafter with reference to Figures 67 to 70.
[0381] Figure 61 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin relation
to a method for remotely viewing content at the same time.
[0382] Referring to Figure 61, the display 302 displays content (S1300). The display 302 may display the screen 4800.
[0383] The controller 340 detects a user action for requesting a simultaneous viewing mode ($1310).
[0384] The controller 340 confirms the presence of a human channel owner whois viewing the displayed contentin
responseto the detected user action (S1320). Here, Step 51320 may include the implementation procedure of the
method for confirming viewing of the same content that will be described hereinafter with reference to Figure 64 or 65.
[0385] The controller 340 controls display of content in the simultaneous viewing mode ($1330). The display 302 may
display one of the screen 4900, the screen 5000 and the screen 5100. The screen 4900, the screen 5000 and the screen
5100 may represent the owner confirmed in Step $1320 as a chat partner. Thatis, the owner confirmed in Step $1320
becomesa chat partner.
[0386] The method for remotely viewing content at the sametime of Figure 61 mayfurther include the implementation
procedure of the method thatwill be described hereinafter with reference to Figures 67 to 70.
[0387] Figure 62is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin relation
to a method for remotely viewing content at the same time.
[0388] Referring to Figure 62, the display 302 displays content ($1400). The display 302 may display the screen 4800.
[0389] The controller 340 confirms the presence of a human channel owner who is viewing the displayed content
($1410). Here, Step $1410 may include the implementation procedure of the method for confirming viewing of the same
content that will be described hereinafter with reference to Figure 64 or 65.
[0390] The controller 340 detects a user action for requesting a simultaneous viewing mode ($1420).
[0391] The controller 340 controls display of content in the simultaneous viewing mode in responseto the detected
user action ($1430). The display 302 may display one of the screen 4900, the screen 5000 and the screen 5100. The
screen 4900, the screen 5000 and the screen 5100 mayrepresent the owner confirmed in Step $1410 as a chat partner.
Thatis, the owner confirmed in Step $1410 becomesa chat partner.
[0392] The method for remotely viewing content at the sametime of Figure 62 mayfurther include the implementation
procedureof the methodthatwill be illustrated hereinafter with reference to Figures 67 to 70.
[0393] Figure 63 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of a further exemplary embcdimentin relation
to a method for remotely viewing content at the same time.
[0394] Referring to Figure 63, the display 302 displays content ($1500). The display 302 may display the screen 1600,
the screen 3500, or the screen 4800.
[0395] The controller 340 detects a user action for requesting invitation to view a channel (S1510). In one example,
the user action may be an action for dragging a screen on which contentis displayed and dropping the content to a
human channel listed in a human channel map. More particularly, the controller 340 may detect the user action for
requesting invitation to view a channel if the image 3630illustrated in Figure 36 is dragged to and drops onto the human
channel number ’43’. In another example, the user action may be a combination of a useraction for selecting a displayed
broadcast program and a useraction for selecting a human channel (or a channel number).
[0396] The controller 340 controls transmission of a channel viewing request signal in response to the detected user
action ($1520). The channel viewing request signal may havethe format 3800 illustrated in Figure 38.
[0397] In some embodiments, the controller 340 may control transmission of the channel viewing request signal to
the electronic device which provides the human channel indicated by the channel number designated by the useraction
in Step $1510. An addressof the electronic device may be acquired by the above described method of Figures 19 to 21.
[0398] In some embodiments, the controller 340 may control transmission of the channel viewing request signal to
the server. The server maybe the server 10 illustrated in Figure 1.
[0399] The network interface 320 receives a response signal with respect to the channel viewing request signal
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($1530). The response signal may be one of a viewing acceptancesignal, a viewing nat possible signal and a viewing
rejection signal.
[0400] If the response signal is a viewing acceptancesignal, the controller 340 controls display of content in the
simultaneous viewing mode (S1540). The display 302 may display one of the screen 4900, the screen 5000 and the
screen 5100. Also, the screen 4900, the screen 5000 and the screen 5100 may represent an owner of a human channel
associated with the electronic device which has transmitted the viewing acceptance signal. The owner becomesa chat
partner.
[0401] The method for remotely viewing content at the same time of Figure 63 mayfurther include the implementation
procedure of the method that will be described hereinafter with reference to Figures 67 to 70.
[0402] Figure 64 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for confirming viewing of the same content.
[0403] Referring to Figure 64, the controller 340 acquires an address of the electronic device based on a human
channel map (81600). The human channel map may be the human channel map 1210 of Figure 12, or may include the
human channel map 1210, the first connection information map 1230, the second connection information map 1240,
the third connection information map 1250, the fourth connection information map 1260 and the fifth connection infor-
mation map 1270asillustrated in Figure 12. The addressof the electronic device may be acquired by the above described
method of Figures 19 to 21. The electronic device may be limited to an online electronic device.
[0404] Thecontroller 340 controls transmission of a viewing information request signal using the acquired address of
the electronic device (S1610). The viewing information request signal may be the image frame request signal as described
abovein relation to Figure 52.
[0405] The networkinterface 320 receives a viewing information signal (51620). In some embodiments, the viewing
information signal may have the format 3800illustrated in Figure 38. In some embodiments, the viewing information
signal may be the imageframe transmission signal as described abovein relation to Figure 52.
[0406] The controller 340 confirms the presence of a human channel owner who is viewing the displayed content
based on the received viewing information signal (S1630). In some embodiments, the controller 340 may confirm the
owner by comparing the above described information of Figure 38. In some embodiments, the controller 340 may confirm
the owner based on the above described comparison algorithm 5215 of Figure 52.
[0407] Figure 65is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin relation
to a methodfor confirming viewing of the same content.
[0408] Referring to Figure 65, the controller 340 controls transmission of an owner list request signal to the server
($1700). The transmitted owner list request signal may be a signal to request a list of owners who are viewing the
displayed content. The server maybe the server10.
[0409] The network interface 320 receives an owner list from the server (S1710). The owner list includes owners who
are viewing the displayed content. In some embodiments, the owner list may further include at least one of emotion data
or motion data of owners included therein.

[0410] The controller 340 confirms the ownersincluded in the received owner list as owners who are viewing the
displayed content ($1720).
[0411] Figure 66 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for providing a viewing list.
[0412] Referring to Figure 66, the server 10 receives a channel viewing signal including cantent viewing information
fromthe electronic device (S1 800). The received contentviewing information may include the above described information
of Figure 38. In some embodiments, the content viewing information may further include at least one of emotion data
or motion data of the owner of the human channel associated with the electronic device.

[0413] Theserver 10constructs a viewing map using the received content viewing information ($1810). The constructed
viewing map mayinclude at least one of identification information about content that every human channel owneris
viewing, emotion data, motion data or group information. The group information indicates a group of owners who are
viewing the same content.
[0414] The server 10 receives an owner list request signal from the electronic device (81820). The owner list request
signal correspondsto the above described ownerlist request signal of Figure 65.
[0415] The server 10 constructs an owner list using the constructed viewing map ($1830). The owner list corresponds
to the above described owner list of Figure 65. The server 10 may add owners having the same group information to
the owner list.

[0416] The server 10 transmits the constructed owner list to the electronic device that has transmitted the owner list
request signal (81840).
[0417] Figure 67 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for displaying a silhouette.
[0418] Referring to Figure 67, the controller 340 detects a face zone of an owner from an image captured by the owner
($1900). The owner may be a human channel owner or a viewer who is viewing content. In one example, the owner
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may be the viewer 5301 of Figure 53. The image capture device 301 may capture an image of the ownerat a preset
interval, and the controller 340 may detect a face of the owner from the captured imageat the presetinterval.
[0419] Thecontroller 340 confirms the emotions of the owner based on the detected face zone ($1910). The controller
340 may confirm the emotions of the ownerby the above described method of Figures 56 and 57. Then, the controller
340 may produce emotion data indicating the confirmed emotions. In some embodiments, the controller 340 may produce
emotion data if emotion change occurs.
[0420] The controller 340 controls transmission of the emotion data indicating the confirmed emotions (S1920). In
some embodiments, the controller 340 may control transmission of the emotion data if emotion change occurs.
[0421] Thecontroller 340 controls change of the contourof a silhouette according to the confirmed emotions (S1930).
The controller 340 may changethe contourof a silhouette using the above described method of Figure 55.
[0422] The networkinterface 320 receives emotion data (S1940). In some embodiments, the emotion data may be
transmitted from the electronic device of the chat partner. In some embodiments, the emotion data may be transmitted
from the server 10.

[0423] Thecontroller 340 controls change of the contourof a silhouette of an owner who hastransmitted the emotion
data according to the received emotion data (S1950). The controller 340 may change the contour of a silhouette using
the above described methodof Figure 55.
[0424] Figure 68is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin relation
to a methodfor displaying a silhouette.
[0425] Referring to Figure 68, the controller 340 detects a motion of an owner (S2000). The owner may be an owner
of a human channel and may be a viewer whois viewing content. In one example, the owner may be the viewer 5801
of Figure 58, and the controller 340 may detect a motion of the owner by the above described method of Figure 58.
[0426] In some embodiments, the image capture device 301 may capture an image of the owner, and the controller
340 may detect a motion of the owner from an image frame included in the captured image of the owner.
[0427] The controller 340 produces motion data indicating the detected motion (S2010). In some embodiments, the
controller 340 may produce motion data if motion change occurs.
[0428] The controller 340 controls transmission of the produced motion data (S2020). In some embodiments, the
controller 340 may control transmission of the motion data if motion change occurs.
[0429] The controller 340 controls change of the contourof a silhouette according to the detected motion (S2030).
The controller 340 may change the contourof a silhouette using the above described method of Figure 58.
[0430] The networkinterface 320 receives motion data (S2040). In some embodiments, the motion data may be
transmitted from the electronic device of the chat partner. In some embodiments, the motion data may be transmitted
from the server 10.

[0431] The controller 340 controls change of the contourof a silhouette of an owner who hastransmitted motion data
according to the received motion data (S2050). The controller 340 may change the contour of a silhouette using the
above described method of Figure 58.
[0432] Figure 69 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for displaying a silhouette as a 3D image.
[0433] Referring to Figure 69, the controller 340 selects a silhouette image (S2100). The silhouette image may be
selected by the above described method of Figure 67 or 68. More particularly, the silhouette image may be selected
according to the detected emotions or emotionsindicated by the received emotion data, or may be selected according
to the detected motion or a motion indicated by the detected motion data.
[0434] The controller 340 produces a left view image and a right view image using the selected silhouette image
($2110). In one example, the produced left view image and the producedright view image maybeutilized to display
the silhouette 5110 of Figure 51.
[0435] The controller 340 controls mixing of each of the producedleft view image and the produced right view image
with an image frame of content to be displayed (S2120). The mixer 360 may mix the left view image with the image
frame of the content to thereby producea left view image frame, or may mix the right view image with the image frame
of the content to thereby producea right view image frame. In one example, the image frame maybe the image frame
displayed on the screen of Figure 51.
[0436] The formatter 370 may perform sampling of the left view image frame and the right view image frame output
by the mixer 360 to obtain a 3D output format that can be displayed as a 3D imagebythe display 302.
[0437] The display 302 displays a mixed image frame (82130). The mixed image frame may be an image frame having
the 3D output format obtained by sampling the left view image frame and the right view image frame produced by the
mixer 360 in Step S2120. In one example, the display 302 may display the screen 5100 in Step $2130.
[0438] Figure 70 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for sharing a screen effect.
[0439] Referring to Figure 70, the controller 340 detects a user action for requesting a screen effect (S2200). The user
action may be a user action for selecting one of the screen effect selecting regions 5911, 5912 and 5913 of Figures 59A
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to 59D.

[0440] Thecontroller340 producesscreeneffect data indicating the requested screen effectin responseto the detected
user action (S2210).
[0441] The controller 340 transmits the produced screen effect data to the electronic device of the chat partner or the
server 10 (S2220).
[0442] The controller 340 controls reflection of the requested screen effect on the displayed content (S2230). The
display 302 may display the screen 5900 of Figure 59D.
[0443] The network interface 320 receives screen effect data from the electronic device of the chat partner or the
server 10 ($2240).
[0444] The controller 340 controls reflection of the screen effect indicated by the received screen effect data on the
displayed content (S2250). The display 302 maydisplay the screen 5900 of Figure 59D.
[0445] Figure 71 is a diagramillustrating a broadcast screen on which one exemplary embodiment of a channel map
is displayed.
[0446] Referring to Figure 71, the display 302 may display a screen 7100.If the controller 340 detects a user action
for requesting a channel mapin a state in which a broadcast program 7110 is displayed on the screen 7100, the controller
340 controls displaying a broadcast channel map 7120 on the screen 7100 in responseto the detected useraction. In
some embodimenis, the user action for requesting the channel map maybe an action in which the user presses a hot
key for the channel map or a menu item for the channel map.
[0447]_If the controller 340 detects a user action for requesting channel map switch in a state in which a human channel
map 7220illustrated in Figure 72 or an App channel map 7320 illustrated in Figure 73 is displayed, the controller 340
controls displaying the broadcast channel map 7120.
[0448] The broadcast channel map 7120 lists broadcast channels (e.g., CNN), today’s broadcast content on broadcast
channels (e.g., CNN News) and channel numbers associated with the broadcast channels (e.g., 39). With relation to
the broadcast program 7110 being displayed, a corresponding broadcast channel NBC’, broadcast program nameor
title *Home’ and channel number ’37’ arelisted in a line indicated by an indicator. If the user performs a user action for
selecting one of the broadcast channelslisted in the broadcast channel map 7120, the controller 340 controls displaying
a broadcast program of the selected broadcast channel.
[0449] Figure 72 is a diagram illustrating a broadcast screen on which another exemplary embodiment of a channel
mapis displayed.
[0450] Referring to Figure 72, the display 302 may display a screen 7200.If the controller 340 detects a user action
for requesting channel map switch in a state in which the broadcast channel map 7120 illustrated in Figure 71 or the
App channel map 7320 illustrated in Figure 73 is displayed, the controller 340 controls displaying the human channel
map 7220. In some embodiments, the user action may be an action in which the user presses oneof a left key anda
right key of a remote controller.
[0451] During display of the human channel map 7220, the controller 340 may control displaying content of one human
channel listed in the human channel map 7220. The content may be received according to Step $310 of Figure 18. The
human channel map 7220 may be identical to the human channel map 1510 illustrated in Figure 15.
[0452] Figure 73 is a diagramillustrating a broadcast screen on which a further exemplary embodimentof a channel
mapis displayed.
[0453] Referring to Figure 73, the display 302 may display a screen 7300.If the controller 340 detects a user action
for requesting channel map switch in a state in which the broadcast channel map 7120 illustrated in Figure 71 or the
human channel map 7220 illustrated in Figure 72 is displayed, the controller 340 controls displaying the App channel
map 7320. In some embodiments, the user action may be an action in which the user presses oneof a left key anda
right key of a remote controller.
[0454] The App channel map 7320 lists App channels (e.g., Netflix), App content and channel numbers associated
with the App channels (e.g., 55). The controller 340 may control display of the App channel map 7320 in such a manner
that a line, on which an App channel ’Google’ which provides App content ’Google Earth’, denoted by reference numeral
7310, displayed on the screen 7300, and a channel number’56’ arelisted, is indicated by an indicator. The controller
340 maycontrol display of the App channel map 7320 in such a manner that App content of one App channel listed in
the App channel map 7320 is displayed. If the user performs a user action for selecting one of the App channelslisted
in the App channel map 7320, the controller 340 may control displaying App content of the selected App channel.
[0455] Figure 74 is a diagramillustrating a screen on which one exemplary embodiment of a full channel mapis
displayed.
[0456] Referring to Figure 74, the display 302 may display a screen 7400.If the controller 340 detects a user action
for requesting a full channel map, the controller 340 may control displaying a full channel map on the screen 7400in
responseto the detected user action. The full channel map may be a channel mapthat is displayed in a full channel
mode,for example, on the entire display area ora full screen image. In some embodiments, the user action may be an
action in which the user presses a hot key for the full channel map or a menu item for the full channel map.
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[0457] The full channel map 7400 maydisplay multiple channels maps corresponding to different types of content,
for example, broadcast content, SNS content, and application content. The different types of content may be associated
with different types of channels. The full channel map 7400 includesa line 7410 on whichat least one broadcast channel
is listed, a line 7420 on which at least one human channelis listed and a line 7430 on whichat least one App channel
is listed. These lines 7410, 7420 and 7430 are respectively provided at the first cell thereof with a mark 7411, 7421,
7431 indicating which one of the broadcast channel, human channel or App channel is listed. The mark 7411, 7421,
7431 may be an icon or a selectable link, and may include an image representative of the type of channel. In one
embodiment, a selection of amark maydisplay a channel mapof the corresponding type on the full screen. For example,
if the mark 7411 for broadcast channel is selected, each of the three rows 7410, 7420, 7430 may broadcast channels.
[0458] In some embodiments, the full channel map may be organized in such a mannerthat at least one broadcast
channelis listed on one line, at least one human channelis listed on another line and at least one App channel is listed
on the other line.

[0459] In the full channel map 7400, movement between channels in the same line may depend upon inputof a left
key or a right key, and movementbetweendifferent lines may depend upon input of an up key or a downkey.If the user
performs a user action for designating one of the channels listed in the full channel map 7400, the controller 340 may
control displaying content of the designated channel. The content may be received according to Step S310 illustrated
in Figure 18.
[0460] Figure 75 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodimentof a full channel mapis
displayed.
[0461] Referring to Figure 75, the display 302 may display a screen 7500.If the controller 340 detects a user action
for requesting a full channel map, the controller 340 may control displaying a full channel map on the screen 7500in
responseto the detected useraction. In some embodimenis, the user action may be an action in which the user presses
a hot key for the full channel map or a menu item for the pull channel map.
[0462] The full channel map 7500lists broadcast channels 7510, human channels 7520 and 7530 and App channels
7540. The full channel map 7500 maylist these channels in order of channel numbers. The full channel map 7500 may
be sorted alphabetically, by user rating (e.g., favorites), based on type of channel, or the full channel map 7500 may be
displayed in a custom order as set by a user. In the exampleasillustrated in Figure 75, in the full channel map 7500, a
broadcast channel ’Star Plus’ corresponding to a channel number ’20’ is located at an uppermestposition, aradio channel
’MTV Radio’ corresponding to a channel number ’21’ is located immediately below the broadcast channel ’Star Plus’,
and a humanchannel ’Brandon’ corresponding to a channel number’22’is located immediately below the radio channel
’MTV Radio’. An App channel ’Picasa’ corresponding to a channel number ’26’ is located at a lowermost position.
Channels of different types may be assigned the same channel numbers (e.g., SNS channel 26 for Susan and App
Channel 26 for Picasa). In this case, channels may be sorted based on type as predeterminedor set by the user.
[0463] Whenthe user inputs a particular number, channel numbers associated with the particular number may be
listed in the full channel map 7500. A region 7505 of the full channel map 7500 shows a number input by the user. In
the drawing, as the region 7505 shows "2-", channels, which have channel numbers in a range of 20 to 29 associated
with "2-", are displayed on the full channel map 7500.
[0464] If the user performsa user action for designating one of the channelslisted in the full channel map 7500, the
controller 340 may control displaying contentof the designated channel. The content may be received according to Step
$310 illustrated in Figure 18.
[0465] Figure 76 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which another exemplary embodimentof a full channel mapis
displayed.
[0466] Referring to Figure 76, the display 302 may display a full channel map 7600.If the controller 340 detects a
user action for requesting a full channel map, the controller 340 may control displaying a full channel map 7600 ona
screen in responseto the detected user action. In some embodiments, the user action may be an action in which the
user presses a hot key for the full channel map or a menuitem for the full channel map.
[0467] The full channel map 7600 includes a broadcast channel sheet (or page), a human channel sheet and an App
channel sheet. The broadcast channel sheet, human channel sheet and App channel sheet may be selected respectively
using a sheet tab 7601, a sheet tab 7602 and a sheet tab 7603. Specifically, if the user performs an action of pressing
one of the sheet tabs 7601, 7602 and 7603, the controller 340 may control displaying a sheet associated with the pressed
sheettab.

[0468] During display of the full channel map 7600 on the screen, the controller 340 may control displaying one of the
broadcast channel sheet, human channel sheet and App channel sheet. In Figure 76, a broadcast channel sheet 7610
is displayed. The broadcast channel sheet 7610 mayinclude a mark 7612 indicating that the broadcast channel is a TV
channel and a mark 7614 indicating that the broadcast channel is a radio channel. Each cell of the broadcast channel
sheet 7610 includes a broadcast channel (e.g., Colors) and a channel number (e.g., T01) associated with the broadcast
channel. If the user performs an action of pressing one of cells on the broadcast channel sheet 7610, the controller 340
controls displaying a broadcast program on the broadcast channelof the pressedcell.
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[0469] Figure 77 is a diagramillustrating a screen on which the human channel sheetof the full channel map of Figure
76 is displayed.
[0470] Referring to Figure 77, if the user performs a user action for selecting the sheet tab 7602, the controller 340
detects the user action and controls displaying a human channel sheet 7710 of the full channel map 7700 in response
to the detected useraction.

[0471] Each cell of the human channel sheet 7710 includes a human channel (e.g., Brandon) and a channel number
(e.g., 22) associated with the human channel. If the user performs an action of pressing one of cells on the human
channel sheet 7710, the controller 340 may control displaying content of the human channel of the pressed cell. The
content may be received according to Step S310 illustrated in Figure 18.
[0472] Figure 78 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which the App channel sheetof the full channel map of Figure
76 is displayed.
[0473] Referring to Figure 78, if the user performs an action for selecting the sheet tab 7603, the controller 340 detects
the user action and controls displaying an App channel sheet 4210 on the full channel map 7800 in responseto the
detected user action.

[0474] Each of the App channel sheet 7810 includes an App channel (e.g., NFS9) and a channel number (é€.g., 01)
associated with the App channel. If the user performs an action of pressing one of cells on the App channelsheet 7810,
the controller 340 may control displaying content of the App channel of the pressed cell.
[0475] Figure 79 is a diagramillustrating a screen on which an exemplary embodirnentof a recently viewed channel
mapis displayed.
[0476] Referring to Figure 79, the display 302 may display a recently viewed channel map 7900. If the controller 340
detects a user action for requesting a recently viewed channel map, the controller 340 may control displaying the recently
viewed channel map 7900 on a screenin response to the detected user action. In some embodiments, the user action
maybe an action in which the user presses a hot keyfor the recently viewed channel map or a menu item for the recently
viewed channel map.
[0477] Therecently viewed channel map 7900lists broadcast channels, human channels and App channels displayed
within a preset period. The preset period may be 1 day, 7 days, 10 days, 15 days and 30 days. The preset period may
be an initially set value, or may be set by the user.
[0478] Therecently viewed channel map 7900 displays channels on a per line basis. Thefirst cell of each line indicates
that the channel corresponds to which oneof the broadcast channel, human channel and App channel. For example, a
mark TV’ on thefirst cell indicates a broadcast channel, a mark 'Radio’ indicates a radio channel, amark’SNS’indicates
a human channel and a mark ’APP’ indicates an App channel.
[0479] The recently viewed channel map 7900 maylist the channels in reverse orderof displayed time. For example,
in the recently viewed channel map 7900, a broadcast channel ’Set Max’, which was broadcast before a broadcast
channel ’Star Plus’, is located behind the broadcast channel ’Start Plus’.
[0480] If the user performs a user action of pressing one ofthe lineslisted in the recently viewed channel map 7900,
the controller 340 may control displaying content of the channel indicated by the pressed line. The content may be
received according to Step $310 illustrated in Figure 18.
[0481] Figure 80 is a diagram illustrating a screen on which a further exemplary embodimentof a full channel mapis
displayed.
[0482] Referring ta Figure 80, the display 302 maydisplay a full channel map 8000.If the controller 340 detects a
user action for requesting a full channel map, the controller 340 may control displaying the full channel map 8000 ona
screen in response to the detected user action. The user action may be an action in which the user presses a hot key
for the full channel map or a menu item for the full channel map.
[0483] The full channel map 8000 has the same configuration as the full channel map 7400 and further includes
connection state marks 8050 and 8055(also status indicator) for indicating the online state of an owner of a human
channel. A first connection state mark 8050 indicates a first online state which represents whetheror not the ownerof
the human channel is online via an electronic device. A second connection state mark 8055 indicates a second online

state which represents whetheror not the owner is logged in to a server. The server may be the server 10 or the server
20 illustrated in Figure 1, and the electronic device maybethefirst digital TV 100, the second digital TV 110, the personal
computer system 120, the notebook computer 130 or the mobile terminal 140 illustrated in Figure 1. That the owneris
online via the electronic device means that another electronic device is connectable to the electronic device through a
human channel. That the owneris logged in to the server means that another owner may communicate with the owner
through the network 1. For example, if the first connection state mark 8050is inactive (off) and the second connection
state mark 8055 is active (on), the owner is not connected throughtheir digital TV but is connected through their SNS
account.

[0484] Information about the online state of the owner may be received from the electronic device or the server. The
electronic device may periodically receive information about thefirst online state or information about the second online
state from the server.
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[0485] The electronic device may transmit information about the first online state to an electranic device or server
associated with the human channel stored in the human channel map.In some embodiments, the electronic device may
transmit information aboutthe first online state to all electronic devices associated with the human channel. In some

embodiments, the electronic device may transmit information aboutthefirst online state to an electronic device which
is online, among the electronic devices associated with the human channel.
[0486] Figures 81A to 81D are diagrams illustrating the online state of the owner of the human channel.
[0487] The online state of the owner of the human channel maybeillustrated as in Figures 81A to 81D. The human
channel map 8000 mayprovide human channels listed therein with connection state marksasillustrated in Figures 81A
to 81D.

[0488] In Figure 81A, a connection state mark 8111 indicates the first online state for representing that the ownerof
the human channel is not online, and a connection state mark 8115 indicates the second online state for representing
that the owneris not logged in to the server.
[0489] In Figure 81B, a connection state mark 8121 indicates the first online state for representing that the ownerof
the human channel is online, and a connection state mark 8125 indicates the secondonline state for representing that
the owner is not logged in to the server.
[0490] In Figure 81C, a connection state mark 8131 indicates the first online state for representing that the ownerof
the human channel is not online, and a connection state mark 8135 indicates the second online state for representing
that the owneris loggedin to the server.
[0491] In Figure 81D, a connection state mark 8141 indicates the first online state for representing that the ownerof
the human channel is online, and a connection state mark 8145 indicates the second online state for representing that
the owner is logged in to the server.
[0492] Figure 82 is a flowchart illustrating an implement procedure of an exemplary embodimentfor a method of
providing a channel mapservice in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0493] Referring to Figure 82, the display 302 displays a broadcast channel mapincluding at least one broadcast
channel on a screen on which contentis being displayed (S2300). The broadcast channel map maybe the broadcast
channel map 7120illustrated in Figure 71.
[0494] Thecontroller 340 detectsafirst user action for requesting channel map switch (S2305). In some embodiments,
the first user action may be an action in which the user presses one of an up key, a downkey,a left key and a right key
of a remote controller.

[0495] The controller 340 switches the displayed broadcast channel map to a human channel mapincluding at least
one human channel in response to the detected first user action (S2310), The controller 340 may control displaying
content of one of human channels included in the human channel map on the screen. The selected human channel may
have a first channel number, a medium channel numberor a last channel number, and may be a human channel more
recently displayed than other human channels. The human channel map may be the human channel map 7220illustrated
in Figure 72.
[0496] Thecontroller 340 detects a second useraction for requesting channel switch (82315). In some embodiments,
the second user action may be an action in which the user presses one of an up key, a downkey,a left key and a right
key of a remote controller. In some embodiments, if the first user action for requesting channel map switch is an action
of pressing the left key or right key of a remote controller, the second user action for requesting channel switch may be
an action of pressing the up key or downkey of the remote controller.
[0497] Thecontroller 340 switches a selected human channel to another human channel in the human channel map
in responseto the detected second useraction (82320).
[0498] The controller 340 controls displaying content of the switched human channel ($2325). The content may be
received according to Step S310 in Figure 18.
[0499] Thecontroller 340 detects a third user action for requesting channel map switch (S2330).
[0500] Thecontroller 340 switches the human channel mapto an App channel mapincluding at least one App channel
in responseto the detected third user action (S2335). The App channel map may be the App channel map 7320illustrated
in Figure 73.
[0501] Thecontroller 340 detects a fourth user action for requesting a full channel map (S2340). In some embodiments,
the fourth user action may be an action in which the user presses a hot key for the full channel map or a menu item for
the full channel map.
[0502] The controller 340 controls displaying a full channel mapincluding the at least one broadcast channel, the at
least one human channel and the at least one App channel in responseto the detected fourth user action (S2345). The
full channel map maybe oneofthe full channel map 7400illustrated in Figure 74, the full channel map 7500 illustrated
in Figure 75, the full channel map 7600illustrated in Figure 76 and the full channel map 8000illustrated in Figure 80.
[0503] The controller 340 detects a fifth user action for requesting a recently viewed channel map ($2350). In some
embodiments, the fifth user action may be a user action of pressing a hot key for the recently viewed channel map ora
menu item for the recently viewed channel map.
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[0504] Thecontroller 340 controls displaying the recently viewed channel map including broadcast channels, human
channels and App channels displayed within a preset period in responseto the detectedfifth user action (S2355). The
recently viewed channel map maybethe recently viewed channel map 7900 illustrated in Figure 79. The preset period
may be 1 day, 7 days, 10 days, 15 days and 30 days. The preset period may be aninitially set value, or may be set by
the user.

[0505] Figure 83 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
user registration method in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0506] Referring to Figure 83, the controller 340 controls display of a GUI for reception of user registration information
(S2400). The GUI may be displayed upon initial execution (booting) of the electronic device 300 or upon receiving a
user request. The user registration information may include at least one of a device serial number, a user name,a user
ID, a password, connection information, gender information, the date of a birth, nation information or locale information.
The connection information may include at least one of an e-mail address, an SIP address, an IP address, a port number,
a MACaddress, an SNS account or URL.
[0507] Figure 84 is a diagram illustrating an embodimentof a GUI for reception of user registration information.
[0508] Referring to Figure 84,the display 302 may display a GUI 8400 in Step S2400. The GUI 8400 servesto receive
user registration information. The GUI 8400 includes input boxes to input a user ID, a password,a first name andalast
name, check boxesto select gender information and list boxes to select the date of a birth. A Next’ button serves to
display a next screen, an Exit’ button serves to end the userregistration method. The controller 340 may control display
of a screen of a next step in response to a detected user action pushing the ’Nex?’ button, and may control end of the
user registration method in responseto a detected user action pushing the ’Exit’ button.
[0509] The controller 340 controls display of a GUI for selection of an SNS site (S2410). If the controller 340 detects
a user action for pushing the ‘Next’ button, the controller 340 may control display of the GUI in responseto the detected
useraction. A list of SNS sites may be previously stored and the controller 340 may control display of the previously
stored list on the GUI.

[0510] Figure 85 is a diagram illustrating an embodimentof a GUI for selection of an SNS site.
[0511] Referring to Figure 85, the display 302 may display a GUI 8500 in Step S2410. The GUI 8500 includes SNS
sites 8511 to 8519, check boxes 8521 to 8529 to select the SNS sites 8511 to 8519 respectively, and a check box 8530
to select the SNSsites 8511 to 8519 in all. A list of the SNS sites 8511 to 8519 may be previously stored in the storage
unit 345. Also, the list of the SNS sites 8511 to 8519 may be updated.
[0512] The controller 340 controls display of a GUI for reception of SNS site authentication information (S2420). If the
controller 340 detects a user action for pushing the ’Next’ button, the controller 340 may control display of the GUI in
responseto the detected user action. The authentication information may include a user ID and a password. The user
ID may be an e-mail address registered in an SNSsite.
[0513] The numberof the GUI to be displayed may be equal to the numberof SNSsites selected in Step $2410. That
is, the GUI for reception of authentication information with respect to each selected SNS site may be displayed.
[0514] Figure 86 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI for reception of authentication information for an
SNSsite.

[0515] Referring to Figure 86, the display 302 may display a GU! 8600 in Step S2420. The GUI 8600 includes an icon
8610, and input boxesto input an e-mail ID and a password for an SNS site indicated by the icon 8610.
[0516] Thecontroller 340 controls display of a GUI for confirmation of channel scan execution (S2430). If the controller
340 detects a user action for pushing the ‘Next’ button, the controller 340 may control display of the GUI in response to
the detected useraction.

[0517] Figure 87 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI for confirmation of channel scan execution.
[0518] Referring to Figure 87, the display 302 may display a GUI 8700 in Step $2430. The GUI 8700 includes a
guidance phrase 8710 to ask whetheror not to execute a channel scan, a’Yes’ button to select execution of a channel
scan, and an ’Exit’ button to prevent execution of the channel scan. The controller 340 may control the progress of a
method for providing achannel scan interface of Figure 88 in response to a detected user action selecting the ‘Yes’ button.
[0519] The user registration information and the SNSsite authentication information, which are input during imple-
mentation of the user registration method of Figure 83, may be transmitted to the server 10 in each input step and may
be transmitted to the server 10 after completion of Step $2430.
[0520] Figure 88 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for providing a channel scan interface in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0521] Referring to Figure 88, the controller 340 controls display of a GUI for selection of a scan method ($2500). The
GUI may be displayed automatically or by a user requestafter implementation of a server registration method. Alterna-
tively, the GUI may be displayed at an optional time by a user request, or may be displayed during update. The scan
method mayincludeat least one of auto scan or manual scan. The GUI may include a scan methodoption to select at
least one scan method.

[0522] Figure 89 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI for selection of a scan method.
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[0523] Referring to Figure 89, the display 302 may display a GUI 8900 in Step S2500. The GUI 8900 includes a scan
method option 8910 to select auto scan and a scan method option 8920 to select manual scan.
[0524] The controller 340 confirms whether or not the scan methcd option is selected ($2510).
[0525] If the scan method option indicating auto scan is selected, the controller 340 controls display of a GUI for
selection of a service type (S2520). The GUI mayinclude a service type option to select at least one service type. The
service type indicates one of a broadcast channel, an App channel or a human channel.
[0526] Figure 90 is a diagram illustrating an embodimentof a GUI for selection of a service type.
[0527] Referring to Figure 90, the display 302 may display a GUI 9000 in Step $2520. The GUI 9000 mayinclude a
service type option 9010 (TV) to select a channel scan of a broadcast channel, a service type option 9020 (APPS)to
select a channel scan of an App channel, and a service type option 9030 (Human)to select a channel scan of a human
channel.

[0528] The controller 340 confirms whether or not a particular service type option among the service type options
provided by the GUI 9000for selection of a service type option is selected (S2530).
[0529] If the particular service type option is selected, the controller 340 controls execution of a channel scan with
respect to a channel associated with the selected service type option (S2540). In one example, if the service type option
9010 is selected, the controller 340 controls execution of a channel scan with respect to a broadcast channel. If the
service type option 9030 is selected, the controller 340 controls execution of a channel scan with respect to a human
channel.

[0530] Figure 91 is adiagramillustrating an embodiment of a screen, which displays the progress of a human channel
scan.

[0531] Referring to Figure 91, the display 302 may display a screen 9100 in Step S2540. The screen 9100 displays
a status bar 9110 representing the degree of progress of the human channel scan. The screen 9100 displays a list 9120
of SNSsites as an object of the human channel scan. The SNSsites included in the SNS site list 9120 may be SNS
sites selected during implementation of the user registration method of Figure 83. The screen 9100 mayfurther display
a region 9130 to display the result of scan up to now. In the screen 9100, a Skip’ button servesto stop a channel scan
and select display of the result of scan up to that time, and an Exit’ button serves to select end of a channel scan. The
controller 340 may stop channel scan in response to a detected user action selecting the ’Skip’ button and then, proceed
to Step 2550. Also, the controller 340 controls end of a channel scan in responseto a detected user action selecting the
"Exit button.

[0532] The controller 340 controls display of the result of a channel scan ($2550). The controller 340 may control
display of the result of a channel scan if channel scan is completed.
[0533] If the controller 340 detects a useraction for selecting the ‘Skip’ button of the screen 9100, the controller 340
may control display of the result of a channel scan in responseto the detected user action. The displayed result of a
channel scanis the result of channel scan up to a time when the channel scanis stopped. In one embodiment, the Skip’
button may be configured to skip current SNS service provider to scan the next SNS service provider, rather than skipping
all remaining SNS service providers.
[0534] Figure 92is a diagram illustrating an embodimentof a screen, which displays the result of ahuman channel scan.
[0535] Referring to Figure 92, the display 302 may display a screen 9200 in Step S2550. The screen 9200 displays
the result of a human channel scan.

[0536] Thescreen 9200 displays an SNS accountselecting region 9210, an updatestatistical information region 9220,
a channel input box 9230, an SNSsite selecting region 9250, an icon 9201 to display a selected SNSsite, an ’Add’
button, a’Back’ button and a’Home’ button. The SNS accountselecting region 9210 includes a picture 9211 of a selected
SNSaccount, a button 9213 to select a previous SNS account, a button 9215 to select a next SNS account, and a mark
9217 to display the total number of SNS accounts scannedinaselected SNSsite and the order ofaselected SNS account.
[0537] The updatestatistical information region 9220 displays update statistical information about the selected SNS
account 9211. The update statistical information mayinclude at least one of the numberof updated videos, the number
of updatedpictures or the number of updated messages.
[0538] The channel input box 9230 displays a channel number assigned to the selected SNS account 9211. Ifa
channel numberis not assigned to the selected SNS account 9211, the channel input box 9230 may be a blank. The
user may input a channel numberto be assigned to the selected SNS account 9211 into the channel input box 9230.In
one embodiment, a selection of channel input box 9230 may display a pop-up windowto display available channel
number from which to choose from to assign to the SNS account.
[0539] The SNS site selecting region 9250 displays icons of SNSsites or SNS providers. If the user selects any one
of the icons displayed on the SNS site selecting region 9250, the controller 340 controls selection of SNS accounts,
scanned in the SNSsite indicated by the selected icon, from the SNS accountselecting region 9210.
[0540] The icon 9201 displays a selected SNS site. The user may select an SNS account, scanned in the SNSsite
indicated by the icon 9201, from the SNS account selecting region 9210.
[0541] The ’Add’ button serves to receive a request for construction of a channel map, the ’Back’ button serves to
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receive a requestfor display of a previous screen, and the Home’ button serves to receive a requestfor display of a
home page.
[0542] Figure 93 is a diagramillustrating another embodimentof a screen which displays the result of ahuman channel
scan.

[0543] Referring to Figure 93, the display 302 may display a screen 9300 in Step S2550. The screen 9300 is a screen
to display the result of a human channel scan. The screen 9300 mayincludeafriend list (or contact list) region 9310, a
mutual friend list region 9320, a scan result statistical information region 9330 and an SNS site selecting region 9350.
[0544] The SNSsite selecting region 9350 is a region corresponding to the SNSsite selecting region 9250 of Figure
92 and thus, a detailed description thereof is substituted by the description of Figure 92. The friend list region 9310
displaysa list of friends registered in an SNSsite selected from the SNSsite selecting region 9350. The user can select
a particular friend (or contact) from the friend list region 9310. For example, a pointer 9360 may be used to select an
icon 9317 for lva’s SNS account. The friendlist region 9310 may display SNS accountsofthe friends.
[0545] Connection state marks 9311 and 9315 serve to display whetheror not a correspondingfriend is connected.
More particularly, the connection state mark 9311 may represent an online state displayed by one of the connection
state marks 8111, 8121, 8131 and 8141 of Figure 81, andthe connection state mark 9315 may represent an online state
displayed by one of the connection state marks 8115, 8125, 8135 and 8145of Figure 81.
[0546] The mutualfriend list region 9320 displays a list of mutual friends of the friend selected from the friendlist
region 9310. The mutual friend list region 9320 may display SNS accounts of the mutual friends. For example, if icon
9317 for lva’s SNS accountis selected, mutual friends of both Iva and John may be displayed in the mutalfriendlist
region 9320.
[0547] In one embodiment, region 9320 may displayalist of SNS accounts for friends of the friends for whom the
information is requested. For example, referring to Figure 99, if icon 9317 is selected for lva’s SNS account(e.g., Hid
account) region 9320 maydisplay a list of potential or possible friends between John and Iva’s friends, e.g., a list of
friends of friends. The icons for these friends mayalso include connection state marks 9311, 9315 to indicate whether
the users are online using their electronic device or logged in to their SNS account at a server. In one embodiment, the
list of mutual friends and thelist of friends of friends maylist only those users who haveregistered to usetheir electronic
device to access human channels,e.g., their SNS accounts through a channelon their multi-purpose display device, or
the list may include only those users who are currently logged in. These preference settings for the user may store the
configuration and other settings for the display regions.
[0548] The information region 9330 displays a message 9331 for representing whetheror not a human channelof the
friend selected from the friend list region 9310 is available, a message 9333 for representing a human channel number
assigned to the selected friend, and a message 9335 for representing the number of mutual friends of the selected
friend. For example,if the icon 9317 for lva’s SNS accountis selected, the scan result statistical information region 9330
maydisplay information related to Iva’s account. In this Example, lva has 12 friends in commonwith John’s SNS account
and Iva's SNS account is accessible on channel number 27 of the electronic device 100.

[0549] The user may select a particular SNS account from among SNS accounts displayed on the friend list region
9310 and the mutualfriend list region 9320 and then, assign a channel numberto the selected particular SNS account.
[0550] The controller 340 constructs a channel map ($2560). The controller 340 may proceed to Step S2560if the
controller 340 detects a user action for requesting assignment of a channel with respectto the particular SNS account
from a screen on whichthe result of a channel scan is displayed. The user action may be a useraction for selecting the
*Add’ button of Figure 92.
[0551] ‘If the controller 340 detects the user action for selecting the Add’ button of Figure 92, the controller 340 assigns
a channel number, which hasinput into the channel input box 9230, to the selected SNS account 9211 in response to
the detected user action. The controller 340 may store the selected SNS account 9211, the channel number input into
the channel input box 9230 and information associating the selected SNS account 9211 and the channel number input
into the channel input box 9230 with each other. The human channel map may be a human channel mapillustrated in
Figure 12, or may be a human channel mapillustrated in Figure 97 that will be described hereinafter.
[0552] Step S2560 mayinclude the implementation procedure of the methodfor constructing a human channel map
in relation to Figure 13 or the implementation procedure of the method for constructing a human channel mapin relation
to Figures 34A and 34B. The screen 9200of Figure 92 and the screen 9300 of Figure 93 may be afirst GUI for designation
of the human address in Step $100. The SNS accounts displayed on the SNS account selecting region 9210, the friend
list region 9320 and the mutualfriend list region 9330 may be selectable human addresseslisted in the first GUI.
[0553] Figure 94 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for scanning a human channel in accordancewith the present disclosure.
[0554] Referring to Figure 94, an electronic device 9410 transmits a friend information request signal to request
information aboutfriends to a relay server 9420 (S2600). The information about friends may include, for example, a list
of new or potentialfriends, mutual friends, or updatesfor existing friends such as status updates, newly uploaded content,
whether they are using human channel services, or another appropriate type of information. The transmission of the
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friend information request signal may be performed in Step S2540 of Figure 88 to scan one or more SNS servers for
friend information. Step S2540 mayinclude the implementation procedure of the method for scanning a human channel
in relation to Figure 94. The friend information request signal may include a user ID. The user 1D may be an account of
the relay server 9420, or may be information registered in the server 10 during implementation of the user registration
method of Figure 83. In some embodiments, the friend information request signal may further include a single or a
plurality of SNS accounts, passwords with respectto the included SNS accounts and site namesof the SNSsites.
[0555] Therelay server 9420 transmits the friend information request signal to requestfriend information to afirst SNS
server 9430 (S2610). The server 9420 may be the server 10, and the transmitted friend information request signal may
include an accountinformation for an account on the first SNS server 9430 and mayfurther include a password for the
account. The account information on the first SNS server 9430 and the password for the account may be previously
stored in the relay server 9420, may have been transmitted to the server 10 during implementation of the user registration
method of Figure 83, or may be includedin the friend information request signal transmitted in Step S2600.
[0556] The relay server 9420 may associate a single or a plurality of SNS accounts with user IDs and store the
associated information. If the relay server 9420 receivesthe friend information request signal from the electronic device
9410, the relay server 9240 may search for a user ID and an associated SNS account, and then, transmit the friend
information request signal to an SNS server including the searched SNS account.
[0557] For example, the relay server 9420 may request information from multiple SNS serversif the requestfor friend
information from the electronic device 9410 (or the user account associated with the user ID received from the electronic
device 9410) includes SNS accounts served on multiple servers (e.g., facebook,twitter). the relay server 9420 transmits
the friendinformation request signal to request friend information to the second SNS server9440 ($2620). The transmitted
friend information request signal may include account information for an account on the second SNS server 9440 and
mayfurther include a passwordfor this account. The accountinformation for the account on the second SNS server
9440 maybe storedin the relay server 9420, received from anotherserver, or includedin the friend information request.
[0558] The first SNS server 9430 transmits a friend information signal including friend information to the relay server
9420 (S2630). The friend information mayinclude SNS accounts with respect to friends includedin the friend information
request signal transmitted in Step $2610. The friend information mayfurther include at least one of namesof thefriends,
SNSsite IP addresses, port numbers, SNS site names or update information about SNS accounts. Thefirst SNS server
9430 maybe the server 20, or may be one of SNS servers selected during implementation of the user registration method
of Figure 83. Additionally, the first SNS server 9430 may have an SNSsite nameincluded in the friend information
request signal transmitted in Step S2600.
[0559] The second SNS server 9440 transmits a friend information signal including friend information to the relay
server 9420 (S2640). The friend information may include SNS accounts with respect to friends included in the friend
information request signal transmitted in Step S2620. The friend information may further include at least one of names
of the friends, SNS site IP addresses, port numbers, SNS site names or update information about SNS accounts. The
second SNSserver 9440 maybe the server 20, or may be one of SNS servers selected during implementation of the
user registration method of Figure 83. Additionally, the second SNS server 9440 may have an SNSsite name included
in the friend information request signal transmitted in Step S2600.
[0560] The relay server 9420 combines the received friend information (S2650). The relay server 9420 may combine
the friend information transmitted from the first SNS server 9430 with the friend information transmitted from the second

SNSserver 9440. In addition, the relay server 9420 may combine previously stored infarmation with the friend information
transmitted from the first SNS server 9430 orthe friend information transmitted from the second SNS server 9440. Here,
the previously stored information may be the SNS site authentication information and the user registration information
transmitted by the electronic device 300 during the user registration method of Figure 83. The relay server 9420 may
combine the previously stored information and the received friend information with each other based on names or SNS
accounts.

[0561] The relay server 9420 transmits the friend information signal including the friend information to the electronic
device 9410 (S2660). The friend information maybeinformation combined in Step 2650, or maybe information selected
from the combined information. In some embodiments, the friend information may include at least one of namesof
friends, SNS site names, SNS accounts or user IDs. In some embodiments, the friend information may include names
of friends, connection information and user IDs. In some embodiments, the friend information may include names of
friends, connection information, SNS site names, SNS accounts and user IDs.
[0562] The electronic device 9410 stores the received friend information (S2670). The electronic device 9410 may
temporarily or permanently store the received friend information. The stored information may be displayed as the result
of a channel scan in Step $2550 of Figure 88.
[0563] The electronic device 9410 may construct a human channel map using the received friend information. Infor-
mation included in the connection information maps 1230, 1240, 1250, 1260 and 1270 of Figure 97 may be acquired
from the received friend information.

[0564] In some embodiments, the relay server 9420 may perform Step $2650 and Step 2660 wheneverthe friend
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information is received. For example, the relay server 9420 may perform Step S2640 and Step S2660 using the friend
information received in Step S2630, or may perform Step $2640 and Step S2660 using the friend information received
in Step S2640. Steps S2640 and S2660 maybeinitiated based on friend information received within a predetermined
period of time of each other, for example.
[0565] Figure 95 is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin relation
to a methodfor constructing a channel mapin accordancewith the present disclosure.
[0566] Referring to Figure 95, the display 302 displays a GUI for designation of a human address (S2700). The GUI
may be one of a Web page of Figure 4, the GUI 910 of Figure 9, the GU! 1010 of Figure 10, the GUI 1110 of Figure 11,
the GUI 2700 of Figure 27, the GU! 2900 of Figure 29, the GU! 3100 of Figure 31, the screen 9200 of Figure 92 and the
screen 9300 of Figure 93.
[0567] Thecontroller 340 detects a first user action for designation of a human address (S2710) of a friend or contact.
[0568] Thecontroller 340 confirms whether or not a channel number assignedto the friend who is associated with the
designated human addressis present, in responseto the detectedfirst user action (S2720).
[0569] If the channel numberis present, the controller 340 displays the channel number (S2730). In one example, the
channel number may be displayed on the input box 9230 of Figure 92, may be displayed on the input box 9333 of Figure
93, or may be displayed on a separately displayed message. The channel number maybe highlighted among the channel
numberslisted in the channel numberregion 2710 of the GUI 2700 of Figure 27 or among the channel numberslisted
in the channel numberregion 2910 of the GUI 2900 of Figure 29, or may be displayed on the channel number region
3140 of the GUI 3100 of Figure 31.
[0570] Thecontroller340 detects a second useraction for designation of a channel number (S2740). Inthe embodiment
of the screen 9200 of Figure 92, the second user action may be a user action for pushing the ’Add’ button. In the
embodiment of the screen 9300 of Figure 93, the second user action may be a user action for pushing a button for
completing input of a channel number into the input box 9333 (for example, an ’OK’ button on a remote controller). In
the embodiments of the GUI 2700 of Figure 27, the GUI 2900 of Figure 29 and the GUI 3100 of Figure 31, the second
user action may be a user action including the second useraction of Step S802 of Figures 34A and 34B and thethird
user action of Step S803. The channel number may be equal to the channel number searched in Step S2720.
[0571] The controller 340 stores the human address, the channel number and information associating the human
address and the channel number with each other in a human channel map in responseto the detected second user
action (S2750). If the channel number is equal to the channel number searched in Step $2720, a plurality of human
addresses of a single personis assigned to a single channel number.
[0572] The controller 340 confirms whether or not other human addresses of the friend who is associated with the
designated human address are present (S2760). For example, the friend may have multiple SNS accounts such as a
human address corresponding to a facebook account and another human address corresponding to an MSN account.
[0573] If other human addressesare present, the controller 340 controls display of the other human addresses ($2770).
[0574] Figure 96 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI for display of other human addressesof a friend
who has a human address associated with a channel number.

[0575] Referring to Figure 96, the display 302 may display a message 9600 in Step S2770. The message 9600 lists
SNSaccounts of the other human addresses.In this example, it may be assumedthat the human address designated
in Step $2710 is a human addressof Lisa. The message 9600 maylist SNS accounts 9601, 9603, 9605 and 9607 as
the other human addressesof Lisa, and mayinclude a button 9610 to add additional addresses and a button 9620 to
cancel the process. In Step $2770, check boxes 9631, 9633, 9635 and 9637 need not be displayed.
[0576] Thecontroller 340 displays a GUI for designation of a human address (S2780). The GUI may bedisplayedif
the controller 340 detects a user action for pushing the button 9610 of Figure 96. The display 302 may display the
message 9600 including the SNS accounts 9601, 96803, 9605 and 9607, the check boxes 9631, 9633, 9635 and 9637,
the button 9610 and the button 9620.

[0577] In some embodiments, Step S2770 and Step S2780 may be combinedinto a single step for displaying a GUI
for provision of other human addressesand designation of aparticularhuman address among the otherhumanaddresses.
The GUI may be the message 9600 including the SNS accounts 9601, 9603, 9605 and 9607, the check boxes 9631,
9633, 9635 and 9637, the button 9610 and the button 9620.
[0578] Thecontroller 340 detects a third user action for designation of ahuman address ($2790). The third user action
may be a useraction for pushing the button 9610 of the message 9600 displayed in Step $2780.
[0579] The controller 340 stores the human address, the channel numberandinformation associating the human
address and the channel numberwith each other in the human channel mapin responseto the detected third user action
($2795). The human address may be a human address checked in the check boxes 9631, 9633, 9635 and 9637, and
the channel number may be the channel numberstored in Step $2750.
[0580] Figure 97 is a diagram illustrating another exemplary embodimentfor a human channel map.
[0581] The human channel map 1210 of Figure 97 further includes a channel number ’80’ associated with a plurality
of human addresses. The channel number ’80’ is associated with the friend ’Lisa’, and the friend ’Lisa’ has a plurality of
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human addresses (Lisa@TV.com, Lisa@SNS.com and Lisa@facebook.com). That is, the channel number ’80’ is as-
signed to each of Lisa@TV.com, Lisa@SNS.com and Lisa@ facebook.com.
[0582] If apointer indicates a particular table, the controller 340 can confirm that a corresponding channel numberis
associated with a plurality of human addresses. In one example, if a pointer 9701 of the channel number ’80’ indicates
atable 9700, the controller 340 confirms that the channel number ’80’is associated with a plurality of human addresses.
[0583] The table 9700 includes the human addresses, i.e. Lisa@TV.com, Lisa@SNS.com and Lisa @ facebook.com,
associated with the channel number ’80’, and pointers respectively corresponding to Lisa@TV.com, Lisa@SNS.com
and Lisa@facebook.com. The pointers mayindicate positions where information associated with the human addresses
is stored.

[0584] The pointer 9711 indicates a position where information associated with Lisa@ TV.com is stored. More partic-
ularly, the pointer 9711 indicates the third row of the third connection information map 1250. An IP address associated
with Lisa @TV.com is 207.63.107.105, and a port number and an account associated with Lisa@TV.com are 80 and
Lisa, respectively. Connection to a channel of Lisa@TV.com may be implemented by the access method denoted by
type 3.
[0585] The pointer 9712 indicates a position where information associated with Lisa @facebook.comis stored. More
particularly, the pointer 9712 indicates the fourth row of the third connection information map 1250. An IP address
associated with Lisa@facebook.com is 204.62.101.95, and a port number and an account associated with Lisa@ face-
book.com are 80 and Lisa, respectively. Connection to a channel of Lisa@ facebook.com may be implemented by the
method denoted by type 3.
[0586] The pointer 9713 indicates a position where information associated with Lisa@SNS.com is stored. More par-
ticularly, the pointer 9713 indicatesthe fifth row of the third connection information map 1250. An IP address associated
with Lisa@ SNS.com is 205.52.108.96, and a port number and an account associated with Lisa@SNS.com are 80 and
Lisa, respectively. Connection to a channelof Lisa@SNS.com may be implemented by the access method denoted by
type 3.
[0587] Inthe present disclosure, the pointers 9711, 9712 and 9713 are notlimited to the embodiments indicating the
rows of the third connection information map 1250, and may indicate rowsofdifferent connection information maps. In
one embodiment, channel 80 may be linked to human addressesfora plurality of different individuals. For example, the
human address ’Lisa’ may be replaced by human address "family representing a group of individuals. The human
addressesin table 9700 may belinked to an SNS accountof each of the individual in the group, e.g., human addresses
dad and me, in tables 1240 and 1230, respectively.
[0588] Figure 98is a flowchart illustrating an implementation procedure of another exemplary embodimentin relation
to a method for providing a human channel service in accordancewith the presentdisclosure.
[0589] Referring to Figure 98, the controller 340 detects a user action for requesting conversion to a human channel
mode ($2800) (orsocial network channel mode). In some embodiments, the user action may be a user action for pushing
one of an up key, a downkey, a right key or a left key of a remote controller, or may be a user action for pushing a mode
conversion key (for example, a colored button) of the remote controller.
[0590] Thecontroller 340 controls display of a human channel map in response to the detected user action (S2810).
The display 302 may display the human channel map 7220illustrated in Figure 72.
[0591] The controller 340 detects a user action for designation of a channel number ($2820).
[0592] The controller 340 confirms whether or not a plurality of human addresses is associated with the channel
numberin responseto the detected user action ($2830). The controller 340 can confirm whetheror not the plurality of
human addressesis associated with the channel numberby use of the human channel map. In one example, if a channel
number ’77’ is designated in Step $2820,it can be confirmed from the human channel mapof Figure 97 that the channel
number ’77’is associated with a single human address.If a channel number ’80’ is designated in Step $2820, it can be
confirmed from the human channel map of Figure 97 that the channel number ’80' is associated with the plurality of
human addresses(i.e. Lisa@TV.com, Lisa@SNS.com and Lisa@facebook.com).
[0593]_If the plurality of human addressesis present, the controller 340 controls display of a GUI for designation of a
human address ($2840).
[0594] Figure 99 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a GUI for designation of a human address.
[0595] Referring to Figure 99, the display 302 maydisplay a GUI 9900 as the GUI for designation of the human address
if the user action for designating the channel number’80’ is detected in Step S2820. The GUI 9900lists the human
addresses Lisa@ TV.com, Lisa@SNS.com and Lisa@facebook.com associated with the channel number ’80’.
[0596] Thecontroller 340 detects a user action for designation of a human address ($2850). In one example, the user
action may be a user action for pushing a particular key (for example, an ’OK’ key) on a remote controller in a state in
which an indicator 9901 of Figure 99 is located at a particular human address. The user action designates a human
address wherethe indicator 9901 is located.

[0597] The controller 340 performs connection to the human address ($2860). If a plurality of human addressesis
not associated with the channel number designated in Step $2820, the controller 340 performs connection to the human
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address associated with the channel number designated in Step 52820. Also, if a plurality of human addressesis
associated with the channel numberdesignated in Step $2820, the controller 340 performs connection to the human
address designated in Step S2850.
[0598] Thecontroller 340 may display at least one of a Web page associated with the SNS account of the SNS server,
a screen captured by the electronic device, a broadcast channel that the userof the electronic device is viewing, content
or contentlist stored in the electronic device, based on the result of connection. The Web pageassociated with the SNS
accountof the SNS server may be a home page.
[0599] Step S2860 mayinclude at least one step includedin the implementation procedure of the methodfor receiving
content ofa human channel in relationto Figures 19 to 21, and mayincludeat least one step includedinthe implementation
procedureof the method for setting connection between electronic devices of Figure 26.
[0600] Figure 100 is a diagram illustrating another embodiment of a screen on which a human channel map and
content of a selected human channel are displayed.
[0601] Referring to Figure 100, the controller 340 may control display of a screen 10000 based on the result of
connection of Step S2860. The screen 10000 is ascreen on which a Web pagereceived fromthe SNSserveris displayed.
[0602] The screen 10000 mayincludea list region 10010, a user information region 10020,a statistical information
region 10030, a friend list region 10040, a video link 10051, a picture link 10053 and a message link 10054. The list
region 10010 displays a user question and answers offriends with respect to the question, the user information region
10020 displaysbrief introduction information with respectto the user, andthe statistical information region 10030 displays
statistical information. The friend list region 10040 displays a numberof followers (other users who are registered to
receive information about the user) and following (other users whom the useris registered to receive information about) ,
the video link 10051 is a connection link for a Web page on which unloaded videofiles can be seen, the picture link
10053 is a connection link for a Web page on which uploaded pictures can be seen, and the messagelink 10054 is a
connection link for a Web page on which messages betweenthe user and the friend(s) can be seen.
[0603] Figure 101 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen on which an Electronic Program Guide (EPG)
for a human channel in accordancewith the present disclosure is displayed.
[0604] Referring to Figure 101, the controller 304 may control display of an electronic program guide 10100 for a
human channel. The electronic program guide 10100 may be displayedif a user action for requesting the EPG is detected
during display of the human channel. If the user action for requesting the EPG is detected during display of a broadcast
channel, the controller 340 may control display of an EPG for the broadcast channel.
[0605] The remote controller 304 may include a button for requesting the electronic program guide 10100 for the
human channel. If the controller 340 detects a user action for pushing the button, the controller 340 may control display
of the electronic program guide 10100 in response to the detected user action. In one embodiment, the button for
requesting the EPG 10100 for the human channel may be a dedicated button. In this case, the EPG for the human
channel may be displayed regardlessof the type of contentthat is being displayed, e.g., broadcast, application, orhuman
channel content. Alternatively, the button may be configured to display a particular type of EPG corresponding to the
type of content being displayed, e.g., human channel type EPG.
[0606] The EPG 10100 may be configured as a grid or calendar. The EPG 10100 mayinclude a humanindicating cell
10111 at the first row of the first column and a human channel indicating cell 10112 at the first row of the second column,
and the other columnsofthe first row mayinclude date cells 10113 to 10118. The human indicating cell 10111 displays
information indicating that humancells arelisted in the first column, the human channel indicating cell 10112 displays
information indicating that channel cells arelisted in the second column, and the date cells 10113 to 10118 display dates.
[0607] Insome embodiments, if there is no event associated with a particular date, a date cell displaying the particular
date need not be displayed. In addition, date cells may be orderly displayed from the date cell 10113 representing a
present date to the date cell 10114 representing a future date.
[0608] The electronic program guide 10100 includes human cells 10121, 10131 and 10141 in the other rowsof the
first column, channel cells 10122, 10132 and 10142in the other rows of the second column and event cells 10123 and
10134 in the other rows of the other columns. The human cells 10121, 10131 and 10141 display information associated
with owners of the respective human channels. Here, the human cells may display pictures of the owners of the human
channels. The channel cells 10122, 10132 and 10142 display human channel numbers respectively (e.g., channel
numbers 101, 110, and 116). The channel cells 10122, 10132 and 10142 mayfurther display human addresses of the
owners of the human channels (e.g., Mike, Miranda, and Sweety). In some embodiments, the human cells 10121, 10131
and 10141 need not be displayed.
[0609] The event cells are associated, according to positions thereof, with particular human cells, particular channel
cells and particular date cells. More particularly, each event cell is associated with a human cell and a channel cell of
the same row and is also associated with a date cell of the same column. The event cell is associated with an event,
whichis associated with a date displayed by the date cell of the same column, from among events associated with the
human channel having the channel numberdisplayed by the channelcell of the same row.
[0610] The event cell may display at least a part of event information, i.e. information about an associated event. The
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event information may include an SNS account associated with an event, information about an SNS site to which the
event has been uploaded, information aboutthe type of the event, the title of the event, the date of the event and detailed
information about the event. The event mayinclude at least one of a schedule, a function, a memorial day or holiday,
content, orthe like. The content may be a multimedia content such as a picture or video, or the content may be amessage
or note, for example.
[0611] The event cells may display at least one of eventtitles 10151, 10152 and 10153, event icons 10161 and 10162
or event source marks 10171, 10172 and 10173. The event cells mayfurther display a reminder mark 10191 (or indicia).
The reminder mark 10191 may be displayed in the case where a reminderfor an eventis set up.If the reminder is set
up, an alarm for the event may be displayed as a message, for example, on the multi-functional display device or may
be transmitted to a mobile appliance, an email address,orthe like. The reminder may be set up according to auser request.
[0612] If one event cell is associated with a plurality of events, event information about the plurality of events may be
displayed respectively. For example, an event cell 10134 displays a plurality of events 10172 and 10173.
[0613] Figure 102 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen in which detailed information of an eventis
displayed on an electronic program guide in accordancewith the present disclosure.
[0614] Referring to Figure 102, the controller 340 may detect a user action for selecting a date cell of the electronic
program guide 10200, for example, using a cursor or an arrow asillustrated. The controller 340 may control display of
detailed information 10210 of an event associated with the date cell in response to the detected user action. In one
example,if the controller 340 detects a user action for selecting a date cell 10243, the controller 340 controls display of
the detailed information 10210 about a "Match" event associated with the date cell 10243 in response to the detected
useraction.

[0615] Figure 103 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen in which channel numbersare selected on an
electronic program guide in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0616] Referring to Figure 103, the controller 340 may detect a user action for selecting a humancell of the electronic
program guide 10300. The controller 340 may control display of content of a human channel of a person indicated by
the humancell in response to the detected user action. In one example,if the controller 340 detects a user action for
selecting a human cell 10341, the controller 340 controls display of content of a human channel of a person ‘Sweety’
indicated by the humancell 10341 in response to the detected user action.
[0617] Figure 104 is adiagram illustrating an embodiment of ascreen on which content of ahumanchannelis displayed.
[0618] Referring to Figure 104, if the controller 340 detects a user action for selecting the human cell 10341, the
controller 340 may control display of content 10400 of a human channel of an owner ‘Sweety’ indicated by the human
cell 10341 in response to the detected user action. The screen 10400 mayfurther display a picture 10410 of the owner
*Sweety’, a human address 10420 of the owner Sweety’ and a channel number 10430 of the human channelof the
owner Sweety’.
[0619] If the content 10400is a videofile, the controller 340 may further display a time guidance graph 10450 which
represents a displayed time of the entire playing time of the videofile. In the time guidance graph 10450, a region 10451
meansa displayed amount, a region 10453 means an amountto be displayed, and a divider 10455 represents a position
of an image being displayed.
[0620] Figures 105 to 107 are diagramsillustrating an embodiment in which an electronic program guide in accordance
with the present disclosure is dragged.
[0621] Referring to Figures 105 to 107, in a state in which a pointer 10501 is located at the third row of the electronic
program guide 10500, if the controller 340 detects a down event and subsequently, detects at least one drag event, the
controller 340 moves the pointer 10501 to a position 10601 in response to the detected down event and the detected
drag event. Then, the controller 340 controls display of a part of a date cell 10610 indicating a date after a certain time
corresponding to a movement distance of the pointer 10501 has elapsed and at least a part of an event cell 10620
associated with an event of the date. The down event maybe a user action for selecting a channel cell 10513, or may
be a useraction for selecting one of event cells 10523, 10533 and 10543.
[0622] If the controller 340 detects an up event after detection of the at least one drag event, the controller 340 controls
display of an electronic program guide 10700 including an added column 10710. The added column 10710 includes a
date cell 10713 representing a particular date after the certain time has elapsed and event cells 10723, 10724 and 10743
associated with the event of the particular date. The event cell 10723 displays content 10751 and 10752 uploaded at
the corresponding date. The numberof columnsthat are added (and the corresponding dates which are displayed) may
correspond to an amountin which the cell is draggedin a prescribed direction. Additionally, the direction in which a cell
is dragged may determine whetherprevious or later dates are added to the EPG. For example, dragging a cell to the
right in the EPG may display columnsfor later dates.
[0623] In one embodiment, a date range for the dates included in the EPG may be entered to display events corre-
sponding to the entered date range.A scroll bar may be providedto scroll the EPG to the desired date range. Moreover,
a scroll bar may also be provided to scroll the EPG vertically to display additional channels assignedto different users
and their respective SNS accounts. In one embodiment, each channel as well as a particular date (e.g., each row or
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column of the EPG) may be hidden based on a manual designation or based on user preferencesor filters (e.g., friend
lists). For example, the entire row for channel number 110 corresponding to Miranda maybe hiddenin the EPG.
[0624] Figure 108 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen in which a contentlist is displayed on an
electronic program guide in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0625] Referring to Figure 108, the controller 340 may detect a user action for selecting an event cell 10823 of an
electronic program guide 10800. The controller 340 may control display of a contentlist 10850 associated with tne event
cell 10823 in responseto the detected user action. The contentlist 10850 may bealist of events associated with the
event cell 10823, or may bealist of content uploaded to the server on a date associated with the event cell 10823. The
server may be the server 10 or the server 20, and the content may be content uploaded to the server belonging to an
account associated with a human channel having a channel number ’101’. The account may be an SNS account.
[0626] Figure 109 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of a screen on which a preview of content selected from
among the contentlist of Figure 108 is displayed.
[0627] Referring to Figure 109, the controller 340 may detect a user action for selecting a particular item from among
items 10911, 10913 and 10915 included in a contentlist 10910 displayed on the electronic program guide 10900. The
controller 340 may control display of a preview 10950 of content indicated by the selected particular item. The preview
may be prepared independently of the content, may be a part of the content, or may be the entire content.
[0628] Inone example, ifthe controller 340 detects a user action for selecting an item 10914, the controller 340 controls
display of a preview of content indicated by the item 10914 in the region 10950 in responseto the detected user action.
If the controller 340 detects a user action for selecting the region 10950 wherethe preview will be displayed, the controller
340 may control display of the content indicated by the item 10914 over the entire screen. In this case, the content may
overlap over the electronic program guide 10900, or the electronic program guide 10900 may temporarily disappear
from the screen during display of the content. In one embodiment, if the controller 340 detects a prescribed type of
selection on an item 10911, 10913, 10914 (e.g., a double click or selection of aprescribed button on the remote controller),
the content may be immediately displayed without displaying a preview ofthe item in region 10950.
[0629] Figure 110 is a diagram illustrating an embodimentof a screen on which a graphical user interface to produce
an eventis displayed.
[0630] Referring to Figure 110, the controller 340 may detect a user action for selecting a cell included in a row
associated with a user human channel on an electronic program guide 11000. The controller 340 may control display
of a graphical user interface 11010 to produce an event in response to the detected user action. In one example, an
event cell 11024 is located on the same row as a channel cell 11022 indicating a channel number ’0’, a human channel
having the channel number ’0’ means a human channelof the ownerof the electronic device 300, and the channel cell
11022 further indicates a human address ’Mike’ and therefore, the ownerof the electronic device 300 is Mike.If the

controller 340 detects a useraction for selecting the event cell 11024, the controller 340 controls display of the graphical
user interface 11010 in response to the user action.
[0631] The graphical user interface 11010 mayincludeafirst region 11011 used to input the title (or subject) of an
event, a second region 11013 used to input the date of an event, and a third region 11015 used to input detailed
information about an event.

[0632] Figure 111 is a diagram illustrating an embodimentof a screen on which an eventinputinto the graphical user
interface of Figure 110 is displayed.
[0633] Referring to Figure 111, afirst region 11111 of the graphical user interface 11010 receivesthe title of an event
"Match", a second region 11113 receives the date of the event "12 Mar11", and a third region 11115 receives detailed
information about the event "| am going to watch the India-Aus Match from 3:00 PM. You guysareinvited to myplace.
| have...”

[0634] Figures 112A and 112Bare diagrams illustrating a screen on which an electronic program guide in accordance
with the present disclosure, which reflects the event input in Figure 111, is displayed.
[0635] Referring to Figures 112A,if the input of the eventillustrated in Figure 111 is completed, the controller 340
controls display of at least a part of the event information input in Figure 111 on an event cell 11224 associated with the
date "12 Mar ’11" of the electronic program guide 11200. The event cell 11224 is located on the row indicated by the
human channelof the owner ’Mike’of the electronic device 300.

[0636]|If the input of the eventillustrated in Figure 111 is completed, the controller 340 may control transmission of
the event information input in Figure 111 to the server 10, the server 20 and otherelectronic devices. The controller 340
may detect an SNS account associated with Mike from the human channel map and then, control upload of the event
information to the detected SNS account. In addition, the controller 340 may acquire an addressof the electronic device
transmitted to each human channel of the human channel map and then, control transmission of the event information
to the acquired address.
[0637] As shownin Figure 112B, an electronic program guide 11201 is displayed on the electronic device of Molly.
The event information input in Figure 111 is displayed on an event cell 11234 associated with the date "12 Mar’11" at
the row indicating the human channel of Mike. The electronic device of Molly may directly receive the event information
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from the electronic device of Mike, or may indirectly receive the event information through the server 10 or the server 20.
[0638] Figure 113 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for providing service information in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0639] Referring to Figure 113, the controller 340 controls display of content of a human channel. The display 302
may display the screen 1500 of Figure 15, the screen 1600 of Figure 16, the screen 1700 of Figure 17, the screen 10000
of Figure 100 and the screen 10400 of Figure 104.
[0640] Thecontroller 340 detects a user action for requesting service information (S2910).
[0641] The controller 340 constructs service information in response to the detected user action (S2920). The con-
structed service information may be event information and information associated with the event information and the
human channel. The constructed service information may be stored in the storage unit 345.
[0642] In some embodiments, Step S2920 may include an implementation procedure of a method for constructing
service information in relation to Figure 114.
[0643] Thecontroller 340 controls display of the constructed service information (S2930). The display 302 maydisplay
the electronic program guide 10100 of Figure 101. The constructed service information may be displayed in the form of
the electronic program guide 10100.
[0644] Insome embodiments, Step $2930 mayinclude an implementation procedure of amethodfor displaying service
information in relation to Figure 115 as described hereinafter.
[0645] The controller 340 controls production of an event and transmission of the produced event (S2940).
[0646] In some embodiments, step S2940 mayinclude an implementation procedure of a method for producing an
eventin relation to Figure 116 as described hereinafter.
[0647] Insome embodiments, Step S2920 may be performed before Step S2910, the service information constructed
in Step $2920 maybe storedin the storage unit 345, and Step S2930 may be performedafter Step S2910. In this case,
the stored service information may be displayed in Step S2930.
[0648] Step S2920 maybeinitially performed, may be performed whenan eventis additionally produced or received,
or may be executed at a predeterminedinterval. The service information stored in the storage unit 345 may be updated
upon execution of Step $2920.
[0649] Figure 114 is a diagramillustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for constructing service information in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0650] Referring to Figure 114, the controller 340 controls transmission of an event information request signal to
request eventinformation (S3000). The controller 340 may request event information on a per human channel basis or
on a per SNS accountbasis, or may request event information with respect to a human channel included in a human
channel map using a single signal. The controller 340 may transmit the event information request signal to at least one
of the server 10, the server 20 or the electronic device.

[0651] The networkinterface 320 receives an event signal including the event information in response to the event
information request signal (83010). The event signal may be received from at least one of the server 110, the server 20
or the electronic device.

[0652] The event information may include information about at least one event. For example, the event information
mayinclude the event 10152 and the event 10123 associated with the channel cell 10122 of Mike in Figure 101 and the
event 10153 associated with the channel cell 10132 of Miranda.

[0653] The event information includes an SNS account associated with the event, and mayfurther includeat least
one of information about the SNS site to which the event has been uploaded, information about the type of the event,
the title of the event, the date of the eventor detailed information about the event. The event may be an event uploaded
to a site including the SNS account.
[0654] The controller 340 maps the event and the channel numberto each other ($3020). By using a channel map
including at least one channel numberand at least one SNS account assigned to the at least one channel number and
also, using an SNS accountincluded in the received event information, the controller 340 may map oneof the at least
one event or one or more events to oneof the at least one channel number. The channel map, which includes at least
one channel numberand at least one SNS account assigned to the at least one channel number, may be a human
channel map, and the human channel map maybe the human channel mapillustrated in Figure 12 or the human channel
mapillustrated in Figure 97.
[0655] Thecontroller 340 maps the event to the channel numberif the SNS accountof the event is equal to the SNS
account assigned to the channel number. In one example, the event 10123 and the event 10152 assigned with the
channelcell 10122 of Mike in Figure 101 may be mappedto the channel number *101’, and the event 10153 associated
with the channel cell 10132 of Miranda may be mappedto a channel number’110’.
[0656] The controller 340 constructs a guide screen to display the channel numbers and the events mappedto the
channel numbers ($3030). The controller 340 may align the channel numbers and the mapped events in the orderof
dates of the events, or may align the events in the order of the channel numbers mappedto the events. The controller
340 may select and process event information to be displayed on event cells. The event information to be displayed on
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the event cells may bethe titles of the events and mayinclude at least one of icons indicating SNS sites to which the
events have been uploaded or event icons.
[0657] Figure 115 is a diagramillustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
method for displaying service information in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0658] Referring to Figure 115, the controller 340 controls display of en electronic program guide (S3100). The display
302 may display the electronic program guide 10100 of Figure 101.
[0659] Thecontroller 340 detects a user action for selecting en event cell (S3105).
[0660] The controller 340 displays detailed information about an event associated with the selected event cell in
responseto the detected useraction ($3110). The display 302 may display the detailed information 10210 of Figure 102.
[0661] The controller 340 detects a user action for selecting a human cell or a channel cell ($3115).
[0662] Thecontroller 340 controls display of content of the human channel indicated by the channel numberassociated
with the selected humancell or the selected channel cell in response to the detected user action (S3120). The display
302 maydisplay the - content 10400 of Figure 104.
[0663] The controller 340 detects a user action for selecting a date cell or an eventcell (S3125). The user action for
selecting the date cell or the event cell may be a down event.
[0664] Thecontroller 340 detects a user action for dragging the cell selected in Step S3125 (S3130). The display 302
maydisplay the electronic program guide 10600 of Figure 106.
[0665] The controller 340 detects a user action for dropping the dragged cell (83135). The user action for dropping
the dragged cell may be an up event.
[0666] The controller 340 displays the event cell and the date cell, associated with a particular date after a certain
time has elapsed, on the electronic program guide in responseto the detected user action (S3140). The display 302
maydisplay the electronic program guide 10700 of Figure 107.
[0667] Thecontroller 340 detects a user action for selecting the event cell associated with the particular date after a
certain time has elapsed ($3145).
[0668] Thecontroller 340 displaysa list of content associated with the selected eventcell in responseto the detected
user action ($3150). The display 302 may display the contentlist 10850 of Figure 108.
[0669] The controller 340 detects a user action for selecting one of items included in the contentlist (S3155).
[0670] The controller 340 controls display of content associated with the selected item ($3160). The controller 340
may display a preview of the content. The content may be displayed over the entire screen, or may be displayed ona
certain region on the electronic program guide. In one example, the content may be displayed on the region 10950 of
Figure 109.
[0671] Figure 116 is a diagram illustrating an implementation procedure of an exemplary embodimentin relation to a
methodfor producing an event in accordancewith the present disclosure.
[0672] Referring to Figure 116, the controller 340 detects a user action for selecting an event cell associated with a
channel number indicating a user human channel ($3200). For example, the eventcell associated with a channe! number
indicating a user human channel may bethe event cell 11024 of Figure 110.
[0673] Thecontroller 340 controls display of a graphical user interface to produce an event in responseto the detected
user action (S3210). The display 302 may display the graphical userinterface 11010 of Figure 110.
[0674] The controller 340 maps the event indicated by the eventinformation input via the graphical user interface to
the channel numberindicating the user human channel ($3220).
[0675] The controller 340 transmits the input event information and an SNS account assigned to the user human
channelto the server ($3230). The server may be a serverincluding the SNS account or may bethe server10.If the
input eventinformation andthe SNS accountare transmitted to the server10, the server 10 transmits the event information
and the SNS account assigned to the user human channel to the SNSsite including the SNS account.
[0676] Thecontroller 340 displays at least a part of the input event information on an eventcell that is associated with
the mapped channel number and a date included in the input event information (S3230). The display 302 maydisplay
the electronic program guide 11200 of Figures 112A and 112B.
[0677] Configurations of the electronic device and operating methodsthereof in accordancewith the present disclosure
are notlimited to the above described embodiments, and all or a part of the embodiments maybe selectively combined
to realize various modifications thereof.

[0678] The present disclosure may be implemented as code that can be written on a computer-readable recording
medium and can thus be read by a computer. The computer-readable recording medium includesall types of recording
devices in which data is stored in a computer-readable manner. Examples of the computer-readable recording medium
include a ROM, a RAM, a CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disc, an optical data storage, and a carrier wave (e.g.,
data transmission through the Internet). The computer-readable recording medium can bedistributed overa plurality of
computerdevices connected through a networkso that computer-readable codeiswritten thereto and executed therefrom
in a decentralized manner.

[0679] Asis apparent from the above description, with an electronic device, a method of providing a human channel
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service, a method of constructing a human channel map and a method of relaying a human channel in accordance with
the present disclosure, on-line networks between designated individuals can be accomplished using channel numbers.
A user can communicate with a designated person by selecting a channel numberassigned to the designated person,
which assures convenient and easyutilization of a social network service. Further, according to the presentdisclosure,
by allowing the user to acquire an addressof an electronic device using a human address independentof an IP address
as well as the IP address, the user can utilize the electronic device for a social network service even when the electronic
device has a dynamic IP addressor a private IP address. Furthermore, according to the present disclosure, the user
can conveniently and easily access a social network service anytime and anywhere. Moreover, according to the present
disclosure, by allowing a user to access an acquaintance connected to a social network through a human channel, the
user and the acquaintance can easily view the same broadcast channel through human channels thereof.
[0680] Thepresent disclosure provides a chat screenforallowing the user to confirmafriend whois viewing the same
content as the user using a human channel map and to chat with the confirmed friend, whereby the user can view a
broadcast while chatting with the friend who is viewing the same content.
[0681] Moreover, according to the present disclosure, as a result of providing a variety of kinds of channel maps and
a user interface for assisting channel map switch, the user can easily select a variety of kinds of channel maps. Further,
allowing the user to select a variety of kinds of channels listed in a channel map canfurtherfacilitate easy user selection
of a variety of kinds of channels.
[0682] The present disclosure provides a menu for the scan of an App service and an SNS service, similar to a
broadcast channel scan menu, which can allow the user not only to easily operate a scan menu, but also to easily set
an App channel and a human channel based on the result of scan.
[0683] In addition, the present disclosure provides event information aboutfriends in the form of an Electronic Program
Guide (EPG), which can allow the user to easily acquire and manageinformation aboutfriends, to easily produce a user
event and to easily share the produced eventwith friends.
[0684] As embodied and broadly described herein, the present disclosure is directed to an electronic device, a method
of providing a human channelservice, a method of constructing a human channel map and a methodof relaying a human
channel, a methodfor inviting to view channel, a method for remotely viewing content at the same time, a methodfor
providing channel map service, a method for providing a channel scan interface and a methodfor providing service
information that substantially obviate one or more problemsduetolimitations and disadvantagesof the related art.
[0685] One objectof the present disclosure is to provide an electronic device, a method of providing a human channel
service, a methodof constructing a human channel map and a methodof relaying a human channel, which enable a
user to more conveniently and easily use a social network service.
[0686] Another object of the present disclosure is to provide an electronic device, a method of providing a human
channelservice, a method of constructing a human channel map and a method of relaying a human channel, which
enable a user to use a social network service anywhere and anytime.
[0687] Another object of the present disclosure is to provide an electronic device, a method of providing a human
channel service, a method of constructing a human channel map and a method of relaying a human channel, which
enable a social network service between electronic devices even whenthe electronic devices have dynamic Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses.
[0688] Another object of the present disclosure is to provide an electronic device, a method of providing a human
channelservice, a method of constructing a human channel map and a method of relaying a human channel, which
enable a social networkservice betweenelectronic devices even whenthe electronic devices have private IP addresses.
[0689] A further object of the present disclosure is to provide an electronic device and a method of making invitation
to view a channel, which enable a user to invite an acquaintance connected to a social network to view a broadcast
channel that the user is viewing.
[0690] Another object of the present disclosure is to provide an electronic device, which enables a user to view a
broadcastwhile chatting with a friend who views the same content, and a method for remotely viewing content at the
same time.

[0691] Another object of the present disclosureis to provide an electronic device and a methodof providing a channel
map service, which provide a variety of kinds of channel maps and enable a userto easily select a variety of kinds of
channel maps.
[0692] A further object of the present disclosureis to provide an electronic device and a method of providing a channel
mapservice, which provide a variety of kinds of channels and enable a user to easily select a variety of kinds of channels.
[0693] Another object of the present disclosureis to provide an electronic device, which can easily perform a channel
scan with respect to various kinds of services and can provide a menu to perform achannel scan with respect to various
kinds of services, similar to a conventional broadcast channel scan menu, and a method for providing a channel scan
interface.

[0694] A further object of the present disclosure is to provide an electronic device, which provides information about
friends in a social network, and a method for providing service information.
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[0695] To achieve these abjects and other advantages and in accordance with the purposeof the invention, as em-
bodied and broadly described herein, a method of providing a human channelservice may include detecting a user
action for designating a channel number, reading a human address associated with the designated channel number
from a human channel map in responseto the detected user action, acquiring an addressof an electronic device to
access based on the read human address, receiving content from the electronic device using the acquired address, and
displaying the received content. The human address mayinclude at least one of an e-mail address, an account name,
a family name(or surname), a SessionInitiation Protocol-Uniform Resource Locator (SIP-URL), or another appropriate
type of identifier or address.
[0696] The addressof the electronic device may include at least one of a Media Access Control (MAC) address, an
Internet Protocol (IP) address, a port number, aDomain Name System (DNS) nameora Uniform Resource Locator (URL).
[0697] The acquiring the addressof the electronic device may include reading the address of the electronic device
based on the human address from a storage unit.
[0698] Theacquiringthe addressof the electronic device may include transmitting a connection request signal including
the human addressto a server, and receiving the address of the electronic device from the server.
[0699] The human channel map mayinclude a channel number, a human address and information associating the
channel number and the human address with each other.

[0700] In one embodiment, a method of constructing a human channel map mayinclude displaying a first Graphical
UserInterface (GUI) for designation of a human address,detectingafirst user action for designating a human address,
displaying a second GUI for designation of a channel numberin responseto the detectedfirst user action, detecting a
second useraction for designating a channel number, and storing the channel number, the human address and infor-
mation associating the channel number and the human addresswith each other in the human channel mapin response
to the detected second useraction. The displayedfirst GU! maylist at least one selectable human address. The displayed
second GU! maylist a plurality of selectable channel numbers.
[0701] In this embodiment, the human channel map constructing method may further include receiving the at least
one human addressfrom a server.

[0702] The human channel map constructing may further include displaying a Web pageof a Social Network Service
(SNS) server, the displayed Web page listing at least one human address,detecting a third user action for selecting one
of the listed at least one human address, and displaying the first GUI in response to the detectedthird user action.
[0703] In one embodiment, a method of relaying a human channel mayinclude receivingafirst registration request
signal, including a first human address and an addressofa first electronic device, from thefirst electronic device, storing
the first human address and the addressof the first electronic device in responseto the receivedfirst registration request
signal, receiving a second registration requestsignal, including a second human address and an address of a second
electronic device, from the second electronic device, storing the second human address and the address of the second
electronic device in responseto the received second registration request signal, receiving a connection request signal
including the second human addressfrom the first electronic device, and transmitting a response signal including the
address of the second electronic device to the first electronic device in response to the received connection request
signal, and transmitting a responsesignal including the addressofthe first electronic device to the second electronic
device.

[0704] In one embodiment, an electronic device may include a controller configured to detect a user action for desig-
nating a channel number, read a human addressassociated with the designated channel number from a human channel
map in response to the detected user action, and control acquisition of an address of an electronic device to access,
based on the read human address, and a network interface configured to receive content from the electronic device
using the acquired address.
[0705] The electronic device mayfurther include a display configured to display the received content. Moreover, the
controller may be configured to control transmitting a connection request signal including the human address to aserver,
and control receiving the address of the electronic device from the server.
[0706] Inone embodiment, anelectronic device mayinclude an interface configured to receive a user action, acontroller
configured to detect a first user action for designating a human address, control displaying a second GUI for designation
of achannel numberin responseto the detectedfirst user action, detect a second user action for designating a channel
number, and control storing the human address, the channel number, and information associating the human address
and the channel numberwith each other in a human channel mapin response to the detected second useraction, and
a storage device configured to store the human channel map.
[0707] The interface mayinclude at least one of an image capture device, a touch screen, a touch pad, or a remote
controller receiver.

[0708] In one embodiment, a method of constructing a human channel map mayinclude displaying a GUI for setting
up a channel, the displayed GUI including a human channel region listing at least one human address and a channel
region listing at least one channel number, detecting a first user action for selecting one of the at least one human
address, detecting a second user action for dragging the selected human address, detecting a third user action for
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selecting one of the at least one channel number, and storing the selected human address, the selected channel number,
and information associating the channel number and the human address with each other in the human channel mapin
responseto the detected third user action. The displayed GUI may further include a broadcast channel region including
at least one broadcast channel and an App channel region including at least one App channel.
[0709] In this embodiment, the human channel map constructing method mayfurther include confirming whetheror
not a human address associated with the selected channel number is present in the human channel map, in response
to the detected third user action, and deleting the associated human address, the selected channel number and infor-
mation associating the associated human address and the selected channel number with each other from the human
channel mapif the associated human addressis present.
[0710] In accordance with another aspectof the present disclosure, a method of making invitation to view a channel
includes detecting a first user action for selecting a displayed broadcast program, detecting a second useraction for
selecting one of at least one channel number included in a displayed human channel map,and transmitting a channe!
viewing request signal for requesting viewing of the selected broadcast program to an electronic device or a server
associated with tne selected channel number,in responseto the second user action, and the transmitted channel viewing
request signal includes at least one of detailed user information, detailed information about a physical channel for
transmitting the broadcast program, a service name of the broadcast program,a service Identifier (ID) of the broadcast
program, a channel numberof the broadcast program, an event nameof the broadcast program,a transport stream ID
of the broadcast program, a network ID of the broadcast program, information about a service provider providing the
broadcast program, information about a transmission medium for transmitting the broadcast program or information
about a nation or an area where the service provider is located. The displayed human channel map mayfurther include
at least one of a channel name, event name or residual broadcast time of the broadcast program displayed by the
electronic device associated with the channel number.

[0711] The method mayfurther include transmitting a channel guiding signal, including at least one of the channel
name, event nameor residual broadcasttime of the broadcast program, to the electronic device or the server according
to an access method associated with the channel number included in the human channel map.
[0712] The method mayfurther include receiving a channel viewing request signal from the electronic device, and
confirming whetheror not a broadcastservice is receivable from a service provider indicated by information includedin
the received channel viewing request signal.
[0713] The method mayfurther include searching for a channel, which broadcasts the broadcast program indicated
by information included in the received channel viewing request signal, from stored Electronic Program Guide (EPG)
data based on information included in the channel viewing requestsignal, if reception of the broadcast service from the
service provider is not possible.
[0714] The method mayfurther include receiving a channel viewing request signal from a server, receiving a broadcast
program of a channelindicated by information included in the received channel viewing request signal, and displaying
the received broadcast program. Information included in the channel viewing request signal may be information obtained
as the server amends information included in the channel viewing request signal received from the electronic device
according to a difference of at least one of the service provider providing the broadcast service, transmission medium
or area.

[0715] The transmitting the signal to the electronic device may include reading a human address associated with the
channel numberfrom a stored human channel map, acquiring an address of the electronic device based on the read
human address, and transmitting the channel viewing request signal using the acquired address. The human address
may include at least one of an e-mail address, an account name,a family or and a SessionInitiation Protocol-Uniform
Resource Locator (SIP-URL). The addressof the electronic device may include at least one of a Media Access Control
(MAC) address, an Internet Protocol (IP) address, a port number, a Domain Name System (DNS) nameor a Uniform
Resource Locator (URL).
[0716] In accordance with a further aspect of the present disclosure, an electronic device includes an interface con-
figured to receive a user action, a controller configured to control displaying a broadcast program and a human channel
map including at least one channel number, detect a first user action for selecting the broadcast program, detect a
second user action for selecting one of the at least one channel number, and control transmitting a channel viewing
request signal for requesting viewing of the selected broadcast program to an electronic device or a server associated
with the selected channel numberin response to the detected second user action, and a networkinterface configured
to output the channel viewing requestsignal, and the transmitted channel viewing request signal includes at least one
of detailed user information, detailed information about a physical channel for transmitting the broadcast program, a
service name of the broadcast program, a service Identifier (ID) of the broadcast program, a channel numberof the
broadcastprogram, an event nameof the broadcastprogram, atransport stream ID of the broadcast program, a network
ID of the broadcast program, information about a service provider providing the broadcast program, information about
atransmission medium for transmitting the broadcast program or information about a nation or an area where the service
provider is located. The human channel map mayfurther include at least one of achannel name, event nameorresidual
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broadcasttime of the broadcast program displayed by the electronic device associated with the channel number.
[0717] The controller may be configured to control transmitting a channel guiding signal, including at least one of the
channel name, event nameor residual broadcasttime of the broadcast program,to the electronic device or the server
according to an access method associated with the channel number included in the human channel map.
[0718] The networkinterface maybe configured to receive a channel viewing request signal from an electronic device,
and the controller is configured to confirm whether or not a broadcast service is receivable from a service provider
indicated by information included in the received channel viewing request signal.
[0719] The controller may be configured to search for a channel, which broadcasts the broadcast program indicated
by information included in the received channel viewing request signal, from stored Electronic Program Guide (EPG)
data based on information included in the channel viewing requestsignal, if reception of the broadcast service from the
service provider is not possible.
[0720] The network interface may be configured to receive a channel viewing request signal from a server, and the
controller may be configured to control receiving a broadcast program of a channel indicated by information includedin
the received channel viewing request signal. Information included in the channel viewing request signal may beinfor-
mation obtained as the server amendsinformation included in the channel viewing request signal received from the
electronic device according to a difference of at least one of the service provider providing the broadcast service,
transmission medium or area.

[0721] The controller may be configured to read a human address associated with the channel numberfrom a stored
human channel map, acquire an address of the electronic device based on the read human address, and control trans-
mitting the channel viewing request signal using the acquired address. The human address mayincludeat least one of
an e-mail address, an account name, a family name or a SessionInitiation Protocol-Uniform Resource Locator (SIP-
URL). The address of the electronic device mayinclude at least one of a Media Access Control (MAC) address, an
Internet Protocol (IP) address, a port number, a Domain Name System (DNS) nameora Uniform Resource Locator (URL).
[0722] In accordance with another aspect of the present disclosure, a method for remotely viewing content at the
same time includes displaying content, detecting a user action for requesting a simultaneous viewing mode, confirming
the presence of an owner whois viewing the displayed content from among owners of human channels included in a
human channel map in responseto the detected user action, and displaying a silhouette of the confirmed owner. The
displayed silhouette may be changed and displayed according to the emotions of the owner. The displayed silhouette
may be changed and displayed according to a motion of the owner. The silhouette may be displayed as a 3D image. A
chat phrase of the owner maybe displayedat a location associated with the silhouette.
[0723] The method for remotely viewing content at the same time mayfurther include reflecting a screen effect re-
quested by the owner on the displayed content.
[0724] The confirming the presence of the owner mayinclude transmitting an image frame requestsignal to request
an image frame at a particular time, acquiring the image frameat the particular time from among image frames of the
displayed content, receiving an image frame transmission signal including the image frameat the particular time, and
comparing the acquired imageframe with the image frame included in the received imageframetransmission signal so
as to confirm the presence of the owner.
[0725] The confirming the presence of the owner may include transmitting an owner list request signal including
information about the content to a server, receiving an owner list frorn the server, and confirming an owner included in
the owner list as the owner wha is viewing the displayed content. The information about the content mayinclude at least
one of detailed user information, detailed information about a physical channel that transmits the content, a service name
of the content, a service ID of the content, a channel numberof the content, an event name of the content, a transport
stream ID of the content, a network ID of the content, information about a service provider to provide the content,
information about transmission media to transmit the content or information about a nation or locale where the service

provideris located.
[0726] The human channel map mayinclude a channel number, a human address and information associating the
channel number and the human address with each other. The human address may be anidentification mark given to
the owner.

[0727] In accordance with another aspect of the present disclosure, an electronic device includes an interface con-
figured to receive a user action for requesting a simultaneous viewing mode, and a controller configured to confirm the
presence of an owner who is viewing content from among owners of human channels included in a human channel map
in response to the user action if the user action is detected during display of the content and to control display of a
silhouette of the confirmed owner.

[0728] The controller may control change of the displayed silhouette according to the emotions of the owner and
display of the changedsilhouette.
[0729] The controller may control changeof the displayed silhouette according to a motion of the owner and display
of the changedsilhouette.
[0730] The controller may control display of a chat phrase of the ownerat a location associated with the silhouette.
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[0731] The controller may control reflection of a screen effect requested by the owneron the displayed content.
[0732] The controller may control display of the silhouette as a 3D image.
[0733] The controller may control transmission of an image frame request signal for requesting an image frame at a
particular time, acquiring the image frameat the particular time from among image frames of the displayed content, and
if an image frame transmission signal including the image frameat the particular time is received, comparing the acquired
image frame with the image frame includedin the receivedimage frame transmission signal so as to confirm the presence
of the owner.

[0734] The controller may control transmission of an owner list request signal including information about the content
to a server, and if an owner list is received from the server, confirming an owner included in the owner list as the owner
who is viewing the displayed content.
[0735] The information about the content may include at least one of detailed user information, detailed information
about a physical channel to transmit the content, a service nameof the content, a service ID of the content, a channel
numberof the content, an event name of the content, a transport stream ID of the content, a networkID of the content,
information about a service provider to provide the content, information about a transmission media to transmit the
content or information about a nation or locale where the service provideris located.
[0736] The human channel map mayinclude a channel number, a human address and information associating the
channel number and the human addresswith each other. The human address maybe an identification mark given to
the owner.

[0737] In accordance with another aspect of the present disclosure, a method of providing a channel map service
includes displaying a first channel map on a screen on which contentis being displayed, detecting a first user action for
requesting channel map switch, and switching the displayed first channel map to a second channel map, in response
to the detected first user action. One of the first channel map and the second channel map is a human channel map
including at least one human channel. The first user action may be an action in which a user presses one of directional
keys of a remote controller.
[0738] The switching to the human channel map mayinclude displaying content of one of human channels included
in the human channel map.
[0739] The channel map service providing method may further include detecting a third user action for requesting
channel switch in a state in which the human channel mapis displayed, switching a selected human channel to another
human channel in the human channel map in response to the detected third user action, and displaying content of the
switched human channel.

[0740] The displaying may include reading a human address associated with a channel numberof the human channel,
acquiring an address of an electronic device to access, based on the read human address, receiving the content from
the electronic device using the acquired address, and displaying the received content.
[0741] The channel map service providing method mayfurther include detecting a second useraction for requesting
channel map switch, and switching the displayed second channel mapto a third channel map in responseto the detected
second useraction.

[0742] The channel map service providing method mayfurther include detecting a third user action for requesting a
full channel map,and displaying a full channel mapincluding the at least one human channel, in responseto the detected
third user action.

[0743] The displayed fullchannel map mayfurther includeat least one broadcast channeland atleast one App channel.
[0744] The displayed full channel map mayinclude a sheet on which the at least one human channel is marked, and
the sheetis selected by a sheet tab.
[0745] The full channel map mayinclude sheets on whichthe at least one broadcast channel and the at least one
App channel are marked respectively.
[0746] The channel map service providing method mayfurther include detecting a third user action for requesting a
recently viewed channel map,and displaying a recently viewed channel mapincluding a broadcast channel, a human
channel and an App channel displayed within a preset period, in responseto the detected third user action.
[0747] In accordance with another aspect of the present disclosure, a method of providing a channel map service
includes detectingafirst user action for requesting a channel map, and displaying a channel mapincluding at least one
human channel in response to the detected first user action. The channel map may include a connection state mark
indicating an online state of an ownerof the at least one human channel. The channel map mayfurtherinclude at least
one broadcast channeland at least one App channel.
[0748] Theconnection state mark mayinclude a first connection state mark indicating afirst online state for representing
whetheror not the owneris online via an electronic device, and a second connection state mark indicating a second
online state for representing whether or not the owneris logged in to a server. Information aboutthe first online state
maybe received from the electronic device or the server.
[0749] The channel map service providing method mayfurther include transmitting information, indicating that the
ownerof the human channelis online via the electronic device, to at least one electronic device associated with the at
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least one human channel orto the server.

[0750] The transmitting to the electronic device may include reading a human address associated with a channel
numberfrom a stored human channel map, acquiring an address of the electronic device based on the read human
address, and transmitting information, indicating thatthe owneris online, using the acquired address. The human address
mayincludeat least one of an e-mail address, an account name,a family nameor a SessionInitiation Protocol-Uniform
Resource Locator (SIP-URL). The addressof the electronic device may include at least one of a Media Access Control
(MAC) address, an Internet Protocol (IP) address, a port number, a Domain Name System (DNS) name or a Uniform
Resource Locator (URL).
[0751] In accordance with a further aspect of the present disclosure, an electronic device includes an interface con-
figured to detect a user action, andacontroller configured to control displaying a first channel map on ascreen on which
content is being displayed, detect a first user action for requesting channel map switch, and switch the displayedfirst
channel map to a second channel map in responseto the detected first user action, and one ofthefirst channel map
and the second channel map is a human channel mapincluding at least one human channel.
[0752] In accordance with another aspect of the present disclosure, a method for providing a channel scan interface
includes displaying a plurality of menu items to select service types, detecting a user action for selecting one of the
plurality of displayed menu items, scanning information to construct a channel of the service type indicated by the selected
menu item in response to the detected user action, and displaying the result of scan. One of the service types may be
a human channel. The service types mayfurther include at least one of a broadcast channel or an App channel.
[0753] The scanning mayinclude transmitting a signal to request information about a friend to a server andreceiving
the information aboutthe friend from the server. The information about the friend may include a single SNS account, or
may include one or more SNS accounts.
[0754] The displaying the result of scan mayinclude displaying the single SNS account, or displaying at least one of
the one or more SNS accounts.

[0755] The method for providing the channel scan interface may further include assigning a first channel numberto
the single SNS accountor to one of the one or more SNS accounts.
[0756] The method for providing the channel scan interface mayfurther include assigning the first channel numberto
at least one SNS account among other SNS accounts of a friend associated with the SNS account to which thefirst
channel number has been assigned.
[0757] The first channel number may be equal to a channel number assigned to another SNS accountof the friend
associated with the single SNS account. Thefirst channel number may be a channel number assigned to a broadcast
channel or an App channel.
[0758] In accordance with another aspectof the presentdisclosure, an electronic device includes a controller configured
to control display of a plurality of menu items for selecting service types, detect a user action for selecting one of the
plurality of displayed menu items, control scan of information to construct a channelof the service type indicated by the
selected menu item in responseto the detected useraction, and a display to display the result of scan. One of the service
types may be a human channel.
[0759] In accordancewith another aspect of the present disclosure, amethod for providing service information, includes
receiving event information including information about at least one event, mapping oneof the at least one events or
one or more events to one of at least one channel numbers by use of a channel mapincluding the at least one channel
numberandat least one Social Network Service (SNS) account assignedto the at least one channel number and an
SNS accountincluded in the received eventinformation, and displaying one of the at least one channel numbers or one
or more channel numbers andatleast a part of information about the event mapped to oneof the at least one channel
numbers or the one or more channel numbers. The event may be uploaded to an SNSsite including the SNS account.
The event may include at least one of a schedule, a function, a memorial day or content. The event information may
include an SNS account associated with the event, and further includes at least one of information about an SNSsite
to which the event has been uploaded, information about the type of the event, the title of the event, the date of the
eventor detailed information about the event. The channel map may be a human channel map. At least a part of the
displayed information may be the title of the event. The method mayfurther include displaying at least one of an icon
indicating an SNSsite to which the mapped event has been uploaded or an icon of the mapped event.
[0760] A broadcast channel may be further assigned to one of the at least one channel numbers or the one or more
channel numbers. A plurality of SNS accounts may be assigned to one of the at least one channel numbers or the one
or more channel numbers.

[0761] One of the at least one events or one or more events may be mapped to a channel number, to which an SNS
account associated with the event is assigned.
[0762] Oneofthe atleast one channel numbers or the one or more channel numbers andat least a part of the displayed
information may be displayed in a calendar form.
[0763] The calendar form may be configured such that the displayed one channel numberor one or more channel
numbersare listed in columns, dates are listed in rows, and at least a part of the displayed information is displayed on
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a corresponding region on the basis of the channel number columns andthe date rows. At least a part of information
about a plurality of events may be separately displayed on the region. A reminder mark may be further displayed on the
region.
[0764] The method for providing service information may further include detecting a first user action for selecting the
region or a region on which the date is displayed, detecting a second user action for dragging the selected region,
detecting a third user action for dropping the dragged region, and displaying a particular date after a certain time has
elapsed in response to the detected third user action and at least a part of information about an eventof the date.
[0765] The method for providing service information may further include detecting a user action for selecting a region
located at a row, containing a region on which a user channel numberis displayed, from among a region on which one
of the at least one channel numbersor the one or more channel numbersare displayed, and displaying a graphical user
interface to produce an event in responseto the detected useraction.
[0766] The methodfor providing service information mayfurther include detecting a user action for selecting a region
on whichat least a part of information about the mapped eventis displayed, and displaying detailed information about
the event in response to the detected user action.
[0767] The method for providing service information mayfurther include detecting a user action for selecting a region
on which oneofthe at least one channel numbers or the one or more channel numbers are displayed, and displaying
content of a human channel indicated by the channel numberin responseto the detected useraction.
[0768] The methodfor providing service information mayfurther include detecting a user action for selecting a region
on which at least a part of information about the mapped eventis displayed, and displayingalist of at least one piece
of content associated with the event in response to the detected user action.
[0769] In accordance with a further aspectof the present disclosure, an electronic device includes a networkinterface
configured to receive event information including information about at least one event, a storage unit configured to store
at least one channel numberand at least one SNS accountassigned to the at least one channel number, and a controller
configured to map one ofthe at least one events or one or more events to one of the at least one channel numbers by
use of the stored SNS account and an SNS accountincluded in the received eventinformation and to construct a guide
screen for displaying one of the at least one channel numbers or the one or more channel numbersandat least a part
of information about the event mappedto oneof the at least one channel numbers or the one or more channel numbers.
[0770] Anyreferencein this specification to "one embodiment," "an embodiment," "example embodiment,"etc., means
that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodimentis included in at least
one embodiment of the invention. The appearances of such phrasesin various places in the specification are not
necessarily all referring to the same embodiment. Further, when a particular feature, structure, or characteristic is
described in connection with any embodiment, it is submitted that it is within the purview of one skilled in the art to effect
such feature, structure, or characteristic in connection with other ones of the embodiments.

[0771] Although embodiments have been described with reference to a numberofillustrative embodiments thereof,
it should be understood that numerous other modifications and embodiments can be devised by thoseskilled in the art
that will fall within the spirit and scope of the principles of this disclosure. More particularly, various variations and
modifications are possible in the component parts and/or arrangementsof the subject combination arrangementwithin
the scope of the disclosure, the drawings and the appendedclaims. In addition to variations and modifications in the
component parts and/or arrangements, alternative uses will also be apparent to thoseskilled in the art.

Claims

1. Amethod for displaying event information in a multi-functional display device, the method comprising:

receiving information related to at least one event;
mapping the at least one event to a channel number using a channel map; and
displaying at least a portion of the event information and the corresponding channel numberona display,
wherein the channel mapincludes a first channel numberfor displaying broadcast programs and a second
channel number for displaying content associated with a Social Network Service (SNS) account, and
wherein the event information is mapped to the second channel numberand the SNS account associated with
the second channel number.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

detecting a selection of the displayed event information associated with the SNS account;
tuning the multi-functional display device to the second channel; and displaying the event information on the
display.
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The method of claim 1, wherein the event is received from an SNSserveror a associated with the SNS account.

The method of claim 1, wherein the event includes at least one of a schedule, a function, a holiday, or multimedia
content.

The method of claim 1, wherein the event information includes account information for the SNS account associated
with the event, and at least one of an SNS server address, an event type information, a title of the event, a date of
the event, or a description about the event.

The method of claim 1, wherein the first channel number and the second channel numberare the same channel
number.

The method of claim 1, wherein a plurality of SNS accounts are assigned to the second channel number.

The method of claim 1, wherein the portion of the information related to the at least one eventis a title of the event.

The method of claim 1, wherein the mapped event information and the corresponding channel numberare displayed
in a calendar.

The method of claim 1, wherein the mapped event information and the corresponding channel numberare displayed
in an electronic programming guide (EPG).

 
The method of claim 1, wherein the mapped event information and the corresponding channel numberare displayed

in a grid, and wherein the channel numbersarelisted in a first column of the grid, dates arelisted in a first row of
the grid, and the event information is displayed in a region of the grid that correspondsto the channel number and
date associated with the event.

The method of claim 11, further comprising:

detecting an input on the grid to select and drag the grid in a prescribed direction; and
displaying one or more columnscorresponding to one or more additional dates based on the selection.

The methodof claim 11, further comprising:

detecting a selection of a second region on the grid;
displaying a graphical user interface (GUI) to create an event based on the selection;
associating the new event to a channel number and date; and
transmitting information associated with the new event to an SNS server associated with the new event.

The method according to claim 11, further comprising:

detecting a selection of the displayed event information on the grid; and
displaying additional information related to the selected event in response to the detected selection.

. A multi-functional display device comprising:

a display for displaying broadcast programsordata;
a network interface configured to receive event information associated with a social network service (SNS)
accountfor an individual or entity;
a storage device configured to store at least one channel number andat least one SNS accountinformation
assigned to the at least one channel number; and
a controller configured to map the eventinformation to one of the at least one channel numbers and to construct
an electronic programming guide (EPG) that includes the mapped eventinformation and the corresponding
channel number for display on the display.
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DISPLAY LIST OF CONTENT ASSOCIATED WITH SELECTED EVENT CELL | $3150

DETECT USER ACTION FOR SELECTING ONE ITEM INCLUDED IN CONTENTLIST |~ $3155

DISPLAY CONTENT ASSOCIATED WITH SELECTED ITEM $3160

  $3145
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FIG. 116

DETECT USER ACTION FOR SELECTING EVENT CELL ASSOCIATED
WITH CHANNEL NUMBERINDICATING USER HUMAN CHANNEL $3200

DISPLAY GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE TO PRODUCE EVENT $3210

MAP EVENTINDICATED BY EVENT INFORMATION

INPUT VIA GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE TO CHANNEL $3220
NUMBERINDICATING USER HUMAN CHANNEL

 

TRANSMIT INPUT EVENT INFORMATION ANDSNS ACCOUNT
ASSIGNED TO USER HUMAN CHANNELTO SERVER 53230

DISPLAY AT LEAST A PART OF INPUT EVENT INFORMATION
ON EVENT CELL ASSOCIATED WITH MAPPED CHANNEL 53240

NUMBERAND DATEINCLUDEDIN INPUT EVENT INFORMATION
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A METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISPLAYING AN

ELECTRONIC PROGRAM GUIDE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the presentation of channel,
program, and broadcast information for a multiple channel television
broadcast system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Television broadcasting technology has improved

 

tremendously since its inception. Today, television signals are
broadcasted on the airwaves, through cables, and via satellite. The

numberof stations accessible today has increased to hundredsof

stations. To select a program to view, many viewers simply “channel.
surf” until they find a channel that has a desirable program. Channel
surfing refers to the process of using the channel "+" or "-" key to
sequentially view each channel. Although some viewers find
channel surfing among hundredsof stations enjoyable, most viewers
prefer a more direct method for selecting a program to view.

Someprior art television channel selection guides provide a
television channel selection guide which displays a listing of the
channels typically in numeric order and thetitles of the programs
broadcasted or to be broadcasted on the channels. A simplified block

diagram of such a guide is illustrated in Figure 1. The viewer or user
of the system maythen select the channel by entering in the channel
numberorselecting a program. The system responds by removing the
guide displayed and tuning tothe station selected and displaying the
broadcast signals of the station.

This system has a number of drawbacks. First, the guide
provides only thetitle of the program. To get additional information,
such as a written description of the program, the user mustselect an
information button which responds by bringing up a secondlayer of
the menu having the program description. Thus, as the number of
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stations increase, the efficiency of reviewing programs and program

descriptions decreases.

Furthermore, many viewers prefer to preview an actual

broadcast on a station before selecting that station for viewing. In the

prior art systems, the user has to select each station to view, and
subsequently go back to the channel guidein order to view program
titles on other channels. While other prior art systems may provide a

program listing having a transparent background superimposed over
a program broadcast,it is still difficult to view the program broadcast
through the program listing.

Moreover, in any television system a user can channel surf by
skipping from channel to channel in sequence using the channel "up"
or "down" buttons. However, when channel surfing in the prior art

systems, the user is unable to take advantage of the channellisting
and program description information. While someprior art
television channel selection guides allow for channel surfing while
the guide is displayed, these systems change the channel as the user
moves a selection device or pointer to each new channel. Again this
prevents taking full advantage of the broadcast system guide because,
while the system guide provides program descriptions, a user might
like to view a particular channel while surfing among the program
descriptions of other channels.

Another shortcoming of prior art television channel selection

guidesis that, while providing the current time on the guide display,
they do not provide a clear representation of the current time in
relation to the channel program listings. Consequently, it is difficult
for a user to ascertain the amountof time elapsed since a particular

program began.
In the current generation of broadcasting technology, a viewer

is provided with many options regarding programsthat are available
for broadcast. These options include, but are not limited to, on-
demandselection of pay-per-view broadcasts, selection of a broadcast
for automatic recording, and programming a broadcast system to tune
to a preselected station at a designated time. As the numberof options
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increases, so to does the need for a user-friendly system interface. The

prior art channelselection guides do not provide a ready status
indication as part of the channel selection guide. In addition, as the
channel selection guides become moreinteractive and provide the
viewer with more selections, the lack of status displays for system

pointers and tuners can lead to a great deal of viewerfrustration.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method and apparatus for displaying programming

 

information by translating the display of a broadcast of a program are
provided. According to one aspect of the invention, a multiple
channel broadcasting system is tuned to a channel to provide a display
of a broadcast of a program on a screen. Programming information is
displayed that identifies channels in the broadcasting system. When
displaying the programming information, the display of the program
broadcastis translated to a smaller broadcast window on thescreen.

The translation comprises two steps. One step superimposesat least
one of a series of successively smaller broadcast window outlines over
the display of the broadcast on the screen. Another step displays the
broadcast in the smaller broadcast window. Therefore, the

programming information is displayed along with the program
broadcast on the screen such that no portion of the broadcastis

covered by the programming information. Thus, a viewer has an
unobstructed view of the selected program while simultaneously

accessing the channel program selections of the programming
information. The programming information includes an electronic
program guide, a display information packet, an electronic category
guide, and an electronic subcategory guide.

A method and apparatus for channel surfing while using
an electronic program guide are provided. According to one aspect of
the invention, a multiple channel broadcasting system is tuned to a
first channel to provide a display of a broadcast ofa first program ona
screen. An electronic program guideis displayed that identifies a
plurality of channels and programming on the channels. A first
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display information packet containing a description of thefirst
program is displayed with the electronic program guide. The
broadcast system displays a system pointer. The system pointer is

manipulated in response to input by the user to an area of the
electronic program guide associated with a second program. The
display of the first display information packet is subsequently replaced
with a display of a second display information packet containing a
description of the second program. The broadcast system remains
tuned to the first program while the user views program information
for a second program on a second channel.

A method and apparatus for providing a status indication of a

tuner and a pointer in a multiple channel broadcasting system are also
provided. According to one aspect of the invention, the multiple
channel broadcasting system is tuned to a channel to provide a display
of a broadcast of a program ona screen. An electronic program guide

is generated that identifies a plurality of channels and programming
on the channels. A system pointer is supplied that points to a location

in the electronic program guide that identifies a channel program in
the broadcasting system. An indication is provided to the user as to
the status of the broadcasting system tuner and the system pointer.
The status is indicated by displaying a program block of a

corresponding program on the electronic program guide as appearing
to be depressed into the screen when the broadcasting system is tuned
to the channel program. Thestatus is indicated by displaying a
program block of a corresponding program onthe electronic program
guide as appearing to be protruding from the screen when the
broadcasting system is not tuned to the channel program. The status
is indicated by displaying a program block of a corresponding program
as highlighted when the system pointer is pointing to the channel
program. Thestatus is indicated by displaying a program block of a
corresponding program as unhighlighted when the system pointer is
not pointing to the channel program.
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These and other features, aspects, and advantages of the present

invention will be apparent from the accompanying drawings and
from the detailed description and appended claims whichfollow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The objects, features, and advantages of the present invention

 

will be apparent to one skilled in the art from the following detailed
description in which:

Figure 1 is a simplified illustration of a prior art direct digital
satellite system guide display.

Figure 2 is a simple illustration of one embodimentof the
present invention.

Figure 3 is a block diagram representation of the elements
utilized in the receiver of the television signals.

Figure 4 is a representation of a remote control utilized to tune
television stations in accordance with the teachings of the present
invention.

Figure 5 is a simplified block diagram ofthe circuitry utilized in
a remote control device.

Figure6 illustrates the type of data utilized to present the
electronic program guide in accordance with the teachings of the
present invention.

Figure7illustrates the pointers to the data utilized to generate
the electronic program guide in accordance with the teachingsof the
present invention.

Figure 8 illustrates the Master Guide presented to enable the
viewer to view programmingthat is broadcast and is to be broadcast.
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Figures 9A, 9B and 9Cillustrate one embodiment of the present
invention in which a broadcast audio and video is displayed behind
the Master Guide.

Figure 10 is an exemplary flowchart illustrative of translating a
display to a small window in one embodiment of the present
invention.

Figure 11 illustrates a broadcast display in one embodimentof

the present invention.

Figure 12 illustrates superimposing successively smaller
broadcast window outlines over a broadcast display in the translation

of the broadcast window in one embodimentof the present invention.

Figure 13 illustrates the display of an electronic program guide
along with a program broadcast on a screen in one embodimentof the
present invention.

Figure 14 is an exemplary flowchartthat illustrates integrating
the translation of a display to a small window with other functions of
a broadcast system in one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 15illustrates the display of an electronic program guide
in one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 16 is an exemplary flowchartillustrative of the process
for optimizing the font size for an available display space in one
embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 17 is an exemplary flowchartillustrative of the process
for integrating the process of optimization of the font size with other
functions of a broadcast system in one embodimentof the present
invention.

Figure 18 is an exemplary flowchart illustrative of channel
surfing in one embodiment of the present invention.
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Figure 19 is an exemplary flowchartillustrative of the process
for providing tuner and pointer status display in one embodimentof
the present invention.

Figure 20 illustrates the display of an electronic program guide
in one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 21 illustrates the display of an electronic subcategory
guide with an electronic program guide in one embodimentof the
present invention.

Figure 22 is an exemplary flowchart that illustrates the process
for providing an icon to indicate program status in one embodiment
of the present invention.

Figure 23 illustrates the display of an electronic program guide
having program status icons in one embodiment of the present
invention.

Figure 24 is an exemplary flowchartthatillustrates a process for
providing a time bar with a current time marker in one embodiment
of the present invention.

Figure 25illustrates the display of an electronic program guide
having a graphical representation of the current time in relation to
the times of channel programming in one embodiment of the present
invention.

Figure 26 is an exemplary flowchart that illustrates the process
for providing an on-screen menu having differing transparency levels
in one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 27 illustrates the display of an on screen menuhaving
differing transparency levels in one embodimentof the present
invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

In the method and apparatus of the present invention the

broadcast system described is a direct broadcastsatellite system.
However,it is readily apparent to oneskilled in the art that other
broadcast systems which have the capability of receiving and
displaying a multiplicity of stations may utilize the method and
apparatus of the present invention. Purthermore, in the following
description, for purposes of explanation, numerousdetails are set
forth, such as menus, flowcharts and system configurations, in order

to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention.
However,it will be apparent to one skilled in the art that these specific
details are not required in order to practice the present invention. In
other instances, well knownelectrical structures and circuits are

shownin block diagram form in order not to unnecessarily obscure
the present invention.

Figure 2 is a simplified diagram illustrating a Direct Satellite
System (DSS). The system has an antenna3, an integrated
receiver / decoder 2 (IRD), a remote controller 5, and a monitor4.

Packets of data are transmitted by a transponder onthesatellite. Each

transponder transmits data in a time share mannerat a
predetermined frequency. A tuner 21 of a decoderis tuned in to the
frequencyof the transponder corresponding to a channel, which is
designated by a viewerso that the packets of digital data are received
by the decoder.

The antenna 3 receives an encoded data signal sent from a

satellite. The received encoded signal is decoded by the IRD. The
antenna 3 has a low noise block down converter 3a (LNB). The LNB

3a converts a frequency of a signal sent from thesatellite to another
frequency. The converted signal is supplied to the IRD 3. The
monitor 4 receives a signal from the IRD 3.
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Figure 3 is a block diagram of the IRD 3. A radio frequency (RF)

signal output from the LNB 3a of the antenna 3 is supplied to a tuner
21 of a front end 20. The output from the tuner 21 is supplied to a

quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) demodulation circuit 22 for
demodulation. The output from the QPSK demodulation circuit 22 is

supplied to an error correcting circuit 23 for error correction. The data
is received in encrypted and encoded (i.e., compressed) form.

The transport IC 24 receives the data stream, consisting of
packets of data, from the error correcting circuit 23 and directs portions
of the data stream to the appropriate circuit for processing. The digital

data stream sent from a satellite includes headers for classifying the

different portions of the data in the digital data stream. The transport
IC stores the headers in registers and uses the headers to direct the
data. The data stream sent from thesatellite, includes video data in

the format specified by the Motion Pictures Expert Group standard
(MPEG), MPEG audio data and electronic programming guide (EPG)
data. Data that is identified by its header to be video data is transferred
to MPEG video decoder 25. Data that is identified by its header to be

audio data is transferred to MPEG audio decoder 26. Similarly, data

having a headerthat identifies the data to be EPG datais transferred to
a predeterminedarea in the data buffer 51 designated to store the EPG.

A conditional access module 33, includes a central processing

unit (CPU), a read-only memory (ROM) and a random access memory
(RAM). The conditional access module determines whether the user
has the authorization to receive certain data, e.g., audio/video for a

pay TV station, using the authorization information stored in its
memory. Thus, if the conditional access module determines that the
user is authorized access, a key to decrypt the incoming datais

provided to the transport IC 24, which decrypts the data using the key
provided. In one embodiment, a smart card is utilized. This card is
inserted into the card reader interface 32 for interface to the transport

IC 24. It is readily apparent to one skilled in the art that the
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conditional access module is not limited to smart cards and may be

configured in other kinds of circuitry.

The MPEG video decoder 25 decodes the video signal received

from the transport IC. Dynamic random access memory (DRAM) 25a,
connected to the MPEG video decoder 25, is used for buffering and

storage of video data during processing by the MPEGvideo decoder.
The decoded digital video signal is supplied to a National Television

System Committee (NTSC) encoder 27 and converted to a luminance
signal (Y) and a chromasignal (C) which are respectively output
through a buffer amplifier 28Y or 28C as an S video signal. A
composite video signal is also output through a buffer amplifier 28V.

The MPEGaudio decoder 26 decodes the digital audio signal.

DRAM 26a, connected to the MPEG audio decoder26, is used for

buffering of data and information during processing by the MPEG
audio decoder 26. The decoded digital audio signal is converted into

an analog audio signal by D/A converter 30. The left audio signalis
output through buffer amplifier 31L and the right audio signalis
output through buffer amplifier 31R.

An RF modulator 41 mixes a composite signal output from the

NTSC encoder 27 with an analog audio signal output from the D/A
converter 30. The RF modulator 41 converts the mixed signal into an

RF signal and outputs the RF signal therefrom.

The CPU 29 is the central control mechanism and executes code

stored in the ROM 37 to perform certain functions of the system. For
example, the CPU processes certain data to control the generation of
the program list in accordance with the teachings of the present
invention. In addition, the CPU receives and processes the user input,

received from the front panel buttons or switches 40 and the
photodetector circuit 39 to provide the user functionality and access to
the system described herein. In addition, the CPU accesses user
settings/preferences for processing of information and configuration
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of the system. The user settings are stored in the non-volatile

memory, such aselectrically erasable programmable read-only

memory (EEPROM) 38. In addition, the CPU maintainsa list of

pointers, stored in static random access memory (SRAM)36, to the
channel information and program information stored in the SRAM

51. Thus, when a user wishesto display a form of the EPG on the

screen, the CPU 29, accessing pointers stored in the SRAM 36,

communicates to the transport IC 34 to retrieve the data from the data

buffer (SRAM) 51 identified by the pointers. The CPU then formulates

the format and other digital data which forms the guideorlist on the
screen and forwards the data representative of the guide/list to the

transport IC 34 which forwards the data to the DRAM 25a of the MPEG
video decoder 25 for subsequent output to the screen.

Figure 4 shows an example of a remote controller utilized by a
user to transmit commands and make program selections in

accordance with the teachings of the present invention. Figure 5 is

simplified a block diagram of the remote controller. The remote
controller 400 has an infrared originating device 405, a set of operation
buttons 410, a CPU 415, a ROM 420 and a RAM 425. The CPU 415

receives a signal sent from an operation button 410 through an input
port 430. The signal is processed according to a program storedin the
ROM 420. The RAM 425is used as a working space so as to produce a

transmitting code. The transmitting code is sent to the infrared
originating device 405 through an output port and converted into an
infrared signal. The infrared signal is transmitted to the IRD. The
operation buttons 410 include a direction key for designating a pointer
direction such as north, south, east and west, an "EPG"key, a

"FAVORITE"key, a "SELECT KEY", a "MENU"key, an "EXIT" key, a
ten-key numeric keypad and an "ENTER" key. The set of operation
buttons 410 enable the user to select programs throughtheelectronic

programming guide in accordance with the teachings of the present
invention.
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Figure 6 is a block diagram illustration of the data stored ina

portion of the data buffer RAM 51. As noted above, the RAM 51
stores EPG data including guide data, channel data, and program data.
General information is included in the guide data, for example, the
current date and time. The transponderlist identifies the number of

the transpondertransmitting a segment. The channellist identifies
the channel number ofthe first channel of a portion of data. The

channel data includes data relating to channels, such as the channel

number, channel name(i.e., the call sign of a broadcaststation), logo
ID (i.e., an identification of the channel logo), data ID, which is an
identification of a channel number of MPEG video data or MPEG

audio data, number of programs, which identifies the numberof

programsto be transmitted on a channel during a predetermined time
frame, and first program offset which identifies the offset from the
headerto the first channel data in a segment.

The program data includes the programtitle, start time of the
program, time length of the program, program category such as
movies, news, sports, etc., program subcategory such as drama, horror,
children's movies or baseball, basketball, football for the sports

category, the movie rating and program description that provides a
detailed description of the program.

Figure7illustrates how pointers to the EPG data are sorted for
display on a guide on the user's television screen. As noted above,
EPG data includes guide data, channel data and program data which
are stored in the Data Buffer (RAM) of the IRD (as shownin Figure3).

Whena viewer selects a channel, the CPU of the system determines

the packet containing the channel information and extracts the
transponder numberfrom the channel information. The system front
end starts tuning in the frequency of the designated transponder so as
to receive the data transmitting from that transponder. If a viewer
does not select any channel, the last channel is designated.
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As noted above, the CPU generates a table of pointers 736 to the

EPG stored in the memory. The table 736 is used for changing the
order of channels or programsaccording to the information to be
presented in the guide to the user. The table 736 includes an entry for
the address pointer to the corresponding channel data and an entry to
the corresponding program data.

A table for generating display information is stored in the ROM
37. Certain data from the table is read out from the ROM 37andstored

in DRAM 23a. Preferably the data is stored in compressed form.
Therefore, when a character is displayed on a screen, the compressed

character array is decoded so as to generate the character to be
displayed. The encoder references a dictionary which includesaset of
words and frequently used portions of words and numbers
corresponding to each word or portion of a word. The encoder
encodes each word to each numberby using the dictionary. The

decoderreferences the same dictionary as the encoder to perform the
decode function. Once decoded, each character of the decoded word

includes a character code corresponding to an American Standard
Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) code. Nonvolatile memory

(e.g., EEPROM 38) has twotables. The first table contains character
bitmaps in the different fonts available for each character. The second
table identifies the address in the first table at which to extract the

character bitmap. The address is determined according to the character
code. The bit map image of the character is transmitted to DRAM 25a
and subsequently accessed to display the character on the screen.

In one embodiment of the present invention, the channel data
is received from a predetermined transponder and the channel
number and channel name are stored in DRAM 25a. Additional

channel information such as the channel logo is stored in the ROM

36. The ROM 36preferably includes a table of Logo IDs and the address
of Logo Data stored in ROM 36. Therefore, once a Logo ID is
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determined, the address of the Logo Data is determined, retrieved and
stored in DRAM 25a.

The channel data provides the beginning address of the

program data for a particular program. The actual location on the
screen at which the program information is displayed is dependent
upon the format of the guide. For example, in a time-based system,
the location where the program title is displayed is determined by the
start time and time length stored in the program data.

Using this information downloaded from the satellite
transmission, programming and channel selection information is
provided to the viewer. In the system and method of one
embodiment of the present invention, this information is provided to
the user in an innovative mannerin order to enable the viewer to

easily determine andselect stations or programs to be viewed. For
example, Figure 8 illustrates a Master Guide that provides such
information as the channel call sign 810, channel number 815 in the

system, the channel logo of the selected station 820, a highlight 825
indicating the location of the system pointer operable by the arrow
direction buttons, a program description 830 for the program the
system pointer is located at, as well as program time information 835.

This guide is superimposed on the broadcast of channel 840 at
which the system pointer is located. Thus, the user not only is
provided the television system data showingthe television channels,
times of programming broadcasts and descriptions of programs,butis
also provided the audio and video of one channel,all on the same
menu level of the guide. By movementof the pointer 845 (in the
present example, by manipulation of the information highlighted),
the channel tuned to will change automatically, enabling the user to

stay in the menu whilestill previewing in part the actual channel
highlighted on the guide. This processis illustrated by Figures 9A, 9B,
and 9C. The discussion will now turn to general process flows for an

embodiment of the present invention.
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It is readily apparent to one skilled in the art that additional

functions can be added to the process and functions modified or

removed and still be within the spirit and scope of the invention. The

system provides an innovative and user friendly access to a wealth of
information regarding programming available through the

broadcasting system. In the present invention a number of functions
are selectable through the remote control device. It is apparent that

these functions may be selectable through other devices such as a

joystick or other means such as an on screen menu.

Figure 10 is an exemplary flowchartillustrative of translating a

display to a small window in one embodimentof the present
invention. The resizing process provides innovative feedback to the

user while providing the broadcast system time to perform the
computations necessary to resize the window. In the present
embodiment, the broadcast display is translated to a small window

whenthe user selects to display the electronic program guide. Thus
both the broadcast and the electronic program guideare displayed

without overlap. It is readily apparent that the window resizing
process can be used to resize windowsfor a variety of purposes.

Referring to Figure 10, operation begins at Block 1000, at which
a broadcasting system is tuned to a channel to provide a display of a
broadcast of a program. The broadcast window correspondsto the
entire display. Figure 11illustrates a broadcast display 1102 in one
embodiment of the present invention. It is readily apparent that the
window size need notinitially correspond to the entire display but can

be some portion of the display. Operation continues at Block 1002, at
which a series of successively smaller broadcast window outlines are

superimposed over the program display whenit is desirable to
translate to a smaller window. Figure 12 illustrates superimposing

these successfully smaller broadcast window outlines 1202-1210 over a
broadcast display 1201 in the translation of a broadcast windowin one
embodiment of the present invention. With reference to Figure 12,
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outline 1202 is displayed first, followed by outlines 1204, 1206, 1208,
and 1210, respectively. Preferably, outline 1202 is shorter in length and
narrower in width than the screen perimeter 1220, althoughit is

contemplated that the outlines can progress in one dimension. Each
of outlines 1204, 1206, 1208, and 1210 is shorter in length and narrower

in width than the preceding outline, respectively.

Referring again to Figure 10, operation continues at Block 1004,
at which the program display is translated to a smaller broadcast
window. Preferably the size of the broadcast windowis not changed
until the size of the smallest superimposed broadcast window outline

equals a predetermined smallest broadcast windowsize. In an
alternate embodiment, the size of the broadcast window changes as

the size of the outline changes.

Operation continues at Block 1006, at which programming
information in the form of an electronic program guide is displayed

on the screen with the broadcast on the screen such that no portion of

the broadcast is covered by the electronic program guide. In an
alternate embodiment, programming information is displayed

performed prior to the translation of the program broadcast.

Figure 13 illustrates one embodimentof a display of an
electronic program guide 1301 with the program broadcast 1310 ona
screen 1320. The electronic program guide 1301 includes the broadcast
channel number 1330, the broadcast network identification 1332, the

program title 1334, the start and end times for a program 1336, the
current day 1338, the current date 1340, and the current time 1342. It is
readily apparent that other embodiments of displays of electronic
program guides presenting different information maybe utilized.

Referring to Figure 13, a user is able to readily view not only the
broadcast audio and video, butalso the electronic program guide of

programming and the program description. A display information
packet 1302 containing a description of the program broadcast may be
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displayed with the electronic program guide 1310. The display
information packet 1302 also contains the program title 1350, the
broadcast network identification 1352, the broadcast channel number

1354, the start and end times of the program 1356, and the program

rating 1358. Alternatively, the user mayselectively replace the display
of the display information packet 1302 with the display of an electronic
category guide. The electronic category guide containsa listing of
programming categories.

After viewing the programming selections on the electronic
program guide, a viewer may deselect the electronic program guide
display. The electronic program guide display is also deselected upon
selection of a channel by the user. Upon deselection of the electronic

program guide, the broadcast system translates the broadcast of a
program displayed in the small window by superimposinga series of
successively larger broadcast window outlines over the display. In the
present embodiment, the first larger broadcast windowis longer in
length and wider in width than the small window in which the
program is displayed. Each successive outline is longer in length and
wider in width than the preceding outline. Following the translation,
the video broadcast is redisplayed in an area defined by each

successively larger broadcast window outline.

Figure 14 is an exemplary flowchart that illustrates one
embodimentof the process for integrating the translation of a display
to a small window with other functions of a broadcast system.

Operation begins at Block 1402, at which a television screen or display
is currently showing a broadcastof a selected station. Operation
continues at Block 1404, at which a user may select the electronic

program guide for display. The system monitors the states of the
buttons on a user's remote control device to determine when the user

has depressed a certain button. Implementation of monitoring, e.g.,
polling, interrupt driven events, are well knownin the art and will
not be discussed further herein. If the user does not select the
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electronic program guide for display operation continues at Block
1402, at which the system continues to display the broadcast and
monitors selection by the user of the electronic program guide

function. If the user does select the electronic program guide for

display at Block 1404, then operation continues at Block 1406, at which
a series of successfully smaller broadcast window outlines are

displayed.

Operation continues at Block 1408, at which the display of a
broadcastis translated to a smaller broadcast window onthe display.

Operation continues at Block 1410, at which an electronic program
guide is displayed in an area adjacent to the smaller broadcast window.
An exemplary electronic program guide was previously discussed
with reference to Figure 13. Operation continues at Block 1412,at
which a display information packet is displayed along with the
electronic program guide in an area adjacent to the broadcast window
on the electronic program guide. The display information packet
contains a description of the program that is currently selected.
Operation continues at Block 1414, at which a user may select an
electronic category guide for display using the buttons on the remote
control. If the user selects the display of an electronic category guide,

operation continues at Block 1416, at which the display of an electronic
category guide replaces the display of the display information packet.
The electronic category guide includes a number of programming
categories. The broadcast system then identifies programs on channels
that correspond to each category contained in the electronic category
guide. The programs that correspond to the particular categories of
the electronic category guide are then highlighted on the electronic

program guide.

If the user does not select the electronic category guide for

display, or following the display of the electronic category guide when
the user selects the electronic category guide for display, operation
continues at Block 1418, at which the user may deselect the display of
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the electronic program guide using the buttons on the remote control.
If the user does not deselect the electronic program guide at Block

1418, operation continues at Block 1410, at which the broadcast system
continues to display the electronic program guide. If the user does

deselect the electronic program guide at Block 1418, operation
continues at Block 1420, at which a series of successfully larger

broadcast window outlines are displayed. Operation continues at

Block 1422, at which the electronic program guide is removed from
the display. If the electronic category guide was notselected by the
user, then the display information packet is also removed from the

display at Block 1422. If the electronic category guide wasselected by
the user, then the electronic category guide is also removed from the

display at Block 1422. Operation continues at Block 1424, at which the
display of the broadcast is translated to a larger window onthe display
screen.

Asnoted earlier and referring again to Figure 13, the user may

select a display information packet for display along with the
electronic program guide. In one embodiment, the display
information packet contains a description of the program selected for
display. Preferably, the system automatically resizes the text of the
display information packet such that all the text appears in the
window. Figure 15 illustrates a display of an electronic program guide
in one embodimentof the present invention that is displayed with a

display information packet 1502 that contains a greater number of
characters than the display information packet 1302 of Figure 13. As
the area allocated for the display information packet in one

embodiment of the broadcasting system is of a constant fixed size, the

broadcasting system is configured to adjust the font size of the
characters based on the numberof characters present for display.

Optimization of the font size causes a maximum numberof characters
to be displayed for a given display area.
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Figure 16 is an exemplary flowchartillustrative of the process

for optimizing the font size for an available display space in one .
embodiment of the present invention. Operation begins at Block 1602,
at which the broadcast system determines a numberof characters to be

displayed. Operation continues at Block 1604, at which the broadcast
system determines the number of display pixels available for character
display. Operation continues at Block 1606, at which the broadcast
system adjusts the character font size in order to display all characters
in the available number of display pixels. Operation continuesat
Block 1608, at which the broadcasting system displays the characters in

the display information packet.

Figure 17 is an exemplary flowchart illustrative of the process
for integrating the process of optimization of the font size in the
display information packet with other functions of a broadcast system
in one embodiment of the present invention. Operation begins at
Block 1702, at which a television screen or display is currently

showinga broadcastof a selected station. Operation continues at Block
1704, at which a user mayselect a display of an electronic program

guide. If the user does notselect the electronic program guidefor
display, operation continues at Block 1702, at which the system
continues to display the broadcast. If the user does select the display of
an electronic program guide operation continues at Block 1706,at
which the electronic program guide is displayed. Operation continues
at Block 1708, at which a user selects a display information packetfor

display along with the electronic program guide.

Uponselection of the display information packetfor display,
operation continues at Block 1710, at which the broadcast system
determines the numberof pixels available for the display information

packet. Operation continues at Block 1712, at which the broadcast
system determines the numberof characters in the display
information packet that are to be displayed. In one embodiment,the
maximum numberof characters is 256. Operation continues at Block
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1714, at which the broadcasting system determines if the numberof
characters is less than 180. One embodimentof the present invention

uses three font sizes for the displaying characters in the display
information packet. If the broadcast system determinesat Block 1714
that the numberof characters is less than 180, then the broadcast

system selects the largest of the three font sizes. Following selection of
the largest font size, operation continues at Block 1722, at which the
broadcast system displays the display information packet using the
largest font.

If the broadcast system determines at Block 1714 that the
numberof characters is not less than 180, then operation continues at

Block 1716, at which the broadcasting system determinesif the

numberof characters is greater than 180 and less then 220 characters.
If the number of characters is greater than 180 and less than 220 then
the broadcast system selects the medium font size. Following
selection of the medium font size, operation continues at Block 1722,

at which the broadcast system displays the display information packet

using the medium sized font.

If the broadcast system determines at Block 1714 that the
numberof characters is not more than 180 and less than 220, then

operation continues at Block 1718, at which the broadcast system
determines that the number of characters is more than 220. Operation

continues at Block 1720, at which the broadcast system selects the

smallest of the three font sizes. Operation continues at Block 1722,at

which the broadcast system displays the display information packet
using the smallest font size.

Because the numberof television broadcasting stations

accessible today includes hundreds of stations, many viewers channel
surf until they find a channel that has a desirable program. Channel
surfing refers to the process of using the channel plus or minus key to
sequentially view each channel. While some viewers find channel
surfing among hundredsof stations enjoyable, some viewers prefer a
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more direct method of program selection. For this reason, an

embodimentof the system of the present invention uses two modes,a
non-channel surfing mode and a channel surfing mode, from which a
user may select channels to view.

The non-channel surfing mode is described with reference to

Figures 9A, 9B, and 9C. When the user selects the non-channel
surfing mode, the broadcast system is first tuned to a channel 233 to
provide a broadcast of a program on the screen or display 910. The
user then selects a display of an electronic program guide 912 for
identifying the channels available on the broadcast system and the
programming available on the channels. A display information
packet 916 is displayed along with the electronic program guide 912,
and the display information packet 916 contains a description of the
program to which the broadcast system is currently tuned.
Furthermore, a system pointer 918 is displayed on the electronic
program guide 912. The system pointer 918 is used to select a program
for viewing by the user and, as such, may be manipulated by the user
within the area of the electronic program guide 912. In the non-
channel surfing mode the broadcast system is tuned to the channel
that is pointed to by the system pointer 918. Furthermore, the display
information packet 916 displays a program description for the program
to which the broadcasting system is tuned. Therefore, when the user
manipulates the system pointer to a different channel 229 and 240 in
the non-channel surfing mode, the broadcast system tunes to that
channel and displays the program 975 and 930 currently being
broadcast on that channel, respectively.

In contrast to the non-channel surfing mode, is the channel

surfing mode of one embodiment of the present invention. Figure 18
is an exemplary flowchart illustrative of the process of channel surfing
in one embodiment of the present invention. At Block 1802, the
broadcast system is tuned to a first channel and a display is generated
consisting of a broadcast window,an electronic program guide, a
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display information packet, and a system pointer. A first program
broadcast is displayed in the broadcast window. Operation continues
at Block 1804, at which a display information packet is displayed for

the first program broadcast. This display information packet contains
a description of the first program broadcast. At Block 1806, the user
moves the system pointer to an area of the electronic program guide
associated with a second program broadcast. Operation continues at
Block 1808, at which the broadcast system replaces the display

information packet of the first program with a display information
packet of a second program broadcast. The broadcast system remains
tuned to the first program broadcast and continuesto display thefirst
program broadcast.

In the channel surfing mode the user may manipulate the

system pointer to a program or channelin the electronic program
guide that is different from the program or channel currently being
broadcast. For this reason,it is preferred that the broadcast system

providesin the electronic program guide an indication to the user as
to the status of the broadcast system tuner and the system pointer.
However, the status indication is not required to operate the channel

surfing mode in accordance with the teachings of the present
invention. Figure 19 is an exemplary flowchart illustrative of the
process for providing tuner and pointer status display in one
embodiment of the present invention. An electronic program guide
is generated at Block 1902. At Block 1904, a system pointer is supplied
for the electronic program guide. Operation continues at Block 1906,
at which a status indication is provided of the system tuner and the

system pointer.

Each program displayed in the electronic program guideis
displayed in a program blockor area that is associated with a particular
channel anda particular time slot. The status indication is provided
by controlling the appearance of the program block in accordance with
the location of the system pointer and the channel to which the
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system is tuned. In particular, when the broadcast system is tuned to a
program, and therefore the broadcast windowdisplays the
programming of the channel the system is tunedto, the
corresponding program block is displayed on the electronic program
guide as appearing to be depressed into the screen. The program
blocks of the remaining programs not broadcasted but shownin the

electronic program guide appear to be protruding from the screen.
Therefore, when the broadcasting system is not tuned to a program

the corresponding program block is displayed on the electronic
program guide as appearing to be protruding from the screen. The
status indication of the system pointer causes a different effect. In

particular, when the system pointer is pointing to a program the
corresponding program block is displayed as highlighted on the
electronic program guide. When the system pointer is not pointing to
a program the corresponding program block is displayed as not
highlighted on the electronic program guide.

There are four primary combinations of the status indications
as used by an embodimentof the broadcast system of the present
invention. First, the display of a program block appears depressed into
the screen and highlighted to indicate that the broadcast system is
tuned to the corresponding program and the system pointeris
pointing to the corresponding program. Second,the display of a
program block appears depressed into the screen and unhighlighted to
indicate that the broadcast system is tuned to the corresponding

program while the system pointer is pointing to a different program.
Third, the display of a program block appears protruding from the
screen and highlighted to indicate that the system pointer is pointing
to the corresponding program while the broadcast system is tuned to a
different program. Fourth, the display of a program block appears
protruding from the screen and unhighlighted to indicate that the
broadcast system is not tuned to the corresponding program and the
system pointer is not pointing to the corresponding program.
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Figure 13 illustrates a tuner and pointer status display in one
embodimentof the present invention. The broadcast system of Figure
13 is tuned to the National Geographic Explorer program on the TBS
network as indicated by the corresponding program block 1380
appearing to be depressed into the screen. The system pointeris also
pointing to the National Geographic Explorer program as indicated by
the highlighting of program block 1380.

Figure 20 illustrates the situation in which a broadcast system is
tuned to one channel and the system pointer is pointing somewhere
other than to the channel which is tuned. In particular, the broadcast

system of Figure 20 is tuned to the National Geographic Explorer
program on the TBS networkas indicated by the corresponding
program block 2002 appearing to be depressed into the screen. An
electronic category guide is selected for display instead of a display
information packet. The system pointer is pointing to the "ALL"
category box 2004 in the electronic category guide as indicated by the
highlighting of the category block 2004.

As shownin Figure 20, instead of selecting a display
information packet for display at Block 1806 of Figure 18, the user may
select an electronic category guide 2006 for display with the electronic
program guide 2001. The electronic category guide 2006 includes a
number of programming categories 2010. The broadcast system then
identifies programs on channels that correspond to each category 2010
contained in the electronic category guide 2006. The programsthat
correspondto the particular categories of the electronic category guide
2006 are then indicated or highlighted on the electronic program guide
2001. The system pointer may be manipulated by the user to an areaof
the electronic category guide 2006, and system pointerstatusis
indicated. When the system pointer is pointing to a category block the
category block is displayed as highlighted on the electronic category
guide 2006. The system pointer is pointing to the "ALL" category block
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2004 in the electronic category guide 2006 as indicated by the

highlighting of category block 2004.

If the user, typically using the broadcast system remote control,
selects one of the categories from the electronic category guide, then
the display of the electronic category guide is replaced with a display of
an electronic sui: category guide. Figure 21 illustrates the display of an
electronic subcategory guide 2102 with an electronic program guide
2104 in one embodimentof the present invention. The selected

category 2106 is displayed along with the electronic subcategory guide
2102 and the electronic program guide 2104. The electronic
subcategory guide 2102 includes a numberof subcategories 2108. The
broadcast system identifies programs on channels that correspond to
each subcategory contained in the electronic subcategory guide 2102.
The programsthat correspond to the particular categories of the
electronic subcategory guide 2102 are indicated or highlighted on the
electronic program guide. The status of the system pointer is shown
and changedas the pointer is moved about the display. For example,
the system pointer may be manipulated by the user to an area of the
electronic subcategory guide 2102. When the system pointer is
pointing to a subcategory block the subcategory block is displayed as
highlighted on the electronic category guide. In Figure 21, he system
pointer is pointing to the "ALL" subcategory block 2108 in the
electronic subcategory guide 2102 as indicated by the highlighting of
subcategory block 2108.

The multiple channel broadcasting system of one embodiment
of the present invention provides a user with several options
regarding the programsavailable for broadcast. The multiple channel
broadcasting system allowsthe user to select pay-per-view broadcasts
for purchase. In addition, the broadcast system allowsthe user to
select corresponding programs for recording. Furthermore, the
multiple channel broadcasting system allows the userto set a
broadcasting system timer to automatically tune the broadcasting
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system to a program ata particular time. Moreover, the multiple
channel broadcasting system allows the user to designate certain

programs as favorite programs. Consequently, the multiple channel
broadcasting system of one embodimentof the present invention
displays icons that provide the user with the status of the programs
while viewing the electronic program guide.

Figure 22 is an exemplary flowchartthat illustrates the process
for providing an icon to indicate program status in one embodiment
of the present invention. Operation begins at Block 2202, at which the
broadcasting system is tuned to display a program broadcast.
Operation continues at Block 2204,at which an electronic program
guide is generated. Electronic menus may be displayed along with the
electronic program guide. The electronic menus control pay-per-view
purchases, selections of programs for recording, setting ofthe
broadcasting system timer, and selection of favorite programs. At
Block 2206, graphic images are generated that indicate program status.
Operation continues at Block 2208, at which the graphic imagesare
displayed within the electronic program guide. The icons or graphic
images mayserve as electronic links between the electronic program
guide and a corresponding menu of the electronic menus and a
display information packet.

Figure 23illustrates the display of an electronic program guide
having program status icons in one embodimentof the present .
invention. The icon 2302 displayed in program block 2304 to indicate

that a pay-per-view broadcast is selected resembles a dollar sign. The
icon 2306 displayed in program block 2308 to indicate that a broadcast
is selected for recording resembles a videocassette tape. The icon 2310
displayed in program block 2312 to indicate that the broadcast system
timer is set to tune the broadcast system to a program atthe time of
the corresponding program resembles a clock. An icon may be
displayed in a program block to indicate that a program is a favorite
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program. Icon 2314 in program block 2316 is one possible
representation of a favorite program icon.

The multiple channel broadcasting system of one embodiment
of the present invention provides a display of the time wherein a user
can view the current timein relation to the times of programming

and the program blocks. Figure 24 is an exemplary flowchart that
illustrates a process for providing a time bar with the current time
marker in one embodiment of the present invention. Operation

begins at Block 2402, at which a television screen or displayis
currently showing a broadcast of a selected station. Operation
continues at Block 2404, at which a user may select a display of an

electronic program guide. If the user does not select display of an
electronic program guide operation continues at Block 2402, at which
the broadcasting system continues to display the broadcast of the
currently selected station. If the user selects the display of an
electronic program guide, operation continues at Block 2406, at which
the electronic program guide is displayed by the broadcast system.

Following display of the electronic program guide, operation
continues at Block 2408, at which a time bar is displayed that identifies

times of programming on the channels in the broadcasting system.
Operation continues at Block 2410, at which a graphical representation
of the current time is generated. Operation continues at Block 2412, at
which the graphical representation of the current time is displayed in
proximity to the time bar so as to indicate the current timein relation
to the times of programming on the channels of the broadcast system.
In one embodiment of the present invention the graphical

representation of time is displayed as an inverted triangle on the time
bar. The graphical representation of time may includea digital display
of the current time. The graphical representation of time may also
include an icon with the display of the current time.

Figure 25illustrates the display of an electronic program guide
and a graphical representation of the current time in relation to the
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times of channel programming in one embodimentof the present
invention. When the user selects the display of an electronic program

guide, the electronic program guide 2502 is displayed by the broadcast
system. With the electronic program guide, a time bar 2504 is
displayed that identifies times of programming 2506 on the channels
in the broadcasting system. An embodiment of the present invention

generates a graphical representation of the current time 2508. This
graphical representation of the current time 2508 is displayed in
proximity to the time bar 2504 so as to indicate the current time in
relation to the times of programming on the channels of the broadcast

system. This graphical representation of the current time 2508is
displayed as an inverted triangle on the time bar and includesa digital
display of the current time.

In addition to the electronic program guide discussed herein, an
embodiment of the multiple broadcasting system of the present

invention provides an on screen menudisplay that enables the user
to operate different functions of the system. Figure 26 is an exemplary
flowchart that illustrates the process for providing an on screen menu

having differing transparency levels in one embodimentof the
present invention.

In Figure 26, operation begins at Block 2602, at which an
electronic menu display is generated. The menu display comprises
multiple components, multiple alphanumeric characters, and
multiple icons that identify different functions of the broadcast
system. Operation continues at Block 2604, at which different levels of
transparency are applied to the different electronic menu components.
The different levels of transparency are applied to the components so
that the number of opaque components is minimized and the
backgroundis highly transparent. Operation continues at Block 2606,
at which the electronic menu is superimposed overthe display of a

program broadcast. While the opaque components are minimized,
the obstruction of the video of the broadcast by the electronic menu
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display is minimized. Preferably, the different transparency levels
may be selected by the user.

Whenthe user selects an electronic menu for display, then

alphanumeric characters and icons are generated that identify
different broadcast system functions. The user may select the
transparency levels to be applied to the characters and icons of the
electronic menu display. If the user does not select the transparency
levels to be applied to the characters and icons of the electronic menu,
then the multiple channel broadcasting system applies the least
transparent level of transparency to the electronic menu icons.
Furthermore, the multiple channel broadcasting system applies the

least transparent level of transparency to the verbal description of the
broadcasting system functions. Moreover, the multiple channel
broadcasting system applies the most transparent level of transparency
to the numerals of the electronic menu display.

Figure 27illustrates the display of an on screen menu having
differing transparency levels in one embodiment of the present
invention. The electronic menu display 2702 comprises multiple

components 2711-2719, multiple alphanumeric characters 2720-2722,
and multiple icons 2731-2739 that identify different functions of the
broadcast system. Different levels of transparency are applied to the
different electronic menu components. The different levels of
transparency are applied to the components so that the numberof
opaque components is minimized and the backgroundis highly
transparent. Following generation of the electronic menu 2702, the
electronic menu 2702 is superimposed over a program broadcast 2750.

The invention has been described in conjunction with the

preferred embodiment. Although the present invention has been
described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments,it will be
evident that various modifications and changes may be madeto these

embodiments without departing from the broader spirit and scope of
the invention as set forth in the claims. Accordingly, the specification
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and drawings are to be regarded in anillustrative rather than a
restrictive sense.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimed is:

1. In a multiple channel broadcasting system in which programsare
broadcasted for display on a screen, a method for generating an on-
screen guide for a user to select channels to view, comprising the steps
of:

tuning to a channel to provide a display of a broadcastof a first
program on the screen;

displaying an electronic program guide identifying channels
and programming in the broadcasting system;

translating the display of a broadcastof the first program to a
smaller broadcast window on the screen, said step of translating

comprising the steps of superimposing at least one of a series of
successively smaller broadcast window outlines over the display of the
broadcast on the screen and displaying the broadcast in the smaller
broadcast window; and

displaying the electronic program guide along with the
broadcast on the screen, such that no portion of the broadcastis

covered by the electronic program guide.

2. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein a display information

packet containing a description of the program is displayed with the
electronic program guide.

3. The method as set forth in claim 2, wherein an electronic category

guide is displayed with the electronic program guide.

4. The method asset forth in claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

displaying a first display information packet containing a
description of said first program,

displaying a system pointer;
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manipulating said system pointer in response to input by said
user to an area of the electronic program guide associated with a

second program; and

replacing the display of the first display information packet with
a display of a second display information packet containing a
description of the second program.

5. The methodasset forth in claim 4, further comprising the steps of:

indicating selection of a channel pointed by the pointer;
tuning said broadcast system to said channelif said channelis

different from said first channel; and

removingthe electronic program guide and display
information packet in response to selection of a channel.

6. The method as set forth in claim 4, further comprising a method

for generating an on-screen guide in a second modefor a user to select
channels to view, comprising the steps of:

tuning to a first channel to provide a broadcastof a first
program on the screen;

displaying an electronic program guide identifying a plurality of
channels and programming on the channels;

displaying a first display information packet containing a
description of said first program;

displaying a system pointer;

manipulating said system pointer in response to input by said
user to an area of the electronic program guide associated with a

second program; and

tuning said broadcasting system to said second program and
displaying a second display information packet containing a
description of said second program.

7. The method as set forth in claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

displaying a status indication on said electronic program guide
that indicates to said user a status of said broadcasting system tuner;
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displaying a status indication on said electronic program guide
that indicates to said user a status of said system pointer.

8. The methodset forth in claim 7, wherein said step of displaying

said status indication of said broadcasting system tuner comprises the

stepsof:

displaying said channel program onsaid electronic

program guide as appearing to be depressed into said screen when said
broadcasting system is tuned to said channel program;

displaying said channel program on said electronic
program guide as appearing to be protruding from said screen when
said broadcasting system is not tuned to said channel program.

9. The method as set forth in claim 7, wherein said step of displaying
said status indication of said system pointer comprises the stepsof:

displaying said channel program on said electronic

program guide as highlighted whensaid pointer is pointing to said
channel program;

displaying said channel program onsaid electronic

program guide as unhighlighted when said pointer is not pointing to
said channel program.

10. The method as set forth in claim 1, further comprising the stepsof:

displaying an electronic category guide; and
displaying a system pointer that can be manipulated in response

to input by said user to an area of the electronic category guide.

11. The method as set forth in claim 10, wherein the user selects one

of the plurality of categories, the selection displaying an electronic
subcategory guide comprising the steps of:

displaying said selected category;

displaying a subcategory guide identifying a plurality of
subcategories;
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identifying programs on channels that correspond to each

subcategoryof said plurality of subcategories;
highlighting those programs on said program guide that are

identified to be the selected subcategory;

wherein all programming can be viewed andtheselected

subcategory of programsis highlighted for easy viewing by the user.

12. A system comprising:

a processor configured to be coupled to a display device, said

processor,

configured to control the system to tune to a first channel
in a multiple channel broadcasting system to provide a broadcast of a
first program on the display device;

configured to control the system to generate an electronic

program guide identifying channels and programming of channels in
the broadcasting system;

configured to control the system to translate the display
of the broadcastof the first program to a smaller broadcast window on

the display device, said translation superimposing at least one of a
series of successively smaller broadcast window outlines over the
display of the broadcast on the display device; and

configured to control the system to display the electronic
program guide along with the broadcast on the display device, such
that no portion of the broadcast is covered by the electronic program
guide.

13. The system as set forth in claim 12, wherein the processoris
further configured to control the system to generate a display
information packet containing a description of said first program.

14. The system as set forth in claim 12, wherein the processoris
further configured to control the system to generate an electronic
category guide containing a plurality of programming categories.
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15. The system as set forth in claim 12, wherein the processoris

further configured to:

control the system to display a first display information packet

containing a description of said first program;

configured to control the system to display a system pointer;
configured to control the system to manipulate said system

pointer in response to input by said user to an area of the electronic
program guide associated with a second program; and

configured to control the system to replace the display of the
first display information packet with a display of a second information

packet containing a description of the second program.

16. The system as set forth in claim 15, wherein the processoris

further configured to generate an on-screen guide in a second mode
for a user to select channels to view said processor configured to:

control the system to display a first display information packet
containing a description of said first program;

configured to control the system to display a system pointer;
configured to control the system to manipulate said system

pointer in response to input by said user to an area of the electronic
program guide associated with a second program; and

configured to control the system to tune said broadcasting
system to said second program and displaying a second display
information packet containing a description of said second program.

17. The system as set forth in claim 15, wherein the processor is
further configured to:

control the system to display a first status indication on said
electronic program guide that indicates to said user a status of said
broadcasting system tuner;

display a second status indication on said electronic program
guide that indicates to said user a status of said system pointer.
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18. The system as set forth in claim 12, wherein the processoris

further configured to:

control the system to display an electronic category guide; and
configured to control the system to display a system pointer that

can be manipulated in response to input by said user to an area of the
electronic category guide.

19. The system asset forth in claim 12, wherein said user selects one
of a plurality of categories, the processor further configured to display
electronic subcategory guide in responseto the selection by:

displaying said selected category;
displaying a subcategory guide identifying a plurality of

subcategories;

identifying programs on channels that correspond to each
subcategoryof said plurality of subcategories;

highlighting those programson said program guide that are
identified to be the selected subcategory;

wherein all programming can be viewed and the selected
subcategory of programsis highlighted for easy viewing by the user.

20. A system for generating an on-screen guide, comprising:
an electronic program guide displaying on a display device, said

electronic program guide configured to operate in a first mode to
identify channels and programming in a multiple channel
broadcasting system;

a broadcastof a first program displayed on the display device;
and

a controller that translates the broadcast fromafirst size to a

smaller second size when the electronic program guideis displayed by

superimposingat least one of a series of successively smaller broadcast
window outlines over the display of the broadcast on the screen.

21. The system as set forth in claim 20, further comprising a display
information packet containing a description of the first program, the
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display information packet displayed along with the electronic

program guide.

22. The system as set forth in claim 21, wherein said display
information packetis selectively replaced by an electronic category

guide containing a plurality of programming categories.

23. The system asset forth in claim 20, further comprising:
a display information packet configured to contain a

description of said first program;

a system pointer configured to be manipulated in response to
input by said user to point to an area associated with a second program
in said electronic program guide, said controller further configured to,
in response to said manipulation of said pointer, keep said
broadcasting system tunedto said first channel thereby allowing said
user to viewthe contents of said area associated with said second

program while viewing said broadcast of said first program on said
screen.

24. The system as set forth in claim 23, further comprising an
electronic category guide, comprising:

a plurality of categories;
an identification of programs on channels that correspond to

each category of said plurality of categories;
a highlighting of said programs on said program guidethatare

identified to be the selected category.

25. The system as set forth in claim 23, further comprising a second
mode in which said controller causes the system to tune to said second

program and display said second display information packet when the
system pointer is manipulated to point to the area associated with the
second program.

26. The system asset forth in claim 23, further comprising:
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a first status indication displayed on said electronic program

guide that indicates to said user a status of said broadcasting system
tuner;

a secondstatus indication displayed on said electronic program

guide that indicates to said user a status of said system pointer.

27. A computer readable medium containing executable instructions
which, when executed in a processing system, causes the system to

perform the steps for generating an on-screen guide for a user to select
channels in a multiple channel broadcasting system comprising:

tuning to a channel to provide a display of a broadcastofa first

program ona display;

generating an electronic program guide identifying channels

and programmingin the broadcasting system;
translating the display of the broadcast of the first program to a

smaller broadcast window onthescreen, said step of translating

comprising the steps of superimposing at least one of a series of
successively smaller broadcast window outlines over the display of the
broadcast on the screen and displaying the broadcast in the smaller
broadcast window;and

displaying the electronic program guide along with the
broadcast on the screen, such that no portion of the broadcastis

covered by the electronic program guide.

28. The computer readable medium asset forth in claim 27, further
comprising instructions, which when executed, performing the steps
of: displaying a system pointer;

manipulating said system pointer in response to input by said
user to an area of the electronic program guide associated with a

second program; and
replacing the display of the first display information packet with

a display of a second display information packet containing a
description of the second program.
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29. The computer readable medium asset forth in claim 28, said
instructions, when executed, further performing the stepsof:

indicating selection of a channel pointed by the pointer;
tuning said broadcast system to said channelif said channelis

different from said first channel; and

removing the electronic program guide and display
information packet in response to selection of a channel.

30. The computer readable mediumasset forth in claim 29, further
comprising instructions for generating an on-screen guide in a second
mode for a user to select channels to view, said instructions, when

executed, performing the steps of:
manipulating said system pointer in response to input by said

user to an area of the electronic program guide associated with a

second program; and
tuning said broadcasting system to said second program and

displaying the second display information packet containing a
description of said second program.

31. The computer readable medium asset forth in claim 27, said
further comprising instruction, which when executed, performing the
stepsof:

displaying an electronic category guide; and
displaying a system pointer that can be manipulated in response

to input by said user to an area ofthe electronic category guide.

32. The computer readable medium as set forth in claim 31, wherein
the instructions for displaying the electronic category guide, when
executed, perform the steps of:

displaying a category guide identifying a plurality of categories;
identifying programs on channels that correspond to each

category of said plurality of categories;
highlighting those programson said program guide that are

identified to be the selected category;
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wherein all programming can be viewed and the selected

category of programsis highlighted for easy viewing by the user.

33. The computer readable medium asset forth in claim 32, further

comprising instructions, which when executed, and in response to
user selection of one of the plurality of categories, performs the steps
of:

displaying said selected category;
displaying a subcategory guide identifying a plurality of

subcategories;

identifying programs on channels that correspond to each
subcategory of said plurality of subcategories;

highlighting those programs on said program guide that are
identified to be the selected subcategory;

wherein all programming can be viewed andthe selected
subcategory of programsis highlighted for easy viewing by the user.

34. The computer readable medium asset forth in claim 27, further
comprising instructions, which when executed, perform the steps of:

supplying a system pointer which points to a location in said
electronic program guide, said location identifying a channel program
in the broadcasting system; and

providing an indication to said user as to the status of the
broadcasting system tuner and said system pointer comprising the
steps of;

displaying said channel program onsaid electronic
program guide as appearing to be depressed into said screen
whensaid broadcasting system is tuned to said channel
program,

displaying said channel program onsaid electronic
program guide as appearing to be protruding from said screen
when said broadcasting system is not tuned to said channel
program,
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displaying said channel program as highlighted

whensaid pointer is pointing to said channel program, and
displaying said channel program as unhighlighted

whensaid pointer is not pointing to said channel program.

35. In a multiple channel broadcasting system which displaysa first
windowcontaining a broadcast of a program and a second window

containing programming information, a method for removing the
programming information from a display, comprising the steps of:

translating the broadcast of a program displayedin thefirst
window to a larger window onthe display by superimposing at least
one of a series of successively larger video window outlines over the
screen;

removing the display of said programming information from
said display;

displaying said video of a broadcastin the area of the largest
video window outline.

36. A system comprising:
a processor configured to be coupled to a display device, said

processor,

configured to control the system to tune to a channel in a
multiple channel broadcasting system to provide a broadcastof a
program onsaid display device in a first window on the display;

configured to control the system to generate
programming information identifying channels in the broadcasting
system,

configured to control the system to translate video of the
broadcast of a program to a smaller broadcast window onthe display
device, said translation superimposing at least one of a series of
successively smaller broadcast windowoutlines over the broadcast on
the display device;
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configured to control the system to display the

programming information along with the translated broadcast on the
display device.

37. The system as set forth in claim 29, wherein the programming
information is removed from the display device, said processor,

configured to control the system to translate video of a
broadcast of a program displayed in the smaller broadcast window toa

larger broadcast window on the display device by superimposing at
least one of a series of successively larger broadcast window outlines

- over the display device;

configured to control the system to removethe display of the
programming information from said display device;

configured to control the system to display the video of the
broadcast in the area of the largest broadcast window outline.

38. Ina multiple channel broadcasting system in which programsare
broadcasted for display on a screen, a method for generating an on-
screen guide in a first mode for a user to select channels to view,
comprising the stepsof:

tuning to a first channel to provide a broadcast ofafirst
program on the screen;

displaying an electronic program guide identifying a plurality of
channels and programming on the channels;

displaying a first display information packet containing a
description of said first program;

displaying a system pointer;
manipulating said system pointer in response to input by said

user to an area of the electronic program guide associated with a

second program; and
replacing the display of the first display information packet with

a display of a second display information packet containing a
description of the second program.
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39. The method asset forth in claim 38, further comprising the steps
of:

indicating selection of a channel pointed by the pointer;
tuning said broadcast system to said channel if said channel is

different from said first channel; and

removing the electronic program guide and display

information packet in response to selection of a channel.

40. The methodas set forth in claim 38, further comprising a method

for generating an on-screen guide in a second modefor a userto select
channels to view, comprising the steps of:

tuning to a first channel to provide a broadcastofa first

program on the screen;
displaying an electronic program guide identifying a plurality of

channels and programming on the channels;
displaying a first display information packet containing a

description of said first program;
displaying a system pointer;

manipulating said system pointer in response to input by said
user to an area of the electronic program guide associated with a

second program; and
tuning said broadcasting system to said second program and

displaying a second display information packet containing a
description of said second program.

41. The methodas set forth in claim 38, further comprising the steps
of:

displaying a status indication on said electronic program guide
that indicates to said user a status of said broadcasting system tuner;

displaying a status indication on said electronic program guide
that indicates to said user a status of said system pointer.
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42. The methodasset forth in claim 41, wherein said step of

displaying said status indication of said broadcasting system tuner
comprises the stepsof:

displaying said channel program on said electronic program
guide as appearing to be depressed into said screen whensaid
broadcasting system is tuned to said channel program;

displaying said channel program on said electronic program
guide as appearing to be protruding from said screen whensaid
broadcasting system is not tuned to said channel program.

43. The method as set forth in claim 41, wherein said step of

displaying said status indication of said system pointer comprises the
stepsof:

displaying said channel program onsaid electronic program
guide as highlighted whensaid pointer is pointing to said channel
program;

displaying said channel program onsaid electronic program
guide as unhighlighted when said pointer is not pointing to said
channel program.

44. Ina multiple channel broadcasting system in which programsare
broadcasted for display on a screen, a method for generating an on-
screen guide for a user to select channels to view, comprising the steps
of:

tuning to a first channel to provide a broadcastofa first
program on the screen;

displaying an electronic program guide identifying a plurality of
channels and programming on the channels;

displaying an electronic category guide; and
displaying a system pointer that can be manipulated in response

to input by said userto an area ofthe electronic category guide.

45. The methodasset forth in claim 44, wherein said step of

displaying said electronic category guide comprises the steps of:
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displaying a category guide identifying a plurality of categories;
identifying programs on channels that correspond to each

category of said plurality of categories;
highlighting those programs on said program guidethat are

identified to be the selected category;

wherein all programming can be viewed and theselected
category of programsis highlighted for easy viewing by the user.

46. The method asset forth in claim 44, further comprising the steps
of:

displaying a status indication of said electronic program guide
that indicates to said user a status of said broadcasting system tuner;

displaying a status indication on said electronic program guide
that indicates to said user a status of said system pointer, displaying a

status indication on said electronic category guide that indicates to said

user a status of said system pointer, said status indication causing one
of a plurality of categories on said electronic category guide to be
displayed as highlighted when said pointer is pointing to said category.

47. The methodasset forth in claim 44, further comprising the steps

of displaying an electronic subcategory guide in response to user
selection of one of said plurality of categories, comprising the steps of:

displaying said selected category;
displaying a subcategory guide identifying a plurality of

subcategories;

identifying programs on channels that correspond to each
subcategory ofsaid plurality of subcategories;

highlighting those programs on said program guide that are
identified to be the selected subcategory;

wherein all programming can be viewed andthe selected
subcategory of programsis highlighted for easy viewing by the user.

48. A computer system comprising:
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a processor configured to be coupled to a display device, said

processor,

configured to control the system to tuneto a first channel to
provide a broadcast of a first program on the screen;

configured to control the system to display an electronic
program guide identifying a plurality of channels and programming
on the channels;

configured to control the system to display a first display
information packet containing a description of said first program;

configured to control the system to display a system pointer;
configured to control the system to manipulate said system

pointer in response to input by said user to an area of the electronic
program guide associated with a second program; and

configured to control the system to replace the display of the
first display information packet with a display of a second information
packet containing a description of the second program.

49. The computer system as set forth in claim 48, wherein said
processor generates an on-screen guide in a second modefora user to
select channels to view, said processor:

configured to control the system to tuneto a first channel to
provide a broadcast of a first program on the screen;

configured to control the system to display an electronic
program guide identifying a plurality of channels and programming
on the channels;

configured to control the system to display a first display
information packet containing a description of said first program,

configured to control the system to display a system pointer;
configured to control the system to manipulate said system

pointer in response to input by said user to an area of the electronic
program guide associated with a second program; and

configured to control the system to tune said broadcasting
system to said second program and displaying a second display
information packet containing a description of said second program.
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50. A computer system comprising:

a display device;

a processor coupled to said display device, said processor,
configured to control the system to tunetoafirst channel

to provide a broadcastof a first program on the screen;
configured to control the system to display an electronic

program guide identifying a plurality of channels and programming
on the channels;

configured to control the system to display an electronic

category guide; and
configured to control the system to display a system

pointer that can be manipulated in response to input by said user to an
area of the electronic category guide.

51. The computer system as set forth in claim 50, wherein said display
of said electronic subcategory guide comprises:

displaying said selected category;
displaying a subcategory guide identifying a plurality of

subcategories;

identifying programs on channels that correspond to each
subcategory of said plurality of subcategories;

highlighting those programson said program guide that are
identified to be the selected subcategory;

wherein all programming can be viewed and the selected
subcategory of programsis highlighted for easy viewing by the user.

52. A system for generating an on-screen guidein a first mode for a
user to select channels to view, comprising:

a multiple channel broadcasting system configured to be tuned
to a first channel to provide a broadcast of a first program on a screen;

an electronic program guide configured to operate inafirst
modeto identify a plurality of channels and programming on the
channels in the broadcasting system;
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a display information packet configured to contain a description
of said first program;

a system pointer configured to be manipulated in response to
input by said user to point to an area associated with a second program
in said electronic program guide; and

a controller configured to, in response to said manipulation of
said pointer, keep said broadcasting system tunedto said first channel
thereby allowing said user to view the contents of said area associated
with said second program while viewing said broadcastofsaid first
program onsaid screen.

53. The system as set forth in claim 52, further comprising the first
status indication indicates the status of said broadcasting system tuner

by:
displaying said channel program onsaid electronic

program guide as appearing to be depressed into said screen when said
broadcasting system is tuned to said channel program;

displaying said channel program onsaid electronic
program guide as appearing to be protruding from said screen when
said broadcasting system is not tuned to said channel program; and

a first status indication displayed on said electronic program

guide that indicates to said user a status of said broadcasting system
tuner;

a second status indication displayed on said electronic program

guide that indicates to said user a status of said system pointer, the
second status indication indicates the status of said system pointer by:

displaying said channel program onsaid electronic
program guide as highlighted whensaid pointer is pointing to said
channel program;

displaying said channel program onsaid electronic
program guide as unhighlighted whensaid pointer is not pointing to
said channel program.
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54. A computer readable medium containing executable instructions
which, when executed in a processing system, causes the system to

perform the steps for generating an on-screen guidein a first mode for
a user to select channels to view in a multiple channel broadcasting

system comprising:

tuning to a first channel to provide a broadcastof a first
program on the screen;

displaying an electronic program guide identifying a plurality of
channels and programming on the channels;

displaying a first display information packet containing a
description of said first program;

displaying a system pointer;
manipulating said system pointer in response to input by said

user to an area of the electronic program guide associated with a

second program; and
replacing the display of the first display information packet with

a display of a second display information packet containing a
description of the second program.

55. The computer readable medium asset forth in claim 54, wherein
generating an on-screen guide in a second mode fora userto select
channels to view comprises the stepsof:

tuning to the first channel to provide the broadcastofa first
program onthe screen;

displaying the electronic program guide identifying a plurality
of channels and programming on the channels;

displaying the first display information packet containing the
description of said first program;

displaying the system pointer;
manipulating said system pointer in response to input by said

user to an area of the electronic program guide associated with the

second program; and
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tuning said broadcasting system to said second program and
displaying the second display information packet containing a
description of said second program.

56. A computer readable medium containing executable instructions
which, when executed in a processing system, causes the system to

perform the steps for generating an on-screen guidein a first modefor
a user to select channels to view in a multiple channel broadcasting

system comprising:

tuning to a first channel to provide a broadcastof a first
program on the screen;

displaying an electronic program guide identifying a plurality of
channels and programming on the channels;

displaying an electronic category guide; and
displaying a system pointer that can be manipulated in response

to input by said user to an area of the electronic category guide.

57. The computer readable mediumasset forth in claim 56, wherein
said instruction to display said electronic subcategory guide comprises:

displaying said selected category;
displaying a subcategory guide identifying a plurality of

subcategories;
identifying programs on channels that correspond to each

subcategory of said plurality of subcategories;
highlighting those programs on said program guidethat are

identified to be the selected subcategory;

wherein all programming can be viewed and the selected
subcategory of programsis highlighted for easy viewing by the user.
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System for Combining Electronic Program Guide Data

Related Applications

This application is related to the co-assigned and co-filed applications, “Method

for managing multiple channel maps from multiple input devices in a multimedia

system,” “System for time-shifting events in a multi-channel convergence system,”

“Method and system for associating web sites to television programs,” “Individualized

parameter control for multiple media sources in a data processing system,” “System for

scheduled caching of in-band data services,” and “Integration of Internet sources into an

electronic program databaselist,” all of which are hereby incorporated by reference.

Field of the Invention

The present invention is related to electronic program guides andin particular to

retrieving and combining electronic program guide data from more than one provider.

ack grou f the Invention

Oneof the current trends in consumerelectronics is the convergence of

television technology and computer technology. Starting with the inclusion of a simple

microprocessorchip in a television set, the convergence of the two technologies has

evolved into sophisticated personal computers equipped with television tuners and large

VGA monitors, Convergence systems enable the user to perform data processing tasks

while: simultancously viewing a-broadéast television program. Staudard television
add-ons, such as VCR’s orlaser disks, incfease the content choices available to the user.

The advent of personal satellite receivers has also. opened up a vast range of broadcast

content.

However, the numberof channel choices also requires the user scrutinize many

pages of printed schedules and program information to find the programsthe useris
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interested in watching. One existing approach to managing the great amount of

scheduling and program information available is to organize the information in an

electronic program guide (EPG). The data for an EPG is downloaded from a particular

provider to a microprocessoreither in the television or in an attached device. The

program guide data is stored in a data store, such as a database, and displayed on the

television screen when the user requests. The source of the information differs from

provider to provider. For example, StarSight Telecast, Inc. places program guide data in

the vertical blanking interval in the broadcasttelevision signal, Direct TV™ and

Echostar Communications Corp. use a portion of the MPEG2 (Motion Picture Experts
Group)digital satellite data stream, and TV Hostand Intel Corp.’s Smart TV® require a

dial-up telephone connection. The data stores created from the source information are

proprietary to the provider and are incompatible.

Because of the incompatibilities, an EPG user currently must chose a single

provider from whichto receive program guide data. However, television schedules are

often in flux and some providers reflect the changes more quickly than others.

Furthermore, the program information given by one provider may be good for one

category of program but poor for another category.

Therefore, there is a need for an EPG system that receives program guide data

from different sources and resolves conflicts amongthe data.

SummaryoftheInvention

An electronic program guide (EPG) system combines data from multiple EPG

content providers and organizes the EPG data into an EPG content data store. The EPG

system includes an EPG content services function which creates and manages the EPG
content data store; a plurality of EPG content transport functionsthat retrieve the EPG

data provided by the EPG content providers from multiple sources and in multiple

source-specific formats and a plurality of EPG content provider function which convert
the source-specific formatted EPG data into a format compatible with the EPG data
store. The EPG content services function also includes a conflict resolution function
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which determines what EPG datais of higher quality or more timely when similar data

is received from more than one source. In addition, the EPG content services function

registers new EPG content providers into the EPG data store. The data structure of the

EPGdatastore is also described, as is a specific arrangement of modules that implement

processes necessary for the operation of the EPG system.

Additionally, a system for combining EPG data in multiple formats from a

plurality of sources using a content organizer is described. The multiple EPG formats

are combinedinto a single EPG data format. The content organizer includes an EPG

content data store created and managed by an EPG contentservices function, a plurality

of EPG contenttransport functions which retrieves the EPG data from the plurality of

sources, and an EPG content provider function which converts the EPG data from the

multiple formats to an EPG content data store format for storage in the EPG content

data store. A specific arrangement of modules for the content organizeris also

described.

Because the EPG system of the present invention retrieves EPG data supplied by

multiple EPG content providers through different sources and organizes the EPG data

into a single data store, the viewer is not required to select a single provider, be reliant

on a single source for the information, or become familiar with multiple EPG systems.

Thus, the EPG system gives the viewer more selections, provides more dependability,

and makes the EPG data moreaccessible. Furthermore, because the EPG system

resolves conflicts between the data from different providers based on data quality or

timeliness, the viewer has access to better and more reliable information.

€ c n |

Figure 1A is a block diagram of hardware components for a convergence system

utilizing an electronic program guide (EPG) system.

Figure 1B is a block diagram of a digital processing system shown in Figure 1A.

Figure 1c is a block diagram of a'software architecture executing in the digital

processing system of Figure 1B.
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is a block diagram of four primary modules of one embodimentof an

EPG system operating in the software architecture of Figure 1C.

is a block diagram of one embodimentof an EPG contentdata store in

the EPG system of Figure 2.

is a field layout diagram of a provider record in the EPG content data

store of Figure 3.

is a field layout diagram of a guide record in the EPG contentdata store

of Figure 3.

is a field layout diagram of a channel record in the EPG content data

store of Figure 3.

is a block diagram of the EPG contentdata store of Figure 3 showing

detailed tables associated with an eventtable.

is a field layout diagram of an event record in the EPG content data store

of Figure 7.

is a field layout diagram of an eventtitle record in the EPG content data

store of Figure 7.

is a field layout diagram of an event description record in the EPG

content data store of Figure 7.

is a field layout diagram of an event extension record in the EPG content

data store of Figure 7.

is a field layout diagram of an event start record in the EPG content data

store of Figure 7.

Figures 13-15 are operation flow diagramsof the processes of the EPG system of

Figure 2.

Description of the Embodiments

In the following detailed description of the embodiments, reference is made to

the accompanying drawings which form a part hereof, and in whichis shown by way of

illustration specific embodiments in which the invention maybepracticed. These
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embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to

practice the invention, and it is to be understood that other embodiments maybe utilized

and that structural, logical and electrical changes may be made without departing from

the spirit and scope of the present inventions. The following detailed description is,

therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of the present inventionsis

defined only by the appendedclaims.

The leading digit(s) of reference numbers appearing in the Figures corresponds

to the Figure number, with the exception that the same reference numberis used

throughoutto refer to an identical component which appears in multiple Figures.

Signals and connections may be referred to by the same reference numberorlabel, and

the actual meaning will be clear from its use in the context of the description.

Electronic Program Guide System Overview

An electronic program guide (EPG) system of the present invention organizes

schedule and program information from multiple EPG content providers through

differing sources and presents a single, optimized menuto the user based oncriteria

such as quality of the data, timeliness of the data, and timeliness of the program guide

provider. The EPG system is part of a convergence system 100 shown in Figure 1A,

such as the Destination personal computer system available from Gateway 2000, Inc.

The convergence system 100 incorporates television tunercircuitry into a digital

processing system 101, such as a computer which is compatible with standard personal

computer systems, and displays television signals and digital output on a large monitor

122 of VGAorbetter resolution. The EPG system is described in terms of software

processes which execute within a microprocessor 186 in the digital processing system
101, as shown in Figure 1B. The processes for the EPG system can be implemented in

software, hardwareor firmware without departing from the scope of the invention. One

embodiment of a software architecture which provides the underlying infrastructure of
processing andfile input/output operations necessary for the execution of the EPG
system is illustrated in Figure 1C. The EPG system operates as part of the system
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services 103 and is represented in Figure 1C as EPG data services 109. The software

architecture illustrated in Figure 1C is described in detail in co-pending and co-assigned

patent application entitled “Architecture for Convergence Systems”filed on the same

day as the present application and assigned to the same assignee, which application is

hereby incorporated by reference.

In the context of the present application, an “EPG content provider” is a

companythat supplies program guide data and a companythat provides the audio, video

and/or data transmitted in a channelis referred to as a “channel content provider.” A

single company can be both a channel content provider and an EPG content provider.
The EPG data may be transmitted either in-band or out-of-band, as knownby those of

ordinary skill within the art.

In one embodiment, the EPG system 200 comprises four primary-modules as

illustrated in Figure 2: a plurality of EPG content transport functions 201, a plurality of

EPG content provider functions 203, an EPG content services function 205, and an EPG

content data store 207. Arranging the tasks performed by the EPG system into different

modules will be readily apparent to one skilled in the art upon reading the detailed

descriptions below.

The EPG content transport functions 201 move guide data from various sources

and into a storage area, such as a hard disk 107, on the digital processing system 101.

Each EPGcontenttransport function 201 is specific to the particular source, such as the

vertical blanking interval in the broadcast television signal, an MPEG2data stream

transmitted via satellite, a phone line, hard media such as CD-ROM,or someother

communications means. The EPG content provider functions 203 convert the guide

data from’ source-specific formats into a format understood by the EPG contentservices-
functions 205. Detailed information on a source-specific format necessary to support
the conversion can be in the public domain, obtained from standards publications, or

licensed from the owner of a proprietary format.
The EPG content services function 205 storesthe convertedguide data into the

EPGcontentdata store 207, resolving conflicts and combining information from the
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different EPG content providers according to user preferences as described further

below. The EPG content services function 205 also provides an interface for other

applications to access the EPG content data base 207 or the EPG content providers

through the EPG content provider functions 203.

EPG Content Data store

Figure 3 illustrates data structures in one embodimentof the EPG content data

store 207. The data store 207 comprises a provider table 301, a guide table 303, a guide

descriptor table 305, a channel table 307, a channel descriptor table 309, a channel

region table 311, a channel extension table 313, a service type table 315, a service table

317, and an event table 319. While the EPG content data store 207 is described in terms

of tables in a relational database system, one skilled in the art will readily appreciate that

the data contained in the data store 207 can be stored in any type of data structure,

includingflat files or look-up tables, without departing from the scope of the invention.

A brief overview ofeach data structure is given next, with detailed descriptions

following.

The provider table 301 describes the EPG content providers that are registered

with the EPG content services function. The registration process is described in detail

below. Each provider can supply more than one program guide. The guide table 303

identifies which program guides for a provider are managed by the EPG content services

function 203. The guide descriptor table 305 provides a description of each guidein the

guide table 303 in one or more languages. The channel table 307 identifies which

channels are described in a guide. The channel description table 309 provides a

description of each channel in the channel table 307 in one or more languages. The
channelregion table 311 identifies regions (countries, local regions, etc.) in which each
channel in the channel table 307 is accessible. The channel extension table 313

identifies any external data associated with a channel in the channel table 307, such as a
-World Wide WebInternetsite or multimediafiles stored on media accessible by the
convergence system 100. The service type table 315 indicates what type of content,
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such as audio, video, or data, is available on each channel in the channeltable 307. The

services table 317 enumerates which source services, i.e., the communications links for

downloading the guide data, are supported by each provider. The event table 319

contains program information for each event on a channel during the time period

covered by a program guide that contains the channel.

Theprovider table 301 comprises a plurality of provider records. One

embodimentof a provider record 400 is shown in Figure 4. A provider identifier field

401 contains a uniqueidentifier for each EPG content provider. A providertype field

403 identifies whether the EPG content services function 205 must request an update of

the guide data from the EPG content provider, or whether the provider operates

autonomously and notifies the EPG content services function 205 whenits guide data

has changed.

A provider timeliness field 405 indicates how often the provider updates the data

it receives from the channel content owner. For example, the provider may supply new

guide data every four hours, but the only difference between each updateis that the four

hours prior to the update time are truncated and the four hours following the update time

are included. Schedule or information changes supplied to the EPG content provider by

the channel content providerare not reflected in the update. The provider timeliness

field 405 for such an EPG content provider would contain a value representing “low”

timeliness. For an EPG content provider that changes data in the guide on a daily basis,

the provider timeliness field 405 contains a value representing "medium"timeliness.

For an EPG content provider that changes data in the guide on an hourly basis, the

provider timeliness field 405 contains a value representing "high" timeliness. Other

update frequencies, such as more than once a day, can also be designated as being of
“high”timeliness. |

A provider next-update field 407 contains a time at which the EPG content
services function 205 should ask for an update to the guide data. A provider quality
field 409 contains values which represent ratings of various contentcategories with
respectto the quality of the descriptions supplied by the provider. For example, one
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EPG content provider may provide better movie descriptions while another may provide

better sports descriptions. The provider quality field 409 is user-defined.

A service provider namefield 411 is a text description of the services made

available by the channel content provider, such as audio, video, or data. A content

provider namefield 413 is a text description of the EPG content provider. A guide

provider namefield 415 is a text description of the guide provided by the EPG content

provider.

The guide table 303 comprisesa plurality of guide records, one for each guide

supplied by a provider. One embodimentof a guide table record 500 shownin Figure 5.

A guide identifier field 501 contains a unique identifier for each program guide.

A provideridentifier field 503 identifies the EPG content provider that initialized (and

generally owns) the guide. A starting slot field 505 contains a time for the first time slot

that is represented in the guide and a starting day field 507 designates the day of the

weekforthefirst time slot. If the guide extends beyond one week,the starting day field

507 includes the appropriate week, month, and/or year values. A validity field 509 rates

the validity of the data in the guide. If the provider performs somesort of comparison

of the data in the guide, the value in the validity field 509 represents a "high" validity

rating. If the previous update (as determined by the provider next-update field 407)has

not been able to run as scheduled,or if the data in the guide has expired as defined by a

lifetime field 511, the value in the validity field 509 represents a “low" validity rating.

Thelifetime field 511 contains a value indicating the latest date/time before which the

provider expects the guide will be updated. A guide width field 513 contains a value

which represents the period of time included in the guide, measured in “slots.” A slot

length field 515 defines the numberof seconds represented by a slot, such as°108000
seconds (30 minutes).

Thechannel table 307 comprises a plurality of channel records. One

embodiment of a channel record 600 is shown in Figure 6. The channel table 307
contains achannel record 600 for each channel included in a program guidethat is
supplied by an EPG content provider.
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A guide identifier field 601 designates the guide that contains the channel’s

information. A provider identifier field 603 refers to the channel content provider

responsible for the channel. A display channel numberfield 605 contains the channel

number which is displayed on the monitor. A physical channel numberfield 607

contains the physical transmission numberof the channel on a particular device, such as

a satellite receiving station. A short name field 609 holds the channel's call letters while

a long namefield 611 holds the channel's full name. A conditional access field 613

indicates what level of conditional access is associated with the channel, such as pay-

per-view or subscription content. A number-of-streams field 615 contains a value

defining the numberof audio, video, and data streams associated with the channel. A

purchase information field 617 provides data on purchasing the channel, if such

purchaseis necessary.

Figure 7 illustrates one embodimentof the event table 319 that is associated with

each channel stored in the channel table 307. In this embodiment, the provider table

301 is logically connected to one or more channel tables 307. Each channel table 307 is

logically connected to one or more eventtables 319. The event table 319 comprises a
plurality of event records 800 (as shownin Figure 8). Each event record comprises an

event identifier field 801, a title field 803, a description field 805, an extension field

807, a start time field 809, and end timefield 811, a duration field 813, a category field

815, a subcategory field 817, a closed captioning flag 819, a subtitles flag 821, a taping

flap 831, and a plurality of ratings fields 825. For example the ratings fields 825 can

contain a TV rating field, an MPAA movie rating field, a content advisory field, a

violence rating field, a language rating field, a sexual contentrating field, and a V-chip

rating field. The number of ratings fields 825 is variable anddepends onthe numberof
rating tables provided by the program guide providers. Rating tables aredescribed
below.

The eventidentifier field 801 contains a unique identifier for each event. The

title field 803 contains, references to one or more eventtitle records 900 in an eventtitle
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table 701. Each eventtitle record 900 comprises a language identifier field 901 and a

title field 903 that contains text for the title as illustrated in Figure 9.

The description field 805 contains references to one or more event description

records 1000 in an event description table 703. In one embodiment shownin Figure 10,

an event description record 1000 comprises a language identifier field 1001 and a

description field 1003 that contains text for the description.

The extension field 807 contains references to one or more event extension

records in an event extension table 705. One embodimentof an event extension record

1100 is shown in Figure 11. Each event extension record 1100 comprisesat least one

external data field 1101 which identifies a data source associated with a channel, such as

a World Wide WebInternet site or a multimediafile.

Thestart time field 809 contains references to one or more event start records

1200 stored in an event start table 707. As shown in Figure 12, in one embodiment,

each eventstart record 1200 comprises a day field 1201 and a slot field 1203 which

together define the beginning of the event. The end time field 811 can contain a value

representing the ending time of the program supplied by the guide data provider, a

reference to one or more event ending records similar to the event start records 1200, or

be blank. If the end time field 811 is blank, the ending time of a program can be

calculated from the start time field 809 and the duration field 813 if the duration field

contains a value. Alternatively, the ending time of a program can be implied from the

start time field 809 for the event immediately following.

The category 815 and subcategory 817 fields contains a category and a

subcategory identifier from a category table 709 and a subcategory table 711

respectively. The closed captioning flag 819, subtitles flag 821, and thetaping flag 823
indicate when the event contains closed captions, subtitles, or is scheduled for taping by

the convergence system 100.

Eachofthe rating fields 825 in the event record 800 contains a value selected
from entries in corresponding tables in the EPG database 207. Using the example tables

shownin Figure 7, a TV ratings field contains a TV rating from a TV rating table 713,
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an MPAAratings field contains an MPAArating from a MPAArating table 715, a

content advisory field contains a content advisory rating from a content advisory rating

table 717, a violence rating field contains a violence rating from a violence rating table

719, and a sexual content rating field contains a sexual content rating from the sexual

content rating table 721. Additional rating fields and related tables can be added to the

event table record 800 and the EPG data store 207 as new rating systems are introduced

and supplied by the guide data providers.

EPGSystemOperation

The operation of the EPG system 200 is shownin Figures 13-15 which illustrate

the processes performed by the EPG content services function 205.

Figure 13 illustrates the registration process initiated by the EPG content

services function 205 to register a new EPG content provider in the data store 207. The

registration process 1300 creates a provider record 400 (step 1301), fills in the

appropriate fields (1303), and stores the provider record 400 in the provider table 301 in

the EPG data store 207 (1305). If no additional EPG content providers are to be

registered (step 1307), the registration function exits; otherwise it loops back to step

1301. .

Once the EPG content provider is registered, the EPG content provider function

203 uses the appropriate EPG content transport function 201 to retrieve the guide data

from the source. The EPG content provider function 203 then converts the retrieved

data from the content provider-specific formats into the appropriate EPG data store

record formats which are passed to the EPG content services function 205. The EPG

contentservices function 205 stores-the records in the EPG content data store 20/ using
an update data store process shownin Figure 14. For a newly registered EPGcontent
provider (step 1401), the update data store process 1400 stores a guide record 500 for

each guide supplied by the EPG content provider (steps 1403. and 1405) and stores a

channelrecord 600 for each channel contained within each guide supplied (steps 1407
and 1409). If the event record received from the EPG content provider function 203 is
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unique (step 1411), the update data store process adds an event record 800 into the data

store 207 (step 1413). An event is not unique if there is an existing event record 800

associated with the same channel record 600 and which contains a value in the start time

field 809 that overlaps the time slot of the new event. If an event is not unique, a

conflict resolution process within the EPG content services function 205 resolves the

conflict (step 1415).

The operation of the conflict resolution process is shown in Figure 15. The

conflict resolution process 1500 compares data for the existing and new event records

(step 1501). In one embodiment, the comparison evaluates event record fields such as

the title field 803, the description field 805, the ratings fields 825, and the conditional

access field 613 in the associated channel record 600. Alternate embodiments that

evaluate different data fields will be apparent to one skilled in the art.

If the data matches exactly (step 1503), the new event record is discarded as a

duplicate (step 1505). A mismatch occursif the data for the existing event does not

exactly match the corresponding data for the new event record. Mismatches are handled

in several ways.

If the new event has data that the existing event record lacks (step 1507), the

new data is merged into the existing event record (step 1509). However whenthere is

conflicting data, the conflict resolution process 1500 selects a conflict resolution

algorithm based on the field(s) in conflict, or on the provider of the data, or the source

of the data, or a combination thereof (step 1511). The conflict resolution algorithm

determines whichof the conflicting records is selected as valid.

One embodimentof a conflict resolution algorithm is selected if the title 803,

start time 809, end timefield 811 (or thecalculated or implied ending time as described
above), or conditional access 613 fields are different. The selected conflict resolution
uses the data from the EPG content provider that has a value representing higher quality

timeliness in the timeliness field 405 in its provider record 400. In another embodiment

of a conflict resolution algorithm selected when thedescription fields 805 are differerit,
the event record with a higher quality description text in its description field 805 is
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chosen. Higher quality descriptions contain more relevant words (words such as “‘a,”

“and,” and “if? not considered relevant) and include more proper names, such as those

of people or places. In yet another alternate embodiment, a conflict resolution algorithm

comparesthe provider quality fields 409 to determine the event record with the higher

quality description.

The conflict resolution process 1500 updates the data store 207 by storing the

new event record (step 1515) if the new record is selected by the conflict resolution

algorithm. If there has been a change in an event's starting time or ending time (step

1517), the conflict resolution process 1500 requests the event record for each event that
follows the modified event from the EPG content provider function 203 that provided

the modified event record (step 1519). The conflict resolution process 1500 determines

subsequent event records are not needed when the starting and ending times in a

subsequent event record in the data store 207 are the same as those provided by the EPG

content provider function 203, i.e., the events “‘re-align” (step 1521).

Conclusion

Because the EPG system of the present invention retrieves EPG data supplied by

multiple EPG content providers through different sources and organizes the EPG data

into a single data store, the viewer is not required to select a single provider, be reliant

on a single source for the information or become familiar with multiple EPG systems.

Thus, the EPG system gives the viewer more selections, providing more dependability,

and makes the data moreaccessible. Furthermore, because the EPG system resolves

conflicts between the data from different providers based on data quality, the viewer has

access tomore timely. and reliable information.
It is to be understood that the above description is intended to be illustrative, and

notrestrictive. Many other embodiments will be apparent to those of skill in the art

upon reviewing the above description. The scope of the invention should, therefore, be

determined with reference to the appended claims, alongwith the full scope of
equivalents to which such claimsare entitled.
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Whatis claimedis:

1. Acomputerized system for combining electronic program guide (EPG) data from

multiple EPG content providers, the system comprising:

an EPG content data store;

an EPG content services function operable for creating and managing the EPG

content data store;

a plurality of EPG content transport functions operable for retrieving EPG data from

a plurality of sources in a plurality of source-specific formats; and

a plurality of EPG content provider functions, each EPG content provider function

operable for receiving the EPG data in a source-specific format from an EPG content

transport function, converting EPG data from a source-specific format to an EPG

content data store format, and delivering the EPG data in the EPG contentdata store

format to the EPG contentservices function.

2. The computerized system of claim 1, wherein the EPG contentservices function is

further operable for registering each EPG content provider in the EPG content data
store.

3. The computerized system of claim 1, wherein the EPG content services function is

further operable for resolving conflicts between similar EPG data from the multiple

EPGcontent providers.

4. The computerized system of claim 3, wherein the EPG content services furiction

determinesif a conflict exists between the similar EPG data by comparing channel

values andstart time values contained in the EPG data.
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5. The computerized system of claim 3, wherein the EPG content services function

resolves a conflict between the similar EPG data by selecting the EPG data containing a

value representing higher quality timeliness.

6. The computerized system of claim 3, wherein the EPG content services function

resolves a conflict between the similar EPG data by selecting the EPG data containing a

description of higher quality.

7. The computerized system of claim 3, wherein the EPG content services function

resolves a conflict between the similar EPG data based on the provider of the EPG data.

8. The computerized system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the sources is an in-

band source.

9. The computerized system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the sources is an out-

of-band source.

10. A method of combining electronic program guide (EPG) data from multiple EPG

content providers comprising the steps of:

registering an EPG content provider in an EPG content data store;

retrieving EPG data from a source in a source-specific format;

converting the EPG data from the source-specific format to a format for the EPG

content data store;

adding the converted EPG data to the EPG contentdata store when there is no

conflict between the converted EPG data and EPG data existing in the EPG content data
store;

resolving conflicts between the converted EPG data and existing EPG data; and

updatirig the EPGcontentdata store with the converted EPG data whenany conflict
is resolved in favor of the converted EPG data.
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11. The method of claim 10, wherein the step of resolving conflicts comprises:

comparing the converted and existing EPG data; and

resolving the conflict in favor of the EPG data contain a value representing higher

quality.

12. A computer-readable medium having computer-executable modules for combining

electronic program guide (EPG) data from multiple EPG content providers, the modules

comprising:

an EPG content services module for creating and managing an EPG content data

store;

an EPGcontent transport module for retrieving EPG data from a plurality of sources

in a plurality of source-specific formats; and

an EPG content provider module for converting EPG data received from the EPG

content transport module from the plurality of source-specific formats to an EPG

content data store format and for delivering the EPG data in the EPG contentdata store

format to the EPG content services module.

13. The computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the EPG content services

module further registers each EPG content provider in the EPG content data store.

14. The computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the EPG content services

module is further operable for resolving conflicts between similar EPG data from the

EPGcontent providers.

15. The computer-readable medium of claim 14, wherein the EPG contentservices

module determines if a conflict exists between the similar EPG data by comparing

channel values and start time values contained in the EPG data.
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16. The computerized system of claim 14, wherein the EPG content services function

resolves a conflict between the similar EPG data by selecting the EPG data containing a

value representing higher quality.

17. A digital processing system comprising:

a processor;

communications circuitry communicatively coupled to the processor;

a computer-readable medium communicatively coupled to the central processor;

and

an application program executed from the computer-readable medium by the

processor, wherein the application program combineselectronic program guide (EPG)

data from multiple EPG content providers by retrieving the EPG data through the

communicationscircuitry and converting the EPG data from source-specific formats to

an EPG content data store format.

18. The digital processing system of claim 17, wherein the communicationscircuitry

comprises tuning circuitry for tuning and receiving broadcast transmissions.

19. The digital processing system of claim 17, wherein the communicationcircuitry

comprises a modem.

20. A computer-readable medium having stored thereon a data structure, comprising:

a first data field containing data representing an electronic program guide (EPG)

content provider;

a second data field containing data representing an EPG provided by the EPG

content provider identified by the first data field;

a third data field containing data representing a content channellisted in the EPG

identified by the second field; and
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a fourth data field containing data representing an event delivered in the content

channelidentified by the third datafield.

21. The computer-readable medium of claim 20 further comprising a fifth data field

containing data representing a measure of quality of the EPG content provideridentified

by the first data field.

22. The computer-readable medium of claim 20 further comprising a fifth data field

containing data representing a measure of quality of the EPG identified by the second

field.

23. The computer-readable medium of claim 20 further comprising a fifth data field

containing data representing a rating of the event identified by the fourth data field and

further comprising a sixth data field containing a value representing a logical connection

to the fifth data field.

24. A computerized system for combining electronic program guide (EPG) data from

multiple EPG content providers, the system comprising:

an EPG content data store;

an EPG content services function having means for creating and managing the EPG

content data store;

a plurality of EPG content transport functions having meansfor retrieving EPG data

from a plurality of sources in a plurality of source-specific formats; and

a plurality of EPG content provider functions, each EPG content provider function

having means for receiving the EPG data in a source-specific format from an EPG

content transport function, converting EPG data from a source-specific format to an

EPGcontent data store format, and delivering the EPG data in the EPG content data

store format to the EPG contentservices function.
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25. The computerized system of claim 24, wherein the EPG content services function

further has meansforregistering each EPG content provider in the EPG content data

store.

26. The computerized system of claim 24, wherein the EPG content services function

further has meansfor resolving conflicts between similar EPG data from the multiple

EPGcontent providers.

27. A system for combining electronic program guide (EPG) data comprising:

a plurality of sources configured to provide the EPG data in multiple formats; and

a content organizer configured to combine the multiple EPG data formats.

28. The system of claim 27, wherein the content organizer is configured to combine the

multiple EPG data formats into a single EPG data format.

29. The system of claim 27, wherein the content organizer comprises:

an EPG contentdata store;

an EPG content services function for creating and managing the EPG contentdata

store;

a plurality of EPG content transport functionsfor retrieving the EPG data from the

plurality of sources; and

an EPG content provider function for receiving the EPG data from the EPG content

transport functions, converting EPG data from the multiple formats to an EPG content

data store format, and delivering the EPG data in the EPG content data store format to

the EPG content services function.

30. The system of claim 29, wherein the EPG content services function registers an

EPG content provider in the EPG content datastore.
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31. The system of claim 29, wherein the EPG content services function resolves

conflicts between similar EPG data from the multiple sources.

32. The system of claim 31, wherein the EPG content services function determinesif a

conflict exists between the similar EPG data by comparing channel values andstart time

values contained in the EPG data.

33. The system of claim 31, wherein the EPG content services function resolves a

conflict between the similar EPG data by selecting the EPG data containing a value

representing higher quality timeliness.

34. The system of claim 31, wherein the EPG content services function resolves a

conflict between the similar EPG data by selecting the EPG data containing a

description of higher quality.

35. The system of claim 31, wherein the EPG content services function resolves a

conflict between the similar EPG data based on the source of the EPG data.

36. The system of claim 29, wherein at least one of the sources is an in-band source.

37. The system of claim 29, wherein at least one of the sources is an out-of-band
source.

38. A method of combining electronic program guide (EPG) data comprising the steps

of:

receiving the EPG data in multiple formats; and

combining the multiple EPG data formats.
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39. The method of claim 38, wherein the step of combining the multiple EPG data

formats comprises the step of combining the multiple EPG data formats into a single

EPG data format.

40. The methodof claim 38, wherein the step of combining the multiple EPG data

formats comprises the steps of:

converting the EPG data from the multiple formats to a format for the EPG content

data store;

adding the converted EPG data to the EPG content data store when there is no

conflict between the converted EPG data and EPG data existing in the EPG content data

store;

resolving conflicts between the converted EPG data and existing EPG data; and

updating the EPG content data store with the converted EPG data when anyconflict

is resolved in favor of the converted EPG data.

41. A computer-readable medium having a computer executable module for combining

electronic program guide (EPG) data, the module comprising:

a content organizer module to combine multiple EPG data formats from a plurality

of sources.

42. The computer-readable medium of claim 41, wherein the content organizer module

combines the multiple EPG data formats into a single EPG data format.

43. The computer-readable medium of claim 41, wherein the content organizer module

comprises:

an EPG content services module for creating and managing an EPG contentdata

store;

an EPG content transport module for retrieving the EPG data from theplurality of

sources; and
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an EPG content provider module for converting the EPG data retrieved from the

plurality of sources from the multiple formats to an EPG content data store format and

for delivering the EPG data in the EPG content data store format to the EPG content

services module.

44. A system for combining electronic program guide (EPG) data comprising:

a plurality of source meansfor providing multiple formats of EPG data; and

acontent organizer means for combining the multiple EPG data formats.

45. The system of claim 44, wherein the content organizer means combines the multiple

EPGdata formats into a single EPG data format.

46. The system of claim 44, wherein the content organizer means comprises:

an EPG contentdata store;

an EPG content services function having meansfor creating and managing the EPG

content data store;

a plurality of EPG content transport functions having means for retrieving EPG data

from the plurality of sources; and

an EPG content provider function having meansfor receiving the EPG data and

converting the EPG data from the multiple formats to an EPG content data store format,

and delivering the EPG data in the EPG content data store format to the EPG content

services function.
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A METHOD OF AUTOMATIC SELECTION

OF VIDEO CHANNELS >

FIELD AND BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to multi-channel video / television

systems and, in particular, to a method of providing viewers with automated
selection of channels which match viewer's defined searchcriteria.

The number of video channels available over cable television systems

and satellite television systems increases rapidly. Therefore, users need

improved methods for selecting video channels that at a given time carry a

preferred program and or content. Similar needs occur in video on demand

systems, interactive television, and certain internet-television arrangements.

For years, viewers have relied on pre-printed television program listing.

There are numerous disadvantages in using an external paper-based

information source, which is updated usually once a week.

In recent years, television-based electronic program guides (EPG)

have been developed. Program listing are displayed directly on the TV screen

and provide better access and ease of updating as compared to pre-printed

guides. Typically, the EPG is a scrolling TV programlist that is transmitted over
a dedicated cable channel. Viewers can tune to the guide channel and view

information about programs being then transmitted or to be transmitted in the
nearfuture.

Another form of dedicated cable channel contains a split screen

display of the other channels. A video combination device generates the display

such that several video channels (say 16) are displayed concurrently. VWhen the

number of channels is greater than the capacity of a single display screen,

several displays are time-toggled to cover the entire set of channels. However,

the passive nature of this technique limits its value. Also, one cannot search by

title, genre, channelor view listing for programs scheduled a few days aheac.
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Several prior art methods are specifically directed to channel

searching.

In some prior art methods, the search capabilities are manual and

therefore disturb the viewing habit. Also, manual techniques are very limited in

situations of hundreds of video channels.

In other prior art methods, automatic searching is based on

pre-encoded textual descriptions of the video content. Such descriptions are
subjective and usually very concise. Closed captions, which are encoded into
the video signal, contain a transcription of the dialogues but do not relate to any

visual information. Additionally, no provision is made for events that are

happening in real time such as a sudden or dramatic eventthat is as “breaking
news”. Such event is probably not contained in the EPG data.

There exists a need for an improved television channel selection

method, which employs automatic searching in video, based on the audio and

video content of the television channels. There exists also a need for the

method to match the viewer's preferences, specified as a query, with the

content attributes of the television channels which are extracted automatically

and in real-time from these channels.
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a
method of selecting, at a video receiver location, a desired video program

channel from a number of program channels transmitting video programs,

comprising: automatically generating for each of the program channels,

indexing data of at least one predetermined attribute based on the video

program content of the respective channel: specifying at least one attribute
corresponding to a desired program content: and identifying, from the indexing

data, any program channel having a match with respect to the attribute

specified.

According to further features in many of the described preferred

embodiments, the indexing data is generated at a remote location, is encoded

and transmitted in a separate indexing channel for all the program channels,

and is received and decoded at the receiver location; and the at least one

attribute corresponding to a desired program is specified at the receiver

location.

According to still further features in the described preferred

embodiment of the invention, the indexing data is collected from selected

key-frames of the respective video program; and is tagged with a channel
identification code and with a time tag. In addition, the indexing data from a

plurality of channels is multiplexed into a data stream before transmission.

According to still further features in the described invention, the

selection of the channel to be viewed may be “event-driven”, as an extension of

the prior art methods of “program-driven’. Thus, the video material is

segmented into multiple sets of “events’, such as occurrences of people,

objects. sounds and other; the occurrence of the events can be detected and

presented to the viewerat the receiver location.

Thus, according to another aspect of the invention. there is provided a

methodfor indicating at a video receiver location. the occurrence of a particular

event when occurring on any number of program channels transmitting video

programs. comprising: automatically generating at a remote location, for each of

3
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the program channels. indexing data of the respective video programs:

encoding and transmitting said indexing data for all the channels; receiving and

decoding the indexing data: specifying at the receiver location the particular

event when occurring on any of the programmed channels, andidentifying, from

the indexing data each occurrenceof the particular event on anyof the program

channels.

According to further features with respect to this aspect of the invention,

the specified event, when occurring on any of the program channels may be

automatically displayed (e.g., as a picture within a picture) on the screen of the

video receiver, and / or, may be recorded in a recorder.

According to one embodiment of the invention, the indexing data is

transmitted in a separate indexing channel and is received and decoded at the

receiver location. In a second described embodiment, the indexing data is used

at a central contro! node for selecting programs to be transmitted to a plurality

of viewer stations at a plurality of receiver locations according to the attribute

specified at the respective receiver location.

According to another aspect of the present invention, therefore, there is

provided a method of selecting, at a plurality of viewer locations, a desired

video program from a plurality of video programs transmitted in a plurality of

program channels, comprising: automatically indexing, at a remote location,

attributes of each of the video programs transmitted in the program channels;

transmitting said attributes of each of the video programs in the program

channels; receiving, at a central control node, the video programs and the

attributes thereof: specifying, at each of the viewer locations, particular

attributes of a video program desired to be viewed at the respective viewer

location; and utilizing, at the central control node. the attributes specified at the

viewer location for identifying the video programs matching the specified

attributes.

Thus, the system may include a central control node that receives the

indexed data from the indexing channel and transmits programming over a

network to multiple viewer stations (e.g. homes). The programming may include
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standard analog video broadcasts (e.g., NTSC, PAL), digitally encoded video

broadcasts (e.g. MPEG), or digital information related to computer-executed

applications. Each viewerstation includes at least one video display set (e.g., a
television receiver) and an interactive station controller which is sometimes

referred to as a set-top box. The interactive station controller at the viewer

station specifies at least one attribute corresponding to a desired program to be

viewed. The central control node then identifies from the indexed data received

and decoded the channel representing the best match with respect to the

content-based attribute specified and transmits the best-match channel to the

receiver location.

In one described preferred embodiment, the content that is searched

and detected may bestored in a recording device, enabling future viewing and

programs/events statistics information gathering. In another described preferred
embodiment, the data processorat the remote location generates indexing data

that is stored in a web serverin the internet.

According to a still further aspect of the present invention, there is

provided a method of generating a program schedule of desired video program
channels from a number of program channels transmitting video programs of

various program contents, comprising: automatically generating, for each of the

program channels, indexing data of at least one predeterminedattribute based
on the content of the programsto be transmitted on the respective channel, and

the scheduled transmission time thereof; specifying at least one attribute

corresponding to a desired program content, and identifying, from the indexing

data, the program channels and the scheduled transmission times thereof,

having a match with respect to the specified attribute to thereby produce a

program schedule of the program channels.
Further features and advantages of the invention will be apparent from

the description below.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention is herein described, by way of example only, with

reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1A is a block diagram illustrating an overall system in accordance

with the present invention.

FIG. 1B illustrates a video channel selection system based on

automatic searching by content according to one aspect of the present

invention;

FIG. 2 illustrates a video channe! selection system that includes a

central control node;

FIGS. 3A and 3B depict a partitioning of a video program into

high-resolution segments, or events,

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of preferred steps for selecting video channel

based on automatic searching by content:

FIG. 5 illustrates a video indexing data multiplexing and encoding

device according to another aspect of the present invention,

FIG. 6 illustrates an automatic video indexer according to another

aspectof the present invention;

FIG. 7 illustrates a search menu for defining a user query from

pre-defined attributes of audio and video content:

FIG. 8 illustrates a sequence of video indexing data, which is a

low-resolution representation of the respective video images;

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of preferred steps for searching explosions in

video based on visual content only;

FIG. 10 illustrates a data sequence of measurements characteristic of

explosions:

FIG. 11 is a flow chart of a web-based television channel selection

system basea on automatic searching by content: and

FIGS. 12A. 12B and 12C illustrate the system used for producing a

personalized program schedule; and
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FIG. 13 illustrates the system used for computing topic-oriented video

summaries of television channels according to one aspect of the present

invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

This invention presents a method of selecting at a video receiver

location, a desired video program channel from a number of program channels

transmitting video programs. FIG. 1A presents an overview of the main system

components. Video channels can be inputted from a variety of sources 10,

including live video streams, as well as archived video material. For each of

said program channels, indexing data is generated 20, of at least one

predetermined attribute 25, based on the video program content of the

respective channel. The method entails specifying at least one attribute

corresponding to a desired program content 30. The attribute may be a desired

program title, or an occurrence of an event within any program at any channel,

as will be elaborated on and demonstrated below. While utilizing the indexed

data and user input attributes, a search is conducted to detect a match of the

program channels and the attribute specified 40. Multiple attributes may be

specified, along with a set of relating conjunctions, in which case a match is

detected when all attributes are present, and when the associated conjunctions

are met. Once a match is detected, the related program and program channelis

identified 50. Multiple program channels may be identified as having a match.

The match scores may besorted, in which case the identified program channels

are identified as the “best match program channel’, “second-best match

channel”, and so forth. Identified programs are presented to the viewer, e.g., as

a picture-in-picture or as a scrolling listing on the main display screen 60. With

this information in hand, the viewer may select an option such as the viewing of

the identified program content, or the recording of the content 70. Viewer may

select these options in an interactive operational mode, or may predetermine

selected actions. The variations within the presented method for video channel

selection will be discussed as well as possible system embodiments.

Reference is now madeto FIG. 1B, which is a block diagram showing

a first embodiment of the video channel seiection system. For purposes of

simplicity and clarity, the system is described with reference to widely available

systems and standards, including conventional analog television receivers and
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cable-based video networks. It will be appreciated. however, that the particular

components of the channel selection system may be implemented with a variety
of conventions, standards, or technologies without departing from the

underlying concepts of the present invention. The term ~video-channel selection

5 system” is used to emphasize the applicability of the invention beyond standard
television-based systems. The term “video” is used to describe both an

audio-visual content and the image part of that content which consists of a

sequence of images.

The system illustrated in FIG. 1B comprises two parts: one at the
10 transmitter side, and the other at the receiver side. Generally, the transmitter

side of the system can be located at the service provider’s site, and the video

indexing channels can be encoded and transmitted along with other channels.
The receiver side includes at least one video display set (e.g. a television

receiver) and an interactive station controller which is sometimes referred to as

15 a set-top box.

The receiver side of the system can be located in a user’s set-top

cable converter box or other signal reception or processing device such as a

satellite receiver. Alternatively, the components can be mounted in a separate

housing or included as a part of the television receiver, VCR, personal

20 computer or muitimedia player.

The transmitter side consists of a set of similar processing paths, one

for each video channel. Each such path takes a digital video bit-stream 110,

such as an MPEG2 stream, and decodesthe stream in a decoder unit 111, into

a sequence of video images. The video feed for each channel may be a live

25 program or a recording on tape. The programming may include standard analog
video broadcasts (e.g., NTSC. PAL), digitally encoded video broadcasts (@.g.

MPEG), or digital information related to computer-executed applications.

Regardless of input format. the bit-stream is converted into a sequence of
images and the associated sound track in order to enabie indexing on a wide

30 range of video atiributes.
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When the input for a specific television channel consists of a video

signal 113, a video digitizer module 114 converts that signal! into a digital
representation of the sequence of images and the associated sound track in a
format suitable for processing by the video indexer modules 115. The decoded

or digitized video signals are encoded for transmission in the video indexer
modules 115. The operation of each video indexer module 115 is described in

detail in FIG. 6. In that described embodiment video indexing is based on

key-frames (a subset of the original video frames), which are used as a
representation for these original video frames. Video content is captured at
frame rate of 25 frames or 30 frames per second (PAL or NTSC formats,

respectively). Since the visual information content in video changes at slower
rates, only a fraction of the video frames is retained, and the indexing data for
content-attributes are automatically computed for these frames only. Although

video-indexing data is related to key-frames, additional frames may be needed

when computing this data. A specific example is in the case of motion where

frames adjacent to each key-frames are analyzed to extracted motion attributes.
The key-frames and video indexing data of a number of selected

channels are time multiplexed in multiplexer 116 (FIG. 1B) into at least one

video index channe! which is later processed to aid the user in television

channel selection. The sparse nature of key-frames, coupled with the concise

nature of video indexing data, allows multiplexing such frames and indexing

data from multiple channels into a unified video index channel. All key-frames

and associated indexing data are tagged with a channel identification code as

well as a time-tag, so that channel-specific indexing data can be de-multiplexed

and reconstructed at the receiver’s side.

Video indexing data is preferably prepared at the transmitter side for

the following reasons: The computational capacity of the set-top box or

television receiver is limited: the indexing is done in a user-independent

manner: and the bandwidth does not allow transmitting multiple channels to the

receiver for indexing. Note that the “transmitter side” can be any central

location. such as a cable head-end.as will be discussed below.
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Since key-frames and indexing data depend on the content of each

channel, multiplexer 116 is designed to handle several situations that may

occur. One such situation is the occurrence of two or more key-frames at the

sametime. In such a situation key-frames are either dropped or re-encoded in a

more concise manner.

FIG. 1B shows also a functional block diagram of the remote control

handset 120 and set-top box controller 130 at the receiver side. The remote

contro! handset 120 comprises: a query profile selection signal generator 121

that generates query profile selection signals in response to depression of
suitable buttons: an automatic searching signal generator 122, and a regular

channel changing signa! generator 123 which generates channel changing

signals in response to depression of the channel changing buttons.
The set-top box controller 130 at the receiver side further includes an

indexing data decoder 131 in communication with the cable-company and
connected to a video search engine 132 within controller 130. The latter further

includes a channel selector 133 controlling a secondary channel receiver 134

within controller 130 in communication with the cable company. Controller 130

further includes a primary channelreceiver 135, and a userinterface 136.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an alternate to the video channel

selection system of FIG. 1B. In FIG. 2, the transmitter 200 and the receivers 210

are separated by a central control node 220,that includes a receiver 221, a server
222, a video search engine 223, and a transmitter 224. The receiver 221 receives

the programs and indexed material from the transmitter 200. The server 221 stores
the indexed material received from the transmitter 200. searches this material for

specified attributes in the video search engine 223, and transmits programming
over a network to the multiple viewer stations 210 (e.g. homes) via cable or

wireless.

Each viewer station 210 includes a receiver 211, at least one video

display set 212 (e.g., a television receiver), and an interactive station controlier 213,
e.g., that sometimes referred to as a set-top box. The server 222 in the central
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contro! node 220 matches the indexed video material to a pre-allocated set of

users. The users’ preferences and searchcriteria are available at the server 211 by

a user-controlled remote server within controller 213, and/or by automatic extraction

of viewer preferences based on viewing-history profiles effected by the controller

213. The interactive station controllers 213 at the viewer stations also enable the

viewers to specify at least one attribute corresponding to a desired program to be

viewed. The central control node 220 then identifies, from the indexed data

received and decoded, the channel representing the best match with respect to the

content-based attribute specified by each user and transmits the best-match

channel program to the receiver location of the respective viewer.
In the two embodiments described (FIG. 1B and FIG. 2), the channel

selection (identification) process takes place in the set-top box (130) and the

server in the central-contro! node (220), respectively. These units have access

to the attributes coming from the receiver end, as well as the indexed data

generated from the video channels. These units are then responsible for
detecting any matches and identifying the respective channels, sorted by their

match; specifically, identifying the channel representing the best match, and the
channel of the next-best match. The two embodiments described represent two

possible system architectures. In the one case, the indexed data is generated at
4 remote location, and transmitted to the receiver location, at which place the

program identification is pursued. In the second case, the indexed data is

generated at a remote location, transmitted to a centralized location (a
central-control node), at which place the program identification is pursued and

conveyed further to receiver locations. It should be noted that additional

embodiments are possible, such as the generation of the indexing data locaily

at the server location: the detection of a match and identification of selected

programs at a server location, which may be physically located with the video

channel providers: and variations thereof.

An example is in news production houses that generate the video

material. have indexing data generated in house, provide video material to
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editorial rooms based on predefined attributes. or user-specified attributes — all

within a localized architecture.

With the present invention. video material, both pre-recorded

programs as well as live material (e.g. live footage coming in a news program),
are automatically indexed for content. Channel selection is thus enabled based
on live material as well as predefined program categories. Multiple channels are

indexed simultaneously.

The term “content” refers to all visual and auditory information that is

extracted and indexed automatically from the video streams, in addition to any

manual annotation available (e.g. the program title, program category etc).

Moreover, video content relates to the partitioning of video streams into

segments that correspond with video ~attributes”. Attributes may represent
video program titles, as known in prior art, in which case the corresponding
video segments are full-length video program segments. In this invention,
attributes may also represent the occurrence of “events” within a program

segment, thus partitioning the program into higher-resolution segments of
content. Hereon, the terms attributes and events are used interchangibly.

FIG. 3-A depicts a partitioning of a video program segment 300 into

“event” segments. Examples of attributes and events include: object (e.g.,

people) events 310-313, sport-events (¢.g., “goals” 320, 321), and news events
(e.g., “breaking-news” events 330). Exampies of other events that may be
specified by a user include: action-movie events (e.g., explosions), sound
avents (e.g., President Clinton’s voice), spoken-word events (e.g., words about

politics or the economy), and text-events (e.g., segments that have material
regarding a certain location and that location is present as overlayed text on top
of the video segment). Events are detected and indexed across several video
channels simultaneously, as shown in FIG. 3-B. The time axis is segmented into

events as they occur (“event-driven”). Each event, indicated as a short line

segment. is linked to the related channel /video source.
With this definition of content. the selection of the channei to be

viewed may be ~event-driven”. as an extension of the prior art methods of
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“program-driven”. Thus, the system enables searching video channels for
attributes/events in addition to searching for full-length programs. Occurrences

of the specified events are detected and presented to the viewer at the receiver

location.

The user can predefine a table of attributes of interest. Alternatively, a

viewer's preference list of search attributes, or a program viewing profile, may

be learned from the user’s viewing history.

An example of a user’s attribute table, or a program and eventlist, is the

 

 

 

     
following:

| Category/Attributes Programs/Events |
‘NewsENN,NBG, ABC

“Sports~~~*|NBA
News | “breaking news”

Sports “Goal”

People “Sharon Stone”, “Clinton”

Words “economy”, “disaster”

The user may select a category of interest, such as news or sports;

within each category. the user may define programs of interest such as CNN,

NBC news. The user may choose attributes of interest, such as people or

keywords, and particular events of interest, such as the appearance of “Sharon
Stone” and “Clinton”, or any words spoken about the “economy”.

Combinations are possible within the selection criteria. The user may

combine program categories with attribute events. such as selecting to see

Pres. Clinton only on selected news programs (e.g. CNN), the user may add

time constraints, such as selecting to be notified of events occurring during all

evening news channels.

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of preferred steps for selecting a television

channel or any video channel based on automatic searching by content.
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In step 410, video streams are received from multiple video channels. In step
420, key-frames are selected from each video channel, based on the video
content in @ manner that represents the content of the video in a concise and

efficient way; based on the key-frames. additional indexing data. which are
attributes related to the content of the video, are computed. In step 430,

key-frames and indexing data from all indexed channels are encoded and
combined into a much smaller numberof indexing streamsorfiles.

Steps 440 to 480 constitute a particular sequence for channel

selection by the viewer according to the present invention. In step 440, the

viewer receives a particular primary video signal to the television receiver or

set-top box controller; the primary signalis usually displayed on the main video
display. In step 450, key frames and video-indexing data generated as
described above are transmitted to the set-top box controller; alternatively, the

video-indexing data is transmitted to the server at a central node location as
described above with reference to FIG. 2. In step, 460 a video query is defined

by manipulating an on-screen menu, alternatively, such a query can be defined
by the user in a moreflexible or pre-programmed mannerin the user’s personal
computer and downloaded to the receiver or set-top box controller cr server at
the central contro! node 210 of FIG. 2. Alternatively, viewer’s preferencelist of

search attributes is updated based on viewer’s query history or viewing profile,

and used fer current search.

In step 470, the search resuits, (@.g., in the form of key-frames) from
video channels other than the primary channel that match the video query, are

displayed on a secondary display (such as a_ picture-in-picture (PIP)
arrangement). Alternatively, results may be presented as a listing. The user
can, as shown by step 480, select interactively either to switch the primary
channel. or to record a video channel, according to the search results.

A functional description of a mutiplexing device for video indexing data

for use as multiplexer 116, FIG. 1B. is illustrated in FIG. 5. Video indexing data
510 enters the video index multiplexer from a plurality of channels and is

encoded by the indexing data encoder 520 for each channel. The parallel to
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serial converter 530 serializes the encoded indexing data streams from the

plurality of channels. The serial index data stream enters a FIFO buffer 540 and
exits to an arbitration logic 550 designed to handle co-occurrence of key-frames

in more than one channel. Then, the encoded indexing data goes through a bit

s rate controller 560 to produce the output time-multiplexed video indexing data.
The serialization of a number of data channels, the arbitration of

key-frames, and the control of the data-rate. can be implemented by a number
of prior art methodsfrom the field of communications that are not specific to the
present invention.

10 FIG. 6 describes an automatic video indexer that may be for video
indexer 115 in FIG. 1B to select key-frames and to generate indexing data.

The audio-video data stream is first processed by a key-frame

selection module 610 to produce a content summary. A number of prior-art

methods for selecting key-frames are known. Most of them are based on

15 detecting video shot transitions and selecting a frame from each shot (generally
the first one) as a key-frame. In the presence of motion, more key-frames have
to be selected to represent the content of video including the temporal variation.

Co-pending Application No. PCT/IL99/00169 by the same assignee as the
present application, describes a preferred method of selecting key-frames. In

20 most types of video content, it is sufficient to select only a few percentage
points of the original video frames to get a good representation.

While the summary, which consists of the video key-frames, can be

used as a concise descriptor of the video content, more indexing information
should be extracted to allow for efficient automatic searching. This is due to the

following reasons:tr Un

» The key-frames contain raw image data, while video searching is
done based on image attributes.

* Some attributes. such as image motion information, cannot be

extracted accurately from key-frames alone.
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« Practical limitations on the computing powerinside set-top boxes

require that video search engines inside such boxes will operate on
concise indexing data. |

Video indexing data is automatically computed from the video image

sequence by video image indexing engines 620. Such engines may include a
face detection engine 621, a motion indexing engine 622. a video text

recognition engine 623, and/or a color indexing engine 624.
Audio indexing data is automatically computed from the audio track by

audio indexing engines 630. Such engines may include: segmentation to

silence, speech, music and effects 631; feature extraction for audio
classification 632: and recognition of pre-programmedeffects 633.

Prior art methods are Known and may be used for implementing each

of the above mentioned indexing engines 620 - 633.

Sometimes video streams carry video meta-data such as closed

captions, and possibly encoded textual information such as annotations.
Meta-data decoder 640 extracts this meta-data which is added to content-based

indexing data. Manual annotations can also be added by annotation editor 650.
In a live feed situation, the volume of such descriptions is limited due to time

constraints. However, they provide additional information about the video

content.

All video indexing data is time-stamped according to a global clock.

FIG. 7 illustrates a search menu 700 overlaid on the television display

by a graphic generator that mixes the graphic video signal with the receiver
video signal. The search menu consists of a set of content-based attributes
such as visual attributes 710. audio attributes 720, topic-related attributes 730,

and special attributes 740 such as breaking news or explosions. The search
menu also includes a simple query language 750 that allows selecting “AND”,

“OR” and “NOT” control functions. for generating and displaying, in a display

region 750, such queries as:

VISUAL = People AND AUDIO = Laughter
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Such a search menu is simpie to operate and requires only a minimal

user-interface. However, the indexing data transmitted to the viewer can support

a wide range of video queries. For that purpose, a computer-based interface

can be used to define a set of queries on the viewer’s personal computer and to

download the set of queries to the set-top box. Once downloaded, these queries

can be selected by the remote controller handset 120 (FIG. 1B). In other

TV-PC combinations, the query definition is supported more easily.

AS mentioned above, the method for computing attribute-specific

indexing data and for querying these attributes can be implemented by methods

known in the art. For illustrative purposes, a simple example is described below

teaching how to search for explosions based on the video imagetrack.

The search is implemented, as described in FIG. 9, by a combination

of indexing and searching. Indexing 910 consists of decimating the key-frame

sequence that is computing a low-resolution version of the images.

Low-resolution color representations support a wide variety of color-based

queries.

FIG. 8 shows a low-resolution frame sequence obtained by decimating

the key-frame sequence.

Searching for explosions in the indexing data is performed by

computing the “fire magnitude” 920 at each frame. The fire magnitude value is

computed by summing a quantity inversely related to the color distance from a

pre-specified fire color value, over all pixels in the low-resolution image as

shown by blocks 930 and 940 in FIG. 9. FIG. 10 showsthe fire magnitude for

the sequenceof FIG. 8. The concise one-dimensionalfire-magnitude sequence

is processed by a derivative and threshold logic 950 to decide on a candidate

explosion event.

The present invention can be implemented in additional embodiments

other than those described above in which the multi-channel video indexing

data are transmitted to the set-top box controller (FIG. 1B), or to a central

contro! node (FIG. 2) that conducts the searching.
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Thus, the automatic television channel selection may be implemented

over the Internet as illustrated in FIG. 11, wherein a set of video channels are

indexed by content by the combination of a digital video decoder 1110 and a
video indexer 1120 for each of the indexed channels. The index data is stored

in a web server 1130 on the Internet 1131. The web server uses an internet

TCP/IP protocol to make the indexing data available to users at the PC and TV
combinations 1140, 1150. 1160 and 1170.

Because of the growing overlap between the TV, the personal computer and the

Internet. more configurations now support data integration between these elements.

Several such configurations are illustrated in FIG. 11. These include: the

configuration 1140 of TV viewing on a personal computer 1141 that has at least
one TV tuner 1142 but is also connected to the Internet: the configuration 1150 of

internet-capable set-top boxes 1151 with a video- search engine 1152, and at least

one TV tuner; the configuration 1160 of a computer connected directly to the

television receiver, and the configuration 1170 of a personal computer only.

Streaming video via an Internet connection, such as a broadband connection, is a

replacement for a television signal connection.

Video streaming over the net is becoming more and moreareality, for example in

“broadcast.com’”. Users of such sites are presented with listings of broadcast

(video) material from multiple broadcast (video) channels. Video may be viewed
and downloaded. With the present invention, users of such sites will be able to

benefit from ‘event-driven’ information, with program content provided by

content-providers sorted according to viewer’s preference lists, and all other
additional characteristics that are described herein. In figure 11, the broadcast

content is streamed via an internet broadband connection. The user can select a

user profile, formulate a query or provide a usernamefor selection of previously

defined search criteria. In a preferred embodiment, search results in the form of a

listing of the currently available channels that meet the user-defined criteria, or a

thumbnail presentation of the content of these channels in the form of updating

key-frames can be put by the web-server as an HTML page and sent to the user.
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